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1. Introduction

Christoph Scherrer

Dire working conditions are prevalent in the labor-intensive segments of global value chains. Suicides, such as those that occurred at some of the Foxconn consumer electronics assembly plants in China, and accidents such as the collapse of the Rana Plaza garment factory in Bangladesh, have made consumers more attentive to the plight of workers. For many years, trade unions and human rights nongovernmental organizations have called on corporations and governments to take responsibility for ensuring the human rights of the workers in sweatshops around the world. In response, corporations have developed internal codes of conduct and have hired corporate social responsibility staff and consultants to certify their suppliers’ labor relations. By signing on to the United Nations Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and membership to the International Labor Organization, governments have committed themselves to respect social and human rights, encompassing freedom of association and the right to organize and bargain collectively. Economically advanced countries have also written OECD guidelines for businesses outside their home countries. And recently all member countries of the United Nations have underlined their commitments to the human rights of workers by including the goal to “Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all” in the Sustainable Development Goals for 2030.

The rising awareness of the plight of workers in supply chains and the pronouncements of governments and corporations has not, however, resulted in improved working conditions for most of these workers. For example, the infamous Rana Plaza building had been inspected shortly before it collapsed. After this tragedy, efforts were mounted to prevent another disaster from occurring, but despite the great attention the tragedy gained, the preventative measures implemented fall far short from what is necessary (Khan/Wichterich 2015). Some governments have even committed themselves in trade agreements to uphold labor standards. Yet, the most famous and elaborate labor chapter in a trade agreement, the labor side agreement to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has not protected workers against labor rights violations (Greven 2012). In sum, corporations and governments have yet to take the step from pronouncements to the actual enforcement of their commitments.

The lack of enforcement of labor rights is the unresolved key issue in the world of work. It therefore deserves our attention. This volume takes up the challenge and explores the effectiveness and feasibility of the enforcement instruments under discussion. It starts with a general overview of the currently considered instruments for ensuring better working conditions and respect for the human
rights of workers. Using the example of Germany, it then goes a step further and explores governmental instruments that although have the potential, are yet to be employed in favor of workers’ rights. After these overviews the following two chapters deal with specific instruments. The first remains in the hands of governments; the instrument of a labor rights clause or social chapter in an international trade agreement. The second shifts the responsibility of safeguarding workers’ rights along the supply chain to corporations by means of the concept of due diligence as espoused in the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

This volume uses the term “supply chain” for the complex national borders crossing production networks because it is the term the ILO has adopted. Within these “chains” the focus of this volume is on those segments which capture the least of the end value of the product in relationship to the human effort expended on it.

**Summary of Chapters**

The volume starts with a brief economic argument in favor of international workers’ rights. Of course, international core labor rights are human rights and as such need to be respected. However, given the dominance of economic justifications for public policies, it is quite obvious that proponents of human rights stand a better chance to be heard if they can buttress their legal and normative reasoning with economic arguments. In his contribution Christoph Scherrer points out that the arguments of those advocating internationally binding workers’ rights are based on a neo-institutional view of the market mechanism, while those of their critics stem from a neo-classical approach. A close reading of the core premises of the neoclassical approach, however, reveals that core workers' rights can also be justified within the neoclassical paradigm. Workers’ rights are constitutive for markets (since the market is defined as an exchange of goods among free persons) and they can address market failures such as power imbalances or barriers to market exit. Workers’ rights are an important precondition for the development of “human capital” and therefore contribute to economic efficiency.

If standards are beneficial from the neo-institutional as well as the neo-classical perspective, Scherrer asks, why then are they not voluntarily adopted? Besides political motives, he identifies economic reasons. Although the “high road” promises long-term benefits, it may incur short-term costs. While attempts to assess the cost impact of adherence to ILO conventions have not delivered reliable results thus far, even small differences in production costs can be expected to be decisive for market success. Most export goods from developing countries are sold to wholesalers or transnational corporations, which command a strong market position vis-à-vis the producers. This competitive situation,
however, is the very reason why social standards have to be negotiated internationally. As long as it is possible for an economic region to gain a competitive advantage by undercutting the social standards in other regions, these other regions are in danger of losing their market share and hence employment opportunities. The greater the similarity between the competing regions with regard to factor endowment and market position, the more acute is this danger. It will be particularly high if market success depends on a single factor, namely low-skilled labor. In such a case, the danger from lower standards cannot be offset by other factors. This situation is particularly true of developing countries, which face the constant risk that new regions with an even larger reservoir of low skilled labor will break into the world market. For these reasons, Scherrer argues, developing countries cannot raise their social standards in isolation but only in conjunction with other countries by multilateral agreement.

The next chapter by Stefan Beck and Christoph Scherrer provides an overview of some of the recent initiatives to protect workers in supply chains and assesses their effectiveness. They cover labor chapters in bilateral trade agreements, the use of public procurement for the promotion of products made under “fair” conditions, Global Framework Agreements between global union federations and transnational corporations concerning workers’ rights at subsidiaries, codes of conduct of companies, the United Nation’s Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, and the stakeholder action of the German government. They conclude their overview with the rather discouraging insight that so far none of the many initiatives seem to be particularly effective. Global Framework Agreements seem to be quite effective as long as local actors are involved right from the start. The United Nations Guiding Principles hold some promise, so long as governments are willing to support and pressure companies to implement them. The same holds true for the social conditionality of public procurement. Most promising remains trade conditionality. However, if only a rather weak social chapter in a trade agreement is politically achievable, it risks justifying trade liberalization measures and the strengthening of investors’ rights which will undercut the bargaining strength of labor. Therefore, Beck and Scherrer conclude that it is not sufficient to discuss specific instruments for the promotion of labor rights along value chains; one also needs to address the general governance of international trade and investments.

In her chapter Alison Schultz assesses the various initiatives the German government has undertaken to promote co-determination along global supply chains. Co-determination is a peculiar German labor market institution. At the plant level it provides for works councils and at the level of a company’s board for the representation of workers. Its core underlying principles are, however, universal, i.e. the right of association, the right to trade union freedom and collective bargaining. As an instrument of social dialogue it also belongs to one
of the four pillars of the ILO’s decent work agenda. Schultz starts out with an overview of the German co-determination system and the current state of the research on co-determination in Germany. This is followed by an analysis of different policies of the federal government of Germany that are relevant to foreign economic policy, and have the potential to promote codetermination. She analyzes the instruments of the federal ministries of economics, finance, economic cooperation and development, and of foreign affairs and the Reconstruction Credit Institute. In addition, she explores the likely impact of the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) on labor rights.

The most striking aspect of Schultz’ findings are the many underutilized instruments available to the German government for the promotion of core labor rights. For example, German companies have access to voluminous export financing facilities and investment guarantees. While this government support is conditional on the adherence to core labor rights, the review processes for environmental and social impacts ignore these rights. Other examples include the state-owned companies in the portfolio of the Ministry of Finance. While some of them, e.g. Deutsche Telekom, have been accused of violating labor rights at their subsidiaries abroad, the ministry denies responsibility. Schultz’ examination of the CETA text comes to the conclusion that not only does the labor chapter in the trade agreement fall short on fulfilling the necessary criteria for effectively safeguarding the agreement itself, but also puts pressure on co-determination rights in the service sector where fundamental rights are already frequently violated.

The issue of labor chapters in trade agreements is the focus of Madelaine Moore’s contribution. Through assessing the existing studies on the impact of these chapters on labor rights conditions in supply chains, she concludes that there is little conclusive evidence of their effectiveness. Key to this is the lack of enforcement of the existing provisions in labor chapters. The enforcement of social chapters requires political will, attitudinal change and the presence of strong independent trade unions. Once there is the political will, then the design of the social clause can make a difference. As civil society and social partners play a crucial role in the functioning of labour provisions, they must be involved from the early stages. Moore argues that the agreements need to be coherent on numerous levels: concerning content (referring to the ILO core labor rights), the ministries involved in implementing the provisions of the chapter and the dispute settlement procedures. Furthermore, timeframes and outcomes need to be prescribed in the agreement in as clear and direct language as possible to avoid miscommunication or different interpretations. Consistency on these levels, Moore argues, is more important than sanctions.

The final chapter looks at the obligation for corporate due diligence arising for companies from intergovernmental human rights treaties. The UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights, which were endorsed by the Human Rights Council in 2011, introduced the concept of due diligence as part of corporate responsibility to respect human rights. Christian Scheper discusses the meaning and political significance of the concept, and assesses its effectiveness. He argues that the failure to specify the concrete obligations for companies and a lack of economic incentives for the comprehensive implementation of due diligence, renders this instrument rather ineffective. If it remains such a weak instrument, it might even increase transnational companies’ political authority in the field of human rights interpretation instead of strengthening human rights along the supply chain. He also points out that a human rights policy that relies on corporate due diligence might become dependent on corporate forms of knowledge generation about labor rights conditions in transnational production networks. To become effective, Scheper argues, obligations have to be clearly specified and accompanied by clear sanctions if companies fail to meet them. In addition, transparency has to be guaranteed.

In sum, the volume shows that many instruments are available to governments but as long as the political will to make effective use of them is lacking, the enforcement of human rights along the supply chain remains unacceptably deficient. This in turn means that political pressure has to be built up to make it costly for political actors to ignore the plight of workers in labor-intensive segments of supply chains.

_Literature_


2. Economic Arguments for International Workers’ Rights

Christoph Scherrer

While international trade has resulted in great affluence for advanced capitalist countries, the ongoing liberalization of trade has not been accompanied by increases in prosperity everywhere. In many emerging market economies, working conditions, wages, and environmental standards have deteriorated, particularly in the plants producing for export. Every year, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) documents widespread abuses of workers’ rights.

According to the International Labor Organization (ILO), the following workers’ rights are fundamental: freedom of association (Convention No. 87); the right to organize and bargain collectively (Convention No. 98); and prohibitions of forced labor (Convention Nos. 29 and 105), discrimination in employment (Convention Nos. 100 and 111), and child labor (Convention Nos. 138 and 182). The workers' rights covered by these core conventions are an inseparable part of human rights because they were adopted by consensus of ILO members, because they were ratified by most member countries, because they are covered by UN covenants and several human rights declarations, and because they have been reaffirmed again and again at international summits.

The problem with the ILO’s conventions is not only that ratification is voluntary but that compliance is essentially also voluntary since the ILO has no enforcement mechanism to speak of. The court of public opinion is called upon through cautiously worded ILO reports on violations of individual countries.

The international labor movement has reacted to the ILO’s ineffectiveness in dealing with labor rights abuses in the context of a rapidly globalizing economy by calling for a so-called social clause, i.e., a labor rights provision to be embodied in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and more recently in bilateral trade agreements. The Trans Pacific Partnership, initialed by the heads of the participating countries in October 2015, contains such a clause.

Predictably, employers' associations, many governments and the overwhelming majority of economists contend that trade agreements are not an appropriate means of enforcing minimum standards. However, critics do not stop at the question of how to enforce international social standards but also cast doubt on the usefulness of international standards in principle (e.g. Grossmann/Michaelis 2007). It is, therefore, necessary to examine whether international labor standards serve a useful economic purpose.

The question of whether international workers’ rights are economically justified touches upon the fundamental economic understanding of the nature of the market as a social regulatory mechanism. In highly simplified terms, the various
concepts of the market can be reduced to two paradigmatic approaches: the neo-classical and the neo-institutional »schools«.

From the neo-classical standpoint, welfare-increasing efficiency gains can be achieved in foreign trade only if unhindered trade permits product specialization on the basis of comparative cost advantages. Even in the case of infant industries, protection is considered to be a suboptimal policy. Any domestic distortions should be addressed by subsidies, rather than protection. The neo-institutional approach, by contrast, points to the destructive potential that market mechanisms can have in trade between nations because of the absence of a central regulatory authority at an international level. According to that view, foreign trade should, therefore, be flanked by domestic social legislation and regulated externally by multilateral agreements.

If criticism on purely ideological grounds is to be avoided, it is necessary to challenge these approaches on their own »home domain«. Therefore, I will show that, despite the prevalent opposing view among neo-classical economists, even neo-classical economics lends itself to theoretical justifications of international labor rights. Practitioners of institutional economics, of course, provide many reasons for taking the »high road« on labor rights. However, even an institutional viewpoint cannot rule out short-term costs for countries adhering to higher standards. In contrast to most economic treatises on international labor rights, I will argue that the question of competitiveness is not a North-South issue, but a South-South issue. Even small increases in costs due to higher standards will put the respective countries at a competitive advantage vis-à-vis their competitors at a similar level of industrial development. Therefore, developing countries are limited in their ability to raise labor standards on their own. This competitive situation, however, is the very reason why labor rights have to be negotiated internationally. Raising standards will have to be done in conjunction with other countries by multilateral agreement.

**Neoclassical Defense of Workers' Rights**

The criticism of social standards from a development perspective comes in two forms. The »hard« variant takes the position that industrial development requires a repressive employment regime. This has been promoted by Gary Fields but enjoys little support in the economic profession. The »soft« variant only demands that the employment regime contains no minimum standards that slow down development. It enjoys support among the majority of neoclassical economists.

The soft variant of the criticism takes issue with international standards mainly in the areas of pay, health, and safety at work (standards under consideration for some codes of conducts and social labeling programs), but also in the field of workers' rights. As a rule, it is argued that every officially imposed increase in
production costs harms the prospects of sales in the world market, and hence the development prospects of the countries concerned. Every increase in labor costs supposedly jeopardizes the developing countries' main comparative advantage, namely abundant labor.

Core workers' rights can, however, also be justified within the neoclassical paradigm, mainly as responses to specific market failures. For example, freedom of association is a means to counterbalance the market power of employers. The bargaining power of an individual worker may be very limited faced with a powerful corporate employer or group of employers. The prohibition of forced labor and the exploitation of children belong to the core principles of the neoclassical market order: the market is defined as an exchange of goods among free persons. Furthermore, the adherence to these rights can enhance market efficiency. If discrimination is practiced, employment and earnings opportunities are allocated based on considerations not related to how well someone does a job. Anti-discrimination measures may facilitate the employment of individuals in jobs for which they are best suited. Collective bargaining institutions allow efficiency gains by encouraging workers to share their views with management about the running of the enterprise (Freeman/Medoff 1984).

Market failure is also to be found on the world market. Due to the leveling effect of competition, violations of core workers' rights in some countries can lead to their disrespect in one’s own country (Leebron 1996: 54). In the extreme, a race to the bottom can ensue, pushing the standards of all trading partners to the lowest level. Most neoclassical economists reject the argument of a »race to the bottom« (e.g. Klevorick 1996). The term »destructive competition«, however, has been used within the neoclassical paradigm (Bator 1958; for a discussion within the debate on international labor standards, see Krueger 1996). If, for whatever reason, market exit is difficult, supply might stay the same or even expand despite lower prices. Destructive competition takes place in the labor market when workers offer their labor power at wages that do not cover their reproduction costs. An industrial worker, who cannot afford to send his children to vocational training programs, has not given his labor power according to his reproduction needs.

Rapid population growth contributes to a structural oversupply of labor power in the non-OECD world. Insufficient social standards are among the causes of population growth, especially the discrimination of women in education and in employment. Without welfare measures for old age, having a large number of children may remain attractive. Even without population growth labor power can be in oversupply. This is the case when industrial agriculture or world-class manufacturing meets subsistence or traditional industry. The displacement of the low-productivity subsistence agriculture or of inefficient industry (which had
been protected by high transport costs or high tariffs) can release workers faster than the more productive market-oriented agriculture or modern manufacturing industry can absorb. This oversupply of labor power is exacerbated by impediments to market exit. The «doubly free» wage laborer usually lacks an alternative to wage labor. Once the subsistence economy has been left, return is almost impossible. For one, the subsistence agriculture will be pushed from the more fertile soil by the more productive industrial agriculture. The remaining pockets of subsistence agriculture will increasingly be less able to support its population and even less any returnees from urban areas. In addition, those who have left frequently find the hard work in traditional agriculture even less attractive than a life on the margins of big cities.

The lack of a social safety net as well as falling wages increase the need to expand the supply of labor power. Without corrective intervention, the impoverishment of large segments of workers can turn into a self-supporting downward spiral: an increase in labor supply forces real wages down, lower wages in turn increase the labor supply in the next round. In extreme cases, children are forced to work in order to secure the survival of the household. The more children are employed, the more adults are made redundant, which in turn forces them to send their daughters and sons to work. If the budget for education were to be cut because of a debt crisis, the number of children working would increase. This causal connection has been well documented, for example for Peru (Pollmann/Strack 2005: 26-27).

In order to restore an economic equilibrium according to market logic, some suppliers have to exit the market. Some neoclassical welfare theorists have rejected this solution even in the case of industrial plants. They argue that if the momentarily underutilized capacities would find demand at a later point in time, but if at that time it would be very costly to rebuild these capacities, then the regulation of competition is justified (Kahn 1971: 175). Market exit is not a viable solution for most wage earners for the above-mentioned reasons. Therefore, the regulation of competition is to be preferred, i.e. limitations on working time. In a historic perspective, this has been the answer to the oversupply of labor power during industrialization: the struggle for the eight-hour day, the prohibition of child labor, and (from today's viewpoint more problematic) the displacement of women from gainful employment. If such collective solutions are not available, the destructive competition can cross borders via trade (see below).

**Neo-institutional Arguments: Workers' Rights for Sustainable Development**

From an institutional perspective in economics, workers' rights contribute to long-term sustainable development. Both demand-side and supply-side arguments are put forward to demonstrate the stimulatory growth effects of
workers' rights. From a demand-oriented perspective, highly unequal income distribution is regarded as an obstacle to sustainable development (Herr/Ruoff 2015). First, it is argued that such inequality impedes the emergence of a mass market in durable consumer goods, so that developing countries cannot emulate the »Fordist« growth model of the United States and Western Europe. Second, the concentration of national income in the hands of a few people produces an excessively high savings ratio, so that growth-stimulating investment is too low. It also increases the likelihood of capital flight (Boyce/Ndikumana 2002). Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are necessary preconditions for a more equal distribution of income (Gross et al. 2015).

The supply-side institutionalists cite two reasons why minimum social standards and resulting higher wages have a positive effect on a country's economic development prospects. First, higher wages promote the development of »human capital«, without which no economic development is possible. Wages close to or below the minimum subsistence level make it impossible for workers to invest in their own education, or that of their children, and are often insufficient to pay for necessary health care. Higher wages, on the other hand, would not only enable workers to maintain and enhance their qualifications but would also increase the incentive to attend school and adopt performance-oriented behavior (Sengenberger 2005). There is evidence that the early involvement of children in work can have serious consequences for their health and development (UNICEF 2009).

Second, they argue that social standards are necessary for making the transition from an extensive to an intensive use of labor. Under the prevailing system of sweatshops, employers have no particular interest in using labor intensively because workers are paid based on how many items are produced; hence, no fixed labor costs arise. Capital stock is usually small and consists of outdated machinery that cannot be used more efficiently. The resulting low labor productivity in turn precludes raising wages. In such a situation, minimum social standards could increase interest in measures to raise productivity by changing the structure of incentives for firms and workers. For firms, they would make the extensive use of labor less attractive; for workers, they would make it more rewarding to strive for the success of the firm. If, for instance, a strategy of »flexible specialization« is to succeed, certain preconditions must be met to ensure that workers can earn better wages, show themselves to be cooperative, and acquire professional qualifications. Social standards could help create those preconditions (Piore 1994). As the minimum wage in Puerto Rico increased, for example, turnover and absenteeism declined, job applicants were more thoroughly screened, and »managerial effort« improved (Robertson et al. 2009: 9-14).
Studies conducted by the ILO (2009), which look specifically at certain international labor standards, seem to be in line with the institutionalist argument. They show that compliance to labor standards positively contributes to a country’s competitiveness and good economic performance. Other studies have argued in a similar direction (cf. Dehejia/Samy 2009). However, given the persistence of violations of core labor rights, the question remains whether violations are the result of competitive pressures. Unintentionally, the study co-authored by David Kucera raises some doubts about the validity of these studies. Kucera has won great merits for the operationalization of labor standards by developing a set of indicators for these standards (Kucera 2007). The study he conducted together with Ritasch Sarna shows, in line with the institutionalist argument, that weak labor rights do not correlate positively with strong export performance. However, the study identifies one exception: East Asia. The authors do not consider these countries to be representative: »[...] the East Asian experience is anomalous in the broader global context« (Kucera/Sarna 2004: 25). This move to fortify the general argument is not convincing. Global competitive pressure originates exactly from this region (Berik/van der Meulen 2010). A second look at the above mentioned studies reveals that they treat all countries the same in their regression analysis, and neither account for global market shares nor for changes in these shares.

**Head-to-Head: South-South Competition**

While almost all countries have ratified some ILO conventions, the new export nations in particular have been slow to ratify even core conventions. Some of the motives for not signing on to the ILO conventions are political in character. Dictatorships have good reasons to believe that trade unions might become places of government opposition (e.g. Solidarnosc in Poland). There are also economic reasons. While the »high road« promises long-term benefits, it may incur short-term costs. The amount of these costs, their impact on competitiveness, and their long-term rewards are difficult to appraise (Dehejia/Samy 2004). ILO studies conducted in India suggest that as a portion of the final price of carpets to the consumer, labor-cost savings realized through the employment of children are between 5 and 10 per cent for carpets (Anker et al. 1998).

However, the likelihood of higher wages does not automatically translate into higher production costs. According to the institutional argument mentioned above, the observance of labor rights will lead to greater efficiency, which compensates for higher wages. In the short-term, higher costs are nevertheless likely before the efficiency gains are realized. Given that most export goods from developing countries are sold to wholesalers or transnational corporations, which command a strong market position vis-à-vis the producers, even small
differences in production costs can be expected to be decisive for market success.

The competition among the countries in the South has not received nearly as much attention as the North-South trading relationship. However, theoretical arguments as well as empirical evidence suggest that competition is fiercer along the South-South than the North-South axis (Ghose 2000). The greater the similarity between the competing regions with regard to factor endowment and market position, the more acute this danger (Mosley/Uno 2007). The extent of competition among Southern countries is influenced by the following factors: (a) simple production techniques which allow for easy market entrance, (b) fast growing labor forces because of a crisis in subsistence agriculture, (c) foreign indebtedness which forces countries to maximize export earnings, and (d) the ability of transnational corporations to switch supply sources and to relocate production facilities. The latter is more likely in labor intensive, low skill industries such as the toy or garment industries.

In a number of product lines, fierce competition has led to an environment conducive to violating core workers’ rights. The search for cheap labor is well documented for the garment industry. Pressure originates from brand-name manufacturers as well as large retail chains (Anner/Hossain 2015). Because of fair trade campaigns, brand-name buyers are trying to enforce certain labor and environmental standards on their suppliers. However, they seem not to be willing to pay for the extra compliance costs of their suppliers (Zhang 2011).

**Will the South Suffer Under Global Rules?**

The objective of global rules for workers’ rights is to take them out of the competition among producers. If efforts succeed to make these rules binding for every country, the competitive situation among countries will change. Individual countries will no longer fear that they will suffer competitive disadvantages by adherence to these rights. Instead, they will be able to assume that their labor competes under similar conditions.

The need for international agreements is demonstrated particularly well in the case of child labor. Some authors see only two alternatives for children in economic problem areas: work or starvation. Since exploitation is better than starvation, they opt against prohibiting child labor (Bhagwati 1994: 59). However, such harsh alternatives exist only under ceteris paribus conditions; that is, when the rules for competition have not changed. If child labor were to be prohibited in just one region in, say, carpet weaving, there is of course the risk that the carpet companies in that region will lose their market share. By contrast, if child labor were to be prohibited in all regions, then a loss in market share is not likely. Then family living wages could be paid to adults. Indian carpet makers would no longer be in competition with Pakistani carpet makers.
on labor costs but with industrial manufacturers of carpets. In this hypothetical case, the risk is whether the higher prices for carpets, which all carpet makers could charge, would lead to a diminishing overall demand for hand-made carpets. To answer this question, the substitution or demand elasticity has to be known. Experts are not of one mind concerning the degree of demand elasticity for products from the South.

Even if a "correct" value for the price elasticity of demand could be established, it would probably not reflect the reality of many exporters in the South. The elasticity of substitution and demand would vary considerably from product to product. Hand-made carpets, handcrafts, and tropical agricultural products can be substituted for products from the North only to a limited degree. Thus, demand for these goods is rather insensitive to changes in prices. The income elasticity of demand for these products will be quite high, since they do not belong to the group of staple goods. The demand for these goods will depend on the business cycle. Furthermore, their production costs are rather low relative to the final sales prices. This is also true for garments and footwear items. For some brand-name products, production costs are unrelated to sales prices. For cotton jeans made in Honduras and sold in the USA under a brand name, apparel assembly workers take home only 4 per cent of the sale price (Anner/Hossain 2015). Increases in production costs can be easily absorbed by distributors or retailers. Most child labor occurs in labor-intensive industries. It can, therefore, be safely assumed that the prohibition of child labor would not infringe upon the export opportunities of the South in the North.

Demand elasticity would be much more pronounced for complex industrial supplies from the South. These products are in direct competition with those from the North. Since they usually would not yet have reached the same quality levels, they would compete mostly on price. These kinds of products are produced in emerging economies, some of which violate core workers' rights. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that higher wages would not necessarily translate into higher prices. Compared with the hand-made products mentioned above, the higher degree of capital intensity keeps the share of wages to total production costs lower. In addition, the efficiency wage argument is applicable at this higher level of industrial development. Workers' qualifications and their motivation are important for mastering complex production processes. The general increase in wages can also be beneficial for the development of domestic demand, which in turn accelerates the move up along the industrial learning curve and helps realize economies of scale. Nevertheless, the more effective enforcement of workers' rights may carry with it adjustment costs in the short term.

Higher costs in the short term, however, are not likely to influence the long-term growth of developing countries. Growth prospects are more dependent on the
education level of the workforce and on technology transfer than on the level of wage compensation. Even where minimum standards are maintained, wage costs are significantly lower than in the OECD countries. In addition, higher labor costs do not necessarily lead to higher prices for consumers in the OECD countries. They could be either neutralized by currency devaluation or absorbed by export price profit margins (Erickson/Mitchell 1998: 179).

In sum, the more an economy is capital, research, and service intensive, the less it will be affected by violations of core labor rights. Workers in Greece or Portugal will enjoy greater material benefits from the worldwide enforcement of core workers' rights than will workers in Germany or Japan. The main benefits would, therefore, accrue to the developing countries. Developing countries trying to respect these rights and improve working and living conditions are the most vulnerable to being undercut in world markets by countries seeking comparative advantage through the suppression of workers' rights. Often the victims are young and unorganized female workers in export processing zones that advertise the absence of trade union rights in order to attract investment. For these reasons, developing countries cannot raise their social standards in isolation but only in conjunction with other countries by multilateral agreement.

**Conclusion**

International core labor rights are human rights and as such to be respected. In addition, they can also be justified on economic grounds. In the academic debate, the arguments of advocates of internationally binding workers’ rights are based on a neo-institutional view of the market mechanism, while those of their critics stem from a neo-classical approach. If criticism on purely ideological grounds is to be avoided, it is necessary to challenge these approaches on their own »home domain«. It can be demonstrated that, core workers' rights can also be justified within the neoclassical paradigm. They are constitutive for markets (since the market is defined as an exchange of goods among free persons) and address market failures such as power imbalances or barriers to market exit. They are an important precondition for the development of »human capital« and therefore contribute to economic efficiency.

If standards are as beneficial as some claim, why are they not voluntarily adopted? Some of the motives for not signing on to the ILO conventions are political. There are also economic reasons. Although the »high road« promises long-term benefits, it may incur short-term costs. While attempts to assess the cost impact of adherence to ILO conventions have not delivered reliable results thus far, even small differences in production costs can be expected to be decisive for market success. Most export goods from developing countries are sold to wholesalers or transnational corporations, which command a strong market position vis-à-vis the producers. This competitive situation, however, is
the very reason why social standards have to be negotiated internationally. As long as it is possible for an economic region to gain competitive advantage by undercutting the social standards in other regions, these other regions are in danger of losing market share and hence employment opportunities. The greater the similarity between the competing regions with regard to factor endowment and market position, the more acute is this danger. It will be particularly high if market success depends on a single factor, namely low-skilled labor. In such a case, the danger from lower standards cannot be offset by other factors. This situation is particularly true of developing countries, which face the constant risk that new regions with an even larger reservoir of cheap labor will break into the world market. For these reasons, developing countries cannot raise their social standards in isolation but only in conjunction with other countries by multilateral agreement.

There is no need to fear a decline in the overall demand for goods from the developing countries, as their long-term growth depends primarily on the training level of their workers and on transfers of technology. International standards can, therefore, plausibly be justified in terms of development theory.
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3. Overview of Enforcement Instruments for Workers’ Rights along Supply Chains

Stefan Beck and Christoph Scherrer

While international trade has resulted in great affluence in some advanced capitalist countries, the ongoing liberalization of trade has not been accompanied by increases in prosperity everywhere. In many emerging market economies, working conditions, wages, and environmental standards have even deteriorated, including the plants producing for export (Marx et al. 2015). Every year, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) documents widespread abuses of workers’ rights.

The debate about international trade and labor rights at least goes back to the beginning of the last century and led to the establishment of the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 1919. As of 2015, the ILO has 186 member states and has adopted 189 conventions, including 8 fundamental conventions, which are part of the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work adopted in 1998, at the 86th International Labour Conference. The fundamental conventions are: freedom of association (Convention No. 87); the right to organize and bargain collectively (Convention No. 98); and prohibitions of forced labor (Convention Nos. 29 and 105), discrimination in employment (Convention Nos. 100 and 111), and child labor (Convention Nos. 138 and 182). The workers’ rights covered by these core conventions are an inseparable part of human rights because they were adopted by consensus of ILO members, because they were ratified by most member countries, because they are covered by UN covenants and several human rights declarations, and because they have been reaffirmed again and again at international summits (Salem/Rozental 2012).

While the ILO conventions have not prevented the erosion of workers’ rights in many countries, it is most likely that without them the erosion would have been much more pronounced. In countries that have ratified conventions, they have become national law and are therefore in principle enforceable through the national legal systems. Furthermore, they have been frequently invoked in defense of workers’ rights. The court of public opinion should not be underestimated (“boomerang”). Nevertheless, given the manifold violations of workers’ rights, there is an urgent need to develop mechanisms that effectively protect labor rights throughout the world. One way would be to strengthen the enforcement mechanisms of the ILO (e.g. Hepple 2006). Another way is to look for instruments beyond the ILO. The international labor movement and labor friendly NGOs have reacted to the ILO’s limited effectiveness in dealing with labor rights abuses in the context of a rapidly globalizing economy by pursuing many different strategies.
In this chapter we want to provide an overview of some of these initiatives and assess on the basis of secondary sources their contribution to improving working conditions throughout global production networks. We start out with the long-standing demand for a so-called social clause, i.e., a labor rights provision to be embodied in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and more recently in bilateral trade agreements. The Trans Pacific Partnership, initialed by the heads of the participating countries in October 2015, contains such a clause. We move on to assess the following instruments for the improvement of working conditions: public procurement policies, Global Framework Agreements between global union federations and transnational corporations, codes of conduct of corporations, and civil society initiatives such as social labels. We also look at the recently pronounced United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights which call on companies to adopt human rights due diligence processes. Finally we take a brief look at the very recent G7-supported German initiatives for “responsible supply chains” including a ‘Vision Zero Fund’ for occupational safety. Both, the UN Guiding Principles and the German initiatives, are treated in more detail in this volume, see Scheper and Schultz respectively.

**Labor Chapters in Trade Agreements**

**Multilateral Agreements**

There have been several initiatives to bring labor standards into the World Trade Organization (WTO). At the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Conference the United States and some other developed countries advocated a “Social Clause”, but after heated debates and the resistance of mostly developing countries, which saw it as protectionist measure, it was defeated. In the Ministerial Declaration the member states agreed that core labor standards are recognized, but should not be brought into the WTO. The assignment of the WTO would be the regulation of trade, whereas the ILO would be the appropriate body to address labor issues. Another attempt followed at the Seattle Ministerial Meeting in 1999, but the Meeting ended before any agreement was reached (Turnell 2001; Brown 2000). Until today the WTO itself does not deal with labor issues; it only cooperates with the ILO in a non-binding way.

The legal WTO framework contains no explicit references to labor standards, except GATT Article XX(e) which allows countries to deviate from GATT obligations in respect of products made by prison labor. An implicit link is GATT Article XX(d) that allows “measures necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations not inconsistent with the GATT”. However, its application to labor standards was rejected during the negotiations of the Havana Charter (Anuradha/Dutta 2012). There are a few other GATT articles that
possibly could be used to link labor standards to several trade disciplines (Brown 2000), but these links have not been invoked so far:

- **Anti-Dumping (GATT Article VI):** “Exports maybe subject to an anti-dumping duty if a product is exported at a price below its normal value and the sale of the product can be shown to be causing or threatening to cause material injury to domestic producers.” This requires proof of either price discrimination or pricing below production cost. Social dumping as a consequence of lower labor standards and, therefore, lower production cost is not covered by this Article (Brown 2000: 105; cf. also Turnell 2001).

- **Countervailing Duties (GATT Article XVI):** Government-enforced low wages and labor standards depressing the cost of production could be considered as an export subsidy subject to countervailing duties. But again, lower labor standards do not meet the criteria of a subsidy according Article XVI, because there is no income transfer from a public authority to the company (Brown 2000: 106).

- **Nullification and Impairment Provisions (GATT Article XXII):** If by any measure a member impairs or nullifies the benefits that would otherwise be forthcoming under GATT rules, another member may submit the case for dispute resolution. But even if poor labor standards would fall under this Article, it does not provide for any remedy (ibid.).

In other words, to establish a link between labor standards and trade that could be used to act against low labor standards the GATT would have to be changed – against the prevailing will of the majority of WTO member states.

As argued above, the strict separation of international trade and labor standards leads in some instances to a lowering of labor standards. Liberalizing trade (GATT), services (GATS), and public procurement (GPA), without leverage to ensure labor rights, creates incentives to use labor standards and institutional deregulation as a means to gain a competitive advantage (cf. Turnell 2001).

**Bilateral Trade Agreements: Justification for Labor Clauses**

In contrast to the WTO treaties, many recently concluded bilateral trade and investment agreements include labor provisions. In particular, since the adoption of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the attached North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC) the number of trade agreements including labor provisions increased significantly. In June 2013, 58 of 248 trade agreements in force and notified to the WTO contained labor provisions (IILS 2015: 20).
In particular, in the Americas, in Europe, and in Africa the majority of ILO member countries is party to at least one free trade agreement that contains labor provisions. Overall, about 60 percent of all ILO member countries with trade agreements notified to the WTO are party to at least one agreement containing labor provisions (IILS 2015: 21).

While the GATT compatibility of these labor provisions has not been tested in a dispute settlement procedure, a legal assessment by Claudia Hofman and Andreas Hänlein (2012) came to the conclusion that even within the GATT rules there is room for a labor rights clause in bi- or plurilateral Free Trade Agreements. However, as they point out, the avoidance of a violation of GATT principles depends on the concrete design of the particular labor rights clause. “Weak” social clauses, which lack binding quality and enforcement mechanisms, are less likely to collide with GATT principles. Depending again on the wording and content, labor rights clauses with stronger enforcement mechanisms could potentially violate the principle of most favored nation treatment (Art. I:1 GATT) or the prohibition of quantitative restriction (Art. XI:1 GATT). Hofman and Hänlein argue that as Core Labor Rights are part of a common international consensus of values, Article XX (a) GATT (measures necessary to protect public morals) can be invoked for sanctions in response to violations of these rights. Article XX (b) GATT (measures to protect human life or health) covers measures with regard to the prohibition of child or forced labor. Its coverage of collective bargaining or non-discrimination aspects may be disputed. The opening clause of article XX GATT (the so-called "chapeau")
allows for the pursuit of legitimate national aims under certain conditions: The particular measure must not result in an unjustifiable or arbitrary discrimination and the measure must not lead to a disguised restriction of international trade (Hofman / Hänlein 2012: 132).

Bilateral Trade Agreements: Promotional or Conditional Labor Clauses

The current labor provisions in bilateral trade agreements vary widely in scope and content. The most basic difference is whether they are only promotional or also conditional (Anuradha / Dutta 2012: 32):

- **Promotional elements**: These focus mainly on supervision and/or capacity building provisions in relation to labor.

- **Conditional elements**: These are linked to economic consequences, in the form of legally enforceable provisions accompanied by incentives, sanction mechanisms as well as dialogue and monitoring.

Figure 3.2: Increase in number of labor provisions in bilateral and regional trade agreements, 1990 - 2013
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Source: IILS 2015: 19

Figure 3.2 shows that the majority of free trade agreements including labor provisions still rely on promotional elements. In the last decade, however, the number of agreements that also include conditional elements increased progressively.

Table 3.1 below shows that, interestingly, despite labor provisions having been integrated for the first time in NAFTA already in 1993, even concluded later, 13 out of the selected 26 trade agreements do not have any labor provisions at all. And second, also after NAFTA already comprised conditional elements, i.e.
enforcement procedures like a dispute settlement, with one exception (Canada – Chile), only the US-Agreements encompassed those elements regularly. Table 3.1 provides taxonomy of the different types of labor provisions:

**Table 3.1: Labor Provisions in US Preferential Trade Agreements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and date of entry into force of the trade agreements</th>
<th>Reference to ILO instruments</th>
<th>Scope and content of labor provisions</th>
<th>Enforcement mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAFTA/NAALC (1994)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Strive for a high level of national labor laws in the area of CLS, as well as minimum working conditions and migrant rights Enforcement of labor laws in these areas</td>
<td>Fines up to US $20 million/0.07 of total trade volume (goods) (only in the case of non-application of national labor law in the field of child labor, occupational safety and health and minimum wage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreement with Jordan (2001)</td>
<td>ILO 1998 Declaration</td>
<td>“Strive to ensure” CLS (except non-discrimination and minimum working conditions) Enforcement of labor laws in these areas No encouragement of trade or foreign direct investment through weakening labor laws.</td>
<td>Regular trade sanctions under the regular dispute settlement mechanism of the agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreements with Chile (2004), Singapore (2004), Australia (2005), Morocco (2006), Bahrain (2006), Central America-Dominican Republic (CAFTA-DR) (2006), Oman (2009)</td>
<td>ILO 1998 Declaration, Convention No. 182</td>
<td>“Strive to ensure” CLS (except non-discrimination) and minimum working conditions Enforcement of labor laws in these areas No encouragement of trade or investment through weakening of labor law in contravention of the labor principles contained in the agreement</td>
<td>Fines up to US $15 million in the case of non-application of national labor law in these areas (to be aid into a special labor rights fund)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreements with Peru (2009), Panama, Colombia, and the Republic of Korea (not yet into force)</td>
<td>ILO 1998 Declaration, Convention No. 182</td>
<td>Ensure respect of CLS as contained in the ILO Declaration, and enforcement of related national laws No weakening of labor law in a manner affecting trade or investment if this contravenes CLS</td>
<td>Regular trade sanctions or monetary assessment under the regular dispute settlement mechanism of the agreement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: R.V. Anuradha/Singh Dutta, Nimisha 2012: 20
The NAFTA-NAALC agreement is by far the most extensively assessed agreement. While the NAALC is the most elaborate agreement, several studies rated it as ineffective (c.f. Bourgeois/Dawar/Evenett 2007: 45-51). In particular, the effects of NAALC decreased significantly after 2000. Not only had the number of cross-border cooperative activities decreased, but also the outcomes of submissions to the national administrative office (NAO) of the United States and Mexico. More and more cases have been declared inadmissible, withdrawn, or stalled in the review or consultations phase (IILS 2015: 47, 80). Furthermore, several studies assessing the impact of NAFTA on workers came to the conclusion that the US as well as Mexico registered job and wage losses and witnessed increased inequality after 1993 (cf. Weisbrot/Lefebvre/Sammut 2014; Raza et al. 2014).

In the pursuit of a labor rights clause in bilateral trade agreements, the United States suffers from a legitimacy deficit because it did not ratify most of the core conventions (Anuradha / Dutta 2012). But also the European Union does not display a coherent stance on labor rights (Velluti 2015). In addition, its current economic governance is in conflict with fundamental labor rights (Hendrickx / Pecinovsky 2015).

A study by R.V. Anuradha and Nimisha S. Dutta (2012) compares the trade agreements of the United States and the European Union. Both approaches differ in several ways. The US-Agreements contains stricter dispute settlement enforcement provisions, whereas the EU prefers consultations. Labor rights in U.S. agreements refer to ILO conventions only in the more recent agreements; most of them refer to rights mentioned in U.S. domestic labor law for the aforementioned reason of not having ratified a number of core ILO conventions (Anuradha / Dutta 2012; for a comparison of the various labor chapters, see also IILS 2015; Lukas/Steinkellner 2012; Zimmer 2012).

The U.S.-Cambodia Textile Agreement is frequently mentioned as a more effective instrument for the protection for workers. It came into force in 1999 after the GATT Multi Fibre Agreement expired and lasted until 2005. Its innovative features include “the alignment of government and business interests through the use of positive incentives: verified compliance with labor standards was rewarded with increased export quotas” (Anuradha / Dutta 2012). The ILO monitored compliance, the precondition for obtaining an export license. As a result labor conditions improved. Employment, wages and exports increased (Robertson, 2011; Wells 2006) and even after the global financial crisis compliance slipped only marginally (Brown et al. 2012).

Compared to the U.S. agreements, the EU labor chapters refer to ILO conventions, prefer consultation to enforcement and sanctions, and emphasize
social development objectives such as gender equality and health within a cooperative framework (see table 3.2). A “soft” form of dispute settlement was the first time implemented in the EU Agreement with Caribbean countries (CARIFORUM), but “compensation or trade remedies [may not] be invoked against a Party’s wishes.” (Anuradha / Dutta 2012: 23). Consultations and Monitoring – eventually with participation of stakeholders and the ILO – still have priority. In the recent EU-Korea Agreement, again, there is no resort to dispute settlement; disputes shall be resolved by a Panel of Experts.

Table 3.2: Different types of labor provisions in EU trade agreements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and date of entry into force of the trade agreements</th>
<th>Reference to ILO instruments</th>
<th>Scope of provisions</th>
<th>Enforcement action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreement with Chile (2003)</td>
<td>ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, 1998</td>
<td>Commitment to give priority to the respect for basic social rights, including through the promotion of ILO. Fundamental Conventions and social dialogue cooperation on various labor and social issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreements with South Africa (2000), ACP Countries (2003)*</td>
<td>ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, 1998</td>
<td>Reaffirms the parties’ commitment to the ILO CLS Cooperation on various labor and/or social issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Agreement with the EU-CARIFORUM (2008)</td>
<td>ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, 1998; ILO Core Labor Standards, internationally recognized labor standards</td>
<td>Commitment to (i) ensuring compliance with ILO CLS, (ii) not weakening or failing to apply national labor legislation to encourage trade or investment</td>
<td>Consultation and Monitoring framework with stakeholder participation, optional ILO consultation for amicable solution of differences. If dispute cannot be solved through consultation, appropriate measures other than trade sanctions may be considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-Korea (2011)</td>
<td>High levels of labor protection consistent with international standards Reference to ILO’s Decent Work Standards.</td>
<td>Commitments to consult and cooperate on trade-related labor and employment issues of mutual interest.</td>
<td>Government to Government consultations; Reference to the Committee on Trade and Sustainable Development; Panel of Experts for making recommendations; No resort to dispute resolution provisions of the FTA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Anuradha / Dutta 2012: 24
The recently negotiated Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the European Union and Canada also lacks an effective enforcement mechanism. In its labor chapter CETA refers to the fundamental conventions, the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the 2008 ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalisation, and in addition (chapter on Sustainable Development) to the 2006 Ministerial declaration of the UN Economic and Social Council on Full Employment and Decent Work as well as the OECD Guidelines for Multilateral Enterprises. The parties of the Agreement “shall not fail to effectively enforce its labor law”, and shall not lower “the levels of protection embodied in domestic labor law and standards”, as an encouragement for trade or investment. Points of contact shall serve the exchange and provision of information, cooperative programs and be the recipients of submissions. Furthermore, domestic advisory groups, comprising representative civil society groups, shall be consulted or established, and for matters that have not been sufficiently addressed through government consultations a Panel of Experts may be convened to examine the matter, issue reports and make recommendations. In cases of non-conformity the parties shall identify appropriate measures, or decide upon a mutually satisfactory action plan. In case of disagreement a party may request further government consultations. Government consultations can include the expertise of the ILO or other experts or stakeholders. Effective enforcement mechanisms, however, are not available. Seen as a kind of template for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), the CETA labor provisions could already set standards for a large part of total world trade.

The differences between the EU and the US have also come to the fore in the most recently concluded trade agreements with Vietnam (August and October of 2015). While the labor chapter in the agreed upon text EU-Vietnam Trade Agreement emphasizes promotion of workers’ rights, the binding side-letter to the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement is much more stringent. The U.S. won form the one-party state of Vietnam the assurance to ratify ILO conventions on freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. Within seven years Vietnam has to create the legal framework for independent trade unions. If Vietnam’s government does not comply with this obligation, the U.S. could suspend trade privileges (Schweisshelm 2015).

These new trade agreements revive the debate about the effectiveness sanctions versus cooperation: Are labor provisions with conditional elements and enforcement mechanisms more effective than provisions with promotional and cooperative elements? Empirical evidence suggests that both approaches can have some merits as well as shortcomings and their effectiveness is context dependent. There are two types of conditional labor provisions: a so-called “pre-ratification conditionality” and a so-called “post-ratification conditionality”. Pre-ratification conditionality usually requires an improvement of labor law and
standards prior to ratification, whereas post-ratification conditionality aims at the enforcement of existing law. In particular since 2006 pre-ratification conditionality became part of US trade agreements and contributed in several cases to labor law reforms. In response to concerns raised by members the United States Congress, Morocco, Bahrain and Oman reformed their labor laws ahead of concluding the trade agreements with the USA. The reforms concerned, e.g., the right to organize and to bargain collectively, anti-union discrimination, and child labor. In Peru, Panama and Columbia more specific reforms were undertaken in similar areas of domestic labor law. However, reform plans have not always been fully or sufficiently implemented. In some cases they were weakened by accompanying deregulations in other areas of labor law (IILS 2015: 29-42).

In spite of the higher number of trade agreements with post-ratification conditionality, not enough time has passed for a definite assessment of their impact. Most cases have been filed under the complaint mechanism of NAALC. Dominant issues of submissions against Mexico have been freedom of association, occupational health and safety, and minimum working conditions. Submissions against the United States particularly focused on the situation of migrant workers. While between 1994 and 1997 more than half of the cases reached the level of ministerial consultations, the corresponding share dwindled to less than one fifth after 2002 and more cases have been declared inadmissible. Until 2013 no case had reached stage 3, the creation of an evaluation committee of experts, not to mention stage 4, the appointment of an arbitral panel, and stage 5, the imposition of sanctions. In several cases the complaint mechanism was useful in addressing the problem. However, as mentioned above, a couple of studies rated NAALC as rather ineffective. The success of a complaint depends on several factors, like political attention, the monitoring by the NAO concerned, the presence of advocacy campaigns, supporting transnational organizations and coalitions, and the quality of the legal arguments put forward (IILS 2015: 43-57).

Complaints under trade agreements other than NAFTA most often deal with trade union rights. They were on the whole not successful. Improvements were more likely in the area of labor inspections. Sometimes domestic authorities became more aware of labor standards and more willing to engage with the ILO. Overall, the complaint mechanisms’ effectiveness was rather limited so far. Pre-ratification conditionality (foremost concerning freedom of association) appears to trigger more fundamental changes, but also does not guarantee a sufficient implementation or compliance with labor law. Both approaches, pre- as well as post-ratification conditionality crucially depend on the political will of the country concerned and on accompanying advocacy coalitions (IILS 2015: 43-57).
Promotional provisions are more common than conditional provisions, in particular in North-South and in South-South trade agreements. Usually promotional conditions take the form of diverse cooperative activities like technical assistance, institutional capacity building, or forms of dialogue and policy development, sometimes including the involvement of social partners or the assistance of the ILO. Labor provisions, however, vary significantly across these agreements, ranging from simply reaffirming existing international obligations to substantial commitments on labor standards. Recent EU agreements, e.g. combine commitments to fundamental ILO conventions with an institutional framework encompassing cooperative activities, monitoring and dialogue mechanisms. Furthermore, some regional integration agreements like MERCOSUR involve tripartite elements to monitor and foster labor issues or carry out promotional activities. The Dominican Republic-Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR) agreement with the U.S. established an external verification body led by the ILO Sub-regional Office to monitor progress on labor standards. In the case of a dispute recent EU agreements provide State-to-State consultations or the option to submit the issue to an expert body, which issues findings and recommendations.

Cooperative activities include several projects, e.g. improving the capacities of labor ministries and labor judiciaries, campaigns against child labor, or centers providing legal assistance to workers. So far there is not enough research to provide reliable assessments concerning the efficiency of promotional labor provisions and several cooperative activities. Even in the case of CAFTA-DR Agreement, which contains rather extensive cooperative activities, studies conclude that “it appears that these activities have not substantially changed working conditions in the countries concerned” (IILS 2015: 81).

Bilateral Trade Agreements: Model Chapters

So far, experience indicates that there is no optimal design of labor provisions that fits all cases. Against this backdrop, Karin Lukas and Astrid Steinkellner drafted two sample texts for social standards of a sustainability chapter, one for bilateral free trade agreements with developing countries and one for such an agreement among industrialized countries (2010, 2012; a recent somewhat similar model for a Human Rights Clause was developed by Bartels 2015). In addition, they differentiate between minimum, average and maximum requirements (see table 3.3).

For a labor rights chapter Lukas and Steinkellner (2010: 9-12) list the following basic elements:

Normative framework: The social orientation should already be part of the preamble of a bilateral free trade agreement. This preamble should refer to more
than the core ILO conventions. It should include references to the main international human rights documents.

"Non-lowering of standards" clause: In line with the ILO Declaration 2008 on Social Justice for Fair Globalization, the labor chapter should contain the obligation to maintain all existing labor and social legal standards comprehensively and under all circumstances.

**Table 3.3: Comparison of Basic Elements for a Labor Chapter**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards Minimum</th>
<th>With developing country</th>
<th>Among industrialized countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Labor Standards</td>
<td>Core Labor Standards + Priority Conventions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority Conventions</td>
<td>Minimum wage, working hours, health &amp; safety in the workplace, non-discrimination of migrants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decent Work Agenda</td>
<td>Decent Work Agenda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.3:** Comparison of Basic Elements for a Labor Chapter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Mechanisms Minimum</th>
<th>Social standards part of dispute resolution</th>
<th>Social standards part of dispute resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program for improving working conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lukas / Steinkellner 2010: 13

*Shield function:* According to this human rights principle, universally accepted human rights should be given priority over commercial law obligations.

*Sustainability impact assessment:* The participants of the impact assessment should include employee and employer representatives as well as NGOs. Its recommendations should be made available prior to the start of the negotiations. Once the agreement is ratified, impact assessments should be carried out in regular intervals. In case of a severe negative impact, the agreements should be modified.

*Monitoring:* Independent committees of experts and consultative fora for the exchange of information between governments, social partners and other important stakeholders should monitor the effective implementation of the agreement and the compliance with the obligations following from it.

"Non-execution" clause: The same standard mechanisms should be used for resolving conflicts on labor and social matters as for all other chapters of the agreement.
Sanctions: Sanctions incentivize compliance with labor standards. The extent of the sanctions, however, should follow the principle of proportionality. They should not disadvantage employees who have already suffered from labor rights violations. Therefore, the primary form of sanctions should be payments in a fund for promoting standards and capacity building. Only in case the government refuses to make payments, trade benefits should be withdrawn (or in case of progress, trade benefits should be increased).

To this list of basic elements for a labor rights chapter one can add that in the case of developing countries pre-ratification conditionality and promotional provisions appear to be more effective than post-ratification conditionality.

Finally, trade unions, NGO’s and other civil society actors should be involved in the negotiation process in a more formalized and institutionalized way. The same actors can also play an important role in cooperation activities and support the implementation and monitoring process of labor standards. In recent years, several civil society actors – e.g., human and labor rights organizations, technical inspection organizations, private initiatives – gathered experience in particular concerning monitoring, verification, and certification activities.

Based on the experiences of the Better Factories Cambodia program, Drusilla Brown and her co-authors would add to the above list subsidizing one-time investments to bring factories into compliance in order to overcome management’s uncertainty about the benefits of better working conditions (Brown et al. 2012: 26).

Public Procurement

In recent years an old instrument for promoting good labor standards, public procurement, has been rediscovered (McCrudden 2007). Public authorities at all levels of the European Union spend about 1/5 of total EU Gross Domestic Product. This represents significant market power which can be strategically employed for social purposes. Already in 1949 the ILO adopted a specific convention on "Labor Clauses in Public Contracts" (Convention number 94). It stipulates that workers hired in contracting companies do not receive less favorable conditions than those laid down in appropriate collective agreements or other forms of pay regulation. However, only a limited number of countries have ratified this convention (in 2015: 63 countries, ILO Normlex).

The use of public procurement to pursue social aims is not limited by the disciplines of the World Trade Organization. While the GATS mandates negotiations on government procurement and services, these negotiations have not yet reached any results. Only countries that are party to the plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) may be subject to the disciplines of that agreement for those sectors they have listed in the annexes of
their GPA. Public authorities in the European Union, however, are bound to the rules on competition. These rules as interpreted by the European Court of Justice limit public procurement conditionality on pay (Schulten 2012). Nevertheless, a whole range of other social conditions are permissible according to Article 26 of the EU Directive of 2004. In 2010, the European commission even published a long list of possible requirements for socially responsible public procurement. This list covers the ILO core conventions and some additional conventions and includes explicitly ethical trade issues in tender specifications (Schulten 2012: 6). In Germany, many Länder have adopted ecological and social criteria for their procurement policies. The pattern of adoption reveals the political contestations around social conditionality. Wherever the explicitly pro-business friendly party, the Free Democrats, was part of the ruling coalition requests for conditionality were rejected (Sack / Sarter 2015).

In the case of the procurement of goods, the social or ecological criteria in the tendering process have to be strictly product- and not supplier-related. It is not sufficient to show that the supplying company violates labor rights or standards. It has to be demonstrated that the offered product was produced under conditions that violated ecological or social criteria. Provider-related codes of conduct or certifications are not enough; the certifications have to be product-specific (cf. Beek 2013; CorA 2010).

These hurdles and the political contestations raise the question of how effective the social conditionality of public procurement has been so far. To our knowledge, little research has been done on the impact of such conditionality. A research team at the University of Lausanne has recently carried out a large scale study on the effects of the International Finance Corporation's Performance Standards which include workers’ rights. Their findings show that the impact of these standards on the IFC inclined businesses behavior towards labor was "marginal at best" (Cradden et al. 2015: 2). The more striking finding was that almost all workers interviewed had been unaware of their employer's commitment to uphold the IFC performance standards (ibid.).

**Global Framework Agreements between TNCs and GUFs**

Given the obstacles for including effective social chapters in international trade agreements, the global union federations (GUFs) have pursued agreements with transnational corporations (TNCs), the so-called Global Framework Agreements (Müller et al. 2008). The rationale for these agreements is twofold: on the one hand the transnational corporations control much of world trade and occupy a powerful position within global production networks. Thus, they are a potentially powerful actor for enforcing labor rights throughout the production networks. On the other hand, who is best positioned to monitor a company's behavior and to the present the interests of those whose rights are violated but
trade unions? These framework agreements usually include (a) mutual recognition of actors on both sides, (b) reference to all or to some of the ILO core conventions and some additional ILO conventions (i.e. working time), (c) processes of conflict resolution, and (d) specify the organizational domain to which they apply. In 2014, 103 global framework agreements were considered to be active (Fichter 2014).

A research team headed by Mike Fichter from the Free University of Berlin has conducted extensive case studies on the effectiveness of global framework agreements. They identified a number of cases in countries such as Brazil, India, Turkey and the USA where local trade unionists were able to make effective use of such a framework agreement to redress the violations of their rights (Fichter / Helfen 2011; Fichter et al. 2013). This involved agreements signed by global union federations such as BWI, IndustriALL, and UNI. However, in many cases local trade unions in dispute with local management were not aware of the existence of such agreements or were unable to link their strategies to the avenues made available by the agreements. On the basis of their findings, Fichter and Stevis recommend (a) to involve local actors from the initiation to the information implementation of the framework agreement, (b) to develop proactive approaches especially for countries not familiar with the European social dialogue, (c) to communicate and practice their framework agreements as a joint management and labor instrument accompanied by training practices for local management and workers representatives, and (d) to integrate the agreements’ principles into the procedures of the contracting TNC (Fichter / Stevis 2013: 41-42).

Corporate and NGO Initiatives for Labor Standards

In the last decades, a variety of civil society initiatives concerning environmental or social standards emerged. Those initiatives are not necessarily linked to trade agreements and related enforcement mechanisms (if there are any), but rather try to monitor and improve standards along global value chains.

The most common approaches are the formulation of codes of conduct by individual companies or business associations, corporate social responsibility programs, the provision of certificates or labels by commercial or non-profit organizations, and campaigns organized by networks, organizations – including e.g. trade unions, research organizations, human rights organizations – or consumers.

Comparing the “business-driven” codes of conduct and certificates and the initiatives of NGOs or networks, it is not difficult to see, that the motives differ. Companies use those instruments to save or restore consumer confidence, i.e. their market share, whereas NGOs try to improve working conditions and development opportunities. Social labels and codes demand significantly higher
standards but also limit the managerial power of control. They need therefore public attention and support to convince or pressure the management, and they have to pursue cooperative approaches (unions, workers, management, networks). As seen in some cases of the Clean Clothes Campaign, this can feed different interpretations, interests and reduce the efficacy of the initiative.

*Business-driven Codes of Conduct*

The development and formulation of codes of conduct can be seen as a reaction of companies to the discovery and publication of labor rights violations. The codes of conduct are supposed to signal that the company intends to adhere to certain environmental, social or human rights standards. In most cases subcontractors and suppliers are asked to adopt the code of conduct of the lead company. In some cases several companies of the same branch teamed up to develop a common code of conduct. One example is the *Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition* (EICC), initiated in 2004 by eight companies. Today, the EICC comprises more than 100 electronics companies and in 2015 version 5.0 of its code of conduct went into effect (cf. www.eiccoalition.org). The EICC code of conduct refers to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the ILO Guidelines on Safety and Health, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, ISO and SA standards. Implementation and Monitoring of the code shall be ensured by a management system, including self-assessments and the Validated Audit Process (VAP).

However, several incidents in the last few years, e.g. related to Apple and Foxconn (cf. China Labor Watch 2012, SOMO 2012, SACOM/MakeITfair 2012), both members of the EICC, have shown that codes of conduct like the EICC code cannot guarantee compliance with high labor standards. The standards of the EICC code of conduct itself as well as of the monitoring and auditing process are still not sufficient. The code only refers to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and national law, but not to the ILO core conventions. Particularly, in countries with an insufficient or restrictive labor law and controlled or weak unions, Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining are not sufficiently ensured (cf. SOMO 2012). The code also refers to local minimum wages but not to living wages. Furthermore, the code only mentions the next tier suppliers and does not cover the whole supply chain.

As investigations and interviews with workers have shown, in practice the monitoring and auditing processes often do not hold what they look like on paper. As a part of the management system, monitoring is largely based on self-evaluation and controlled by the company. In the past, the participation of suppliers in the monitoring process was rather low and controls took place
randomly and were often superficial. Likewise, the review of audits revealed several shortcomings, in particular concerning freedom of association and collective bargaining. Companies often treated union rights as less important or they were neglected in the audit. In other cases different understandings and interpretations of standards, the issue at hand or of several indicators reduced the efficacy of the auditing process and the consequences in cases of non-compliance – if non-compliance is recognized at all. Audits are costly and often there is a time constraint. Not always the best qualified audit-teams are hired, only a few interviews are conducted, or the auditing focuses on less complicated issues. In particular, lacking knowledge about local conditions, insufficient participation of stakeholders or lacking independence of workers’ organizations can be a cause for misinterpretations. Finally, sometimes companies know about an upcoming audit and can cover deficiencies (SOMO 2012; China Labour Watch 2012; Barrientos / Smith 2007).

The decree to which codes of conduct are implemented depends on local circumstances. Companies spent more efforts on implementation where it is comparatively easy, i.e., where a strong compliance culture, an educated workforce and few vulnerable groups of workers exist. In other words, countries with the highest decent work deficit receive the least attention from corporate standard setters (Klink 2015).

Some companies developed in addition to the EICC code of conduct a more far reaching program of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), including, e.g., the approval of the ILO core conventions, human rights instruments, or diverse certifications (Lukatsch 2010; Chahout 2011). Besides ISO-certifications, another one is the TCO certification by the Swedish non-profit-organization TCO Development. After ecological criteria, in 2009 social criteria also became part of the TCO certification. The requirements of the TCO certification require (cf. http://tcodevelopment.com):

- compliance with the eight ILO core conventions,
- compliance with Article 32 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
- compliance with national laws with regard to health and safety, labor law, minimum wages, and social security,
- the membership or a proof of compliance with the EICC code of conduct and SA 8000.

Compliance shall be verified by annual independent inspections and at least one annual and independent report about manufacturing facilities, where the certified products are produced. By its explicit reference to the ILO core conventions, more attention paid to union rights and eventually existing restrictions, and more
explicit monitoring rules, the TCO certification can be seen as an improvement compared to the EICC code. But also the TCO certification has some shortcomings. For example, only the final production and the delivery of certified products are covered. The certification of specific products, however, makes the TCO certification interesting for public procurement relating to social criteria.

Overall, the governance gap left by governments and intergovernmental agencies has not been closed by private codes. The confusing amount of various standards “offers businesses the opportunity to choose the stringency level of standards and audits.” (Pekdemir et al. 2015) As Richard Locke has persuasively argued, private codes of conduct, to be effective, need support from public authorities is crucial (2013).

**Consumer-driven Codes of Conduct**

Besides these rather “business-driven” codes of conduct and labelling programs, there are also “consumer-driven” codes of conduct and labelling programs provided by NGOs or civil society networks. The main goals of those initiatives are the promotion of “Fair Trade”, worker’s rights and to improve working and social conditions.

One of the best known initiatives, the *Clean Clothes Campaign* (CCC), is an alliance of European organisations, including NGOs and unions, cooperating with similar organisations and campaigns worldwide (http://www.cleanclothes.org). The campaign promotes labor standards based on the ILO conventions, the ILO Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, and on the Article 23 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. Furthermore it seeks to empower workers by taking seriously their right to be informed and eventually educated about their rights, and by their entitlement to organise themselves and being involved in cases of rights violations.

The brand name companies should adopt a code of conduct that follows the CCC model and should promote it throughout the production chain. Implementation and verification of the code of conduct should be done with the participation of multi-stakeholder initiatives. Companies should sign international framework agreements to facilitate the social dialogue with trade unions. Trade unions are especially important at the local level for these campaigns (Merk 2009: 608). Besides the implementation and verification activities, CCC launches public campaigns and appeals, which are documented in annual reports.

The Clean Clothes Campaign is an ambitious initiative with far reaching goals regarding the improvement of labor standards, the empowerment of workers, and the participation of civil society organisations or multi-stakeholder
initiatives in the implementation and verification process. This decentralized and participative approach, however, has its own difficulties. The local projects are very heterogeneous. Working conditions, the readiness of companies to implement and to comply with the code of conduct, the composition and participation of multi-stakeholder initiatives and other actors, and the labor law can differ. As a consequence, implementation and verification processes, as well as the success also vary. CCC has therefore started to target also state actors (Kryst 2012).

Another known initiative is Rugmark, a label for carpets without child labor (http://www.goodweave.net). Rugmark gives licenses to carpet manufactures and exporters who stop employing children under 14 years old and pay the minimum wage to the adults who work for them. The carpet exporters receive a limited number of labels to tag the carpets, so every carpet can be identified and traced back even to the machine that was used. Rugmark inspectors check the factories regularly and unannounced. If producers were found to employ children and do not end this immediately, they will lose their license. Exporters pay 0.25% of their export revenues to finance the inspections, whereas the carpet importers pay 1% of the merchandise value to support the children who have lost their jobs.

Rugmark is a strongly specialized initiative with the sole goal to stop child (wage) labor in the production of carpets in India. This approach makes monitoring easier. The problem, however, is that it does not stop exporters from using child labor and unfair working conditions elsewhere and pursuing a strategy of price differentiation, i.e., higher prices for the morally conscious, upscale customer, and lower prices for carpets made by child labor for price-conscious customers independent of actual production costs.

A third approach is the use of Fair Trade labels to improve working and social conditions. Under the umbrella of Fairtrade International a couple of National Fairtrade Organisations merchandise the Fair Trade products and provide the seal in their countries. The basic principles and Fairtrade standards, however, are developed by Fairtrade International. Seen as an alternative to conventional trade, the concept of Fair Trade is designed to improve the terms of trade, address power imbalances, and offer better trading conditions to marginalized producers and workers. Fair trade is meant to provide minimum prices, decent wages, and a premium to use to improve social, economic and environmental conditions (http://www.fairtrade.net).

The basic wage labor standards are spelled out concretely in the current version of the Fairtrade Standard for Hired Labour. Based on the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and several ILO (including all core) conventions as reference for decent working conditions, the standards are:
- Freedom from Discrimination (ILO Conventions 97 and 143),
- Freedom of Labor (ILO Conventions 29 and 105),
- Child Labor and Child Protection (ILO Conventions 182 and 138),
- Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining (ILO Conventions 87, 98, 135, 141 and Recommendation 143),
- Conditions of Employment (ILO Conventions 95, 100, 110, 102, 121, 130, 183 and Recommendation 115),
- Occupational Health and Safety (ILO Conventions 155, 184, 77, 78 and Recommendations 164, 102).

The several standards are specified by their respective intent and scope, the requirements to which companies have to adhere, guidance on how to interpret them, and the number of years the company has until it is audited against the requirement. Audits and certification will be conducted by the independent certifier FLOCERT. Before a product will be certified the producer must go through an initial on-site audit. After the certification the producer will be audited at least twice in a three-year certification cycle (http://www.fairtrade.net).

An overall assessment of the Fair Trade initiative on labor standards is still difficult, in particular since the recent revision of the Fairtrade Standards for Hired Labour. Fair Trade is overwhelmingly seen as an alternative trade and development initiative, its impact on labor standards is rather treated as secondary. However, there is no proof that the higher Fair Trade labor standards endanger the success of the initiative because of higher entry barriers, and second, there is no proof that the programs to empower workers are a threat to organized labor (cf. Davenport/Low 2012; Raynolds 2012). The initiative not only sets higher and more elaborated standards, but also provides detailed guidance how to apply and interpret them. And, in contrast to the Clean Clothes Campaign, the Fair Trade initiative also provides a coherent set of standards and application rules.

Finally, there are a couple of civil society organizations, networks, and research institutes, which can provide critical assessments, monitoring assistance, and help to develop or improve codes of conduct. Some examples are the Fair Labor Association (FLA), the non-government organization SACON in China, CEREAL in Mexico, the SOMO-Center for Research on Multinational Corporations, or the GoodElectronics network, which formulated common demands on the electronics sector. However, this heterogeneity complicates the development of coherent standards and guidelines (cf. Inkota-Netzwerk e.V. 2012; Ascoly/Oldenziel/Zeldenrust 2001).
Multi-stakeholder Initiatives: Bangladesh Accord

The combination of labor-driven (see section 5) and consumer-driven (see section 6.2) initiatives holds some promise for enforcing labor rights. The case in point is the Accord for Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh (the Accord). This Accord was signed in the aftermath of the Rana Plaza disaster of 24th of April 2013 when a building complex for garment factories collapsed, leaving more than thousand workers dead and more than two thousand injured. Signatories to this Accord are over 180 retailers and brands from 20 countries from around the world and the Global Union Federations IndustriAll and UNI Global. It is a legally binding agreement which obliges the company to pay an annual fee of up to $500,000 per year for five years. The money is supposed to be spent on safety training, inspections and for structural repairs on buildings. The steering committee consists of representatives chosen by the trade unions and companies in equal representation plus a representative of the International Labor Organization as a neutral chair. Representatives of the government of Bangladesh and of labor-oriented NGOs are among the members of the advisory board (Accord 2013).

The Rana Plaza disaster demonstrated the ineffectiveness of social auditing programs. The Business Social Compliance Initiative had audited and certified some of the factories in the Rana Plaza complex. While the shock of the disaster certainly facilitated the signing of the Accord by the retailers and brand companies, the driving forces were the Global Union Federations and the protagonists of consumer-driven codes of conduct, i.e., the Clean Clothes Campaign and the Workers’ Rights Consortium. The trade unions were able to make use of their previously established contacts to the giant brand companies through Global Framework Agreements and of their negotiating skills. The NGOs contributed their campaigning skills targeted at the reputation of the brand companies. As Reinecke and Donaghey have shown in their study, the synergies and complementarities between these actors brought about the Accord. Of course, the co-operation was not always without tension: “At … times, aggressive campaigning against the brands with whom unions were in negotiations was perceived as hindering the dialogue.” (Reinecke / Donaghey 2015).

It is a bit too early to make the final judgment upon the impact of the Accord. An in depth evaluation of the impact of the Accord in the first half of 2015 comes to mix conclusions. Working conditions in the second-tier factories, the factories that supply to the signatory companies of the Accord, have somewhat improved, especially in the area of occupational safety and health. However, despite a clear commitment in the Accord, the signatory companies did not offer funds to these second-tier suppliers to implement expensive measures to make the buildings and workplaces safer. In addition, the focus on health and safety left others aspects of the labor conditions untouched such as low pay, long
working hours and especially issues of workers’ collective action, i.e., freedom of association and collective bargaining (Khan / Wichterich 2015).

**The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights**

In 2011 that United Nations Human Rights Council adopted unanimously The Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights which have been prepared under the leadership of John Ruggie as the special representative of the UN Secretary-General on Business and Human Rights. The Guiding Principles consist of three pillars. The first one highlights the prime responsibility of states to protect human rights. The second pillar covers the corporate responsibility to respect human rights (with an explicit reference to ILO core labor rights) and the third pillar calls for access to remedies if governments do not observe their duty to protect human rights. These Guiding Principles are international soft law and, therefore, lack sanctioning power. However, given the broad consensus behind them, they provide legitimacy to more comprehensive action by governments and businesses in the protection of human rights. The United Nations member states have committed themselves to develop so-called National Action Plans for the implementation of the guidelines (see Scheper in this volume). The Leaders’ Declaration of the G7 summit held in Germany in 2015 highlighted the support of G7 nations for the UN Guiding Principles and welcomed the efforts to set up substantive National Action Plans (G7 declaration 2015).

The specific novelty of the guidelines pertains to extending the responsibility to respect human rights to corporations. Companies are asked to practice due diligence in handling human rights risks in their own responsibility, going beyond the respect of national laws. The companies are called upon to take proactive steps to clarify and understand how their activities may impact the human rights of stakeholders. Thereby, the Guiding Principles break new legal and political ground. It is therefore not surprising that many issues are yet to be clarified: the distinction between duty and responsibility, the instruments available for the integration of human rights into business procedures, and the degree of involvement of people affected by corporate activities. Companies are prepared to take responsibility but try to avoid any duties for the protection of human rights throughout their production networks. Many companies consider it impossible to monitor their subcontractors' subcontractors.

A number of software solutions are available for businesses to integrate human rights issues in their decision-making processes. However, as Brigitte Hamm and Christian Scheper point out, standardized procedures for human rights impact assessments focus too much on compliance with statutory standards (such as minimum wage laws which in some countries might be below the poverty line), neglect possibilities for social upgrading, and avoid engagement with those whose human rights might be violated. Hamm and Scheper,
therefore, recommend that companies invite civil society actors in devising context specific, stakeholder inclusive human rights impact assessments (Hamm/Scheper 2012).

In a recent policy paper, Robert Grabosch and Christian Scheper (2015), argue that governments can in many ways support corporations to effectively respect human rights throughout their production systems. Their list of government action includes:

Policy statement: the government's policy statement on how to implement the Guiding Principles can on the one hand signal the business sector that the respect for human rights is important and on the other hand can give the business sector orientation of what is actually expected from it in terms of human rights due diligence.

Risk and impact assessments: the government can invite stakeholders to formulate guidelines for risk and impact assessments differentiated for human rights issues, business sectors, and company size.

Grievance mechanisms: a government should provide for the victims of human rights violations accessible mechanisms for redress. The National Contact Points for the OECD guidelines have proven to be insufficient. They are in need of reform.

Training: a government could provide help desks for business consultations on human rights issues and offer training sessions especially for SME.

Networks: a government can initiate or support networks for the stakeholders of global production systems. These networks can exchange information and foster solidarity across borders.

Support for any international treaty on the human rights obligations of businesses: a government can also go beyond the Guiding Principles by supporting the efforts of the UN Human Rights Council to develop a binding international agreement for business enterprises.

Public procurement: the 2014 EU guidelines for public procurement allow for sustainability criteria. Therefore, human rights issues should become part of the set of criteria for public procurement.

Export promotion: government support for exporters in the form of loans or investment guarantees should be made conditional on human rights due diligence processes.

Development cooperation: the expertise of actors in development cooperation can be employed for improving human rights impact assessments and for the support of business enterprises engaged in development cooperation. That support should be conditioned on the enterprises’ commitment to human rights.
The list should be expanded to include a most vital element of improving working conditions: Government support for the right of workers to organize and to bargain collectively. A group of legal experts has studied the feasibility of making corporations responsible for the adherence to human rights in their supply chains by German law. Their study includes the draft for such a law (Klinger et al. 2016).

Even more desirable than individual national initiatives would be the development of an international legal framework on the basis of the Guiding Principles for combating workers’ rights violations (for such a proposal, see Lukas 2012).

**German Government Initiative for Sustainability in Global Supply Chains**

In the wake of the collapse of the Rana Plaza building in Bangladesh, the German Minister for Economic Cooperation and the Minister of Labor and Social Affairs put forward an agenda for joint action by representatives from governments, businesses, social partners, international organisations and civil society along global supply chains (BMZ 2015). To ensure compliance with internationally agreed and binding labor, social and environmental standards in supply chains, the agenda includes the following measures:

• “Establishing a ‘Vision Zero Fund’ for global prevention, with the aim of reducing the number of people who are harmed by accidents at work as far as possible worldwide (e.g. by investing in fire safety measures, requisite training and accident insurance schemes);

• Promoting stakeholder alliances involving the private sector, civil society and trade unions for the implementation of agreed labor, social and environmental standards in all G7 countries;

• Giving small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in G7 countries better support so that they can take on social responsibilities along global supply chains;

• Improving complaints mechanisms and arbitration processes to help workers in production countries in situations where standards are not upheld; and

• More transparency for consumers in order to foster sustainable consumption.” (BMAS / BMZ 2015)

This agenda was intended for the G7 summit held in Germany in June of 2015. It was picked up by the leaders declaration at the G7 summit under the heading "responsible supply chains" (G7 Declaration 2015). The German government has started to implement some items of this agenda. It has set up an Internet platform where consumers can obtain information about the content of the various labels (www.siegelklarheit.de/). It has also initiated a stakeholder forum
for the textile and garment industry, the so-called alliance for sustainable textiles (Bündnis für Nachhaltige Textilien). It aims at a common definition of environmental, labor and health standards as well as continuous implementation goals for reaching the standards. It will also work out policy recommendations for favorable conditions to pursue sustainability strategies in the countries of production as well as for German and European policymakers (Bündnis für Nachhaltige Textilien 2015).

After the government had committed itself to support only voluntary measures, thus ruling out legal obligations, about half of the companies engaged in production and distribution of textiles and garments in Germany joined this alliance together with NGOs and trade unions by October 2015. While the alliance cannot decide on any measures against the will of its business members (principle of unanimity), the progress made by business members will be regularly reviewed by a third party and, in case of noncompliance, can lead even to the expulsion from the alliance (Dohmen 2015).

Perhaps the most interesting part of this agenda is the "Vision Zero Fund". It will be established in cooperation with the International Labor Organization and will support its efforts in preventing and reducing workplace related death and serious injuries. Recipients will have to commit themselves to prevention measures. The sums so far pledged are, however, paltry: €7 million, of which €3 million come from the German government.1

The German-initiated G7 agenda remains at a voluntary level. As shown above, the ‘business-driven’ codes of conduct and Corporate Social Responsibility programs are rather weak (concerning labor standards) and remain management-controlled. Asymmetric power and wage relations, different labor and ecological standards have been drivers for vertical disintegration and the creation of global value chains – they are an integral part of today’s business models. Multi-stakeholder initiatives were invented by unions, human rights organisations, other NGOs, but not by transnational corporations.

**Summary**

The chapter provided an overview of some, not all initiatives to improve working conditions throughout global production networks. Here they are summed up.

The World Trade Organization (WTO) has refused to lend its dispute settlement process to the enforcement of international labor rights. However, *labor chapters in bilateral trade agreements* are compatible with WTO rules under certain circumstances. In recent years, many of those agreements feature such a

---

1. https://www.g7germany.de/Content/EN/Artikel/2015/10_en/2015-10-13-g7-arbeitsminister_en.html
chapter. Some chapters are promotional, some even conditional. The effectiveness of the conditional labor chapters are somewhat higher but far from perfect because the process leading up to sanctions is highly political. Among the conditional labor chapters the ones with “pre-ratification conditionality” are somewhat more effective than those with “post-ratification conditionality”. Some scholars have drafted context specific model labor chapters which, if implemented, promise better results. Most effective are subsidies for one-time investments to bring factories into compliance in order to overcome management’s uncertainty about the benefits of better working conditions.

The use of public procurement to pursue social aims is permissible under certain conditions in Europe (and especially for those states not members of the Agreement on Government Procurement, GPA). However, there is little awareness of its potentials and even less among workers of such requirements for their employers supplying the public sector or publicly funded projects.

Global Framework Agreements between global union federations (GUFs) and transnational corporations (TNCs) were successfully used in some instances to redress violations of workers’ rights at subsidiaries and first-tier suppliers. However, in many cases local trade unions in dispute with local management are not aware of the existence of such agreements or were unable to link their strategies to the avenues made available by the agreements. Therefore, local actors have to be involved from the start in the negotiation and implementation of the framework agreements.

In response to negative publicity, many private companies voluntarily adopted codes of conduct. Over time these codes have increasingly included references to ILO conventions and guidelines from other international organizations. In practice, however, most monitoring and auditing processes fall short of the codes’ promises. The departments for corporate social responsibility are clearly subordinated to the purchasing departments. Without legal enforcement, the codes are at best reminders for good behavior, at worst they amount to whitewash.

In comparison to these “business-driven” codes, “consumer-driven” codes demand significantly higher standards and also limit managerial discretion. They need therefore public attention and support to pressure management. Maintaining this pressure is very challenging.

The combination of labor-driven and consumer-driven mechanisms for the protection of workers holds some promise for enforcing labor rights. The best example is the Accord for Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh. Over 180 retailers and brands and Global Union Federations signed a legally binding agreement which obliges the company to pay an annual fee of up to $500,000 per year for five years for safety training, inspections and for structural repairs
on buildings. Until mid-2015, the working conditions in the second-tier factories have improved in the area of occupational safety and health. However, funds were not provided for the more expensive measures of making the buildings safer. The situation concerning pay, overtime and collective bargaining did not improve.

The United Nations *Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights* cover also the corporate responsibility to respect human rights. Companies are asked to practice due diligence in handling human rights risks in their own responsibility, going beyond the respect of national laws. Since the Guiding Principles break new legal ground, many issues are yet to be clarified. However, governments can translate these principles into national law and thereby provide clear guidance for corporations to effectively respect human rights throughout their production systems.

In preparation for the G7 summit in 2015, the German Government put forward an agenda for a *stakeholder action* by representatives from governments, businesses, social partners, international organisations and civil society along global supply chains. The G7 declaration referred to it, but the agenda remains at a voluntary level. Asymmetric power and wage relations, different labor and ecological standards have been drivers for vertical disintegration and the creation of global value chains – they are an integral part of today’s business models. Multi-stakeholder initiatives were invented by trade unions and human rights organisations, but not by transnational corporations. Therefore, such a G7 initiative may only serve to provide legitimacy to the struggle for better working conditions but does not contribute to it in practical terms. The miniscule funding provided for the ‘Vision Zero Fund’ to prevent work-related accidents reflects the limited political will to confront the business community with stricter rules for its conduct.

*In sum*, so far none of the many initiatives seem to be particularly effective. Global Framework Agreements seem to be quite effective as long as local actors are involved right from the start. The United Nations Guiding Principles hold some promise, if governments are willing to support and pressure companies to implement them. The same holds true for the social conditionality of public procurement. Most promising remains trade conditionality. However, if only a rather weak social chapter in a trade agreement is politically achievable, it risks justifying trade liberalization measures and the strengthening of investors’ rights which will undercut the bargaining strength of labor. It is therefore not sufficient to discuss specific instruments for the promotion of labor rights along value chains; one also needs to address the general governance of international trade and investments.
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4. Instruments of German Foreign Economic Policy for Promoting Co-Determination along Supply Chains

Alison Schultz

The merits of the German co-determination system are widely acknowledged by the scientific, political and business communities in Germany (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010). The extensive involvement of employees at both the plant and board level is not only a democratic requirement, but also leads to numerous economic benefits. Co-determination promotes a cooperative corporate culture, a stable workforce and offers companies great potential for innovation thanks to the high level of knowledge exchange (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 67–70; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 15; Streeck et al. 1998, 8). The German co-determination system has proved to be beneficial in adapting to new circumstances and mitigating economic uncertainty, particularly during structural change and global crises (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 67–70; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 15; Kraft and Stank 2004). In times of global capital mobility, the involvement of employees in company decisions helps to pursue long-term growth and employment interests rather than short-term yield-oriented incentives, thus providing a sustainable alternative to the shareholder model (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 141). This applies both to traditional sectors and particularly to modern, knowledge-based production, which benefits from a greater exchange of know-how, the involvement of highly qualified employees and their commitment to the company (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 50; Dilger 1999; Streeck et al. 1998, 8).

Despite its high reputation, the preservation of the German co-determination model is increasingly uncertain. In the wake of difficult global economic conditions, a declining relevance of the industrial sector (for which the co-determination legislation was originally implemented) and the shrinking of trade unions, new political and legal frameworks have emerged (Fichter 2005, 94; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 101–2; Streeck et al. 1998, 10). Through European regulations and the opening up of the market to foreign business forms, co-determination rights can be circumvented in the current system. (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 28–29; Keller and Werner 2007; Seyboth and Thannisch 2008; Sick 2015a; 2015b; Sick and Pütz 2011). This could be exacerbated by the current foreign trade policy, in particular by the (planned or already signed) new investment and trade agreements. So far little is known on the potential effects of these agreements on co-determination.

Broadening the view and considering the economic activity of German companies outside of Germany, an even more worrying image emerges. Companies that actively abide co-determination in Germany, often stand out for
massive suppression of fundamental rights of co-determination, i.e. freedom of association, freedom of assembly and free bargaining, in other parts of the world. Such cases range from subsidiaries of German companies (e.g. T-Mobile in the USA or Volkswagen in Nigeria), to suppliers of German customers (e.g. kik suppliers in Bangladesh) and projects financed by German financial institutions (e.g. projects financed by the KfW bank; Handelsblatt 2016; International Trade Union Confederation 2016f).

The special design of the German co-determination system has historically grown within the German institutional architecture. The German model is even referred to as "the German special path" by some of its detractors (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 58). However, as part of the core labor standards of the International Labor Organization (ILO), the fundamental rights of co-determination are acknowledged by almost all countries and therefore must be guaranteed worldwide. This applies in particular to the right of association, the right to trade union freedom and collective bargaining (ILO Convention 87 and 98). Since the signing of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights in 2011, German companies are obliged to respect these rights also in their business activities in other countries (United Nations Human Rights - Office of the High Commissioner 2011).

Co-determination occupies a special place among the rights of wage-earning employees. In addition to being workers’ rights in themselves, co-determination rights as “enabling rights” put workers in the position to improve their own situation. Therefore, the guarantee of co-determination rights is a prerequisite for the establishment of further rights (Barrientos, Gereffi, and Rossi 2010, 7). In order to promote global labor rights, co-determination is hence of fundamental importance and should be at the center of efforts to improve the conditions of workers all over the world.

The current federal government has set itself the goal of “Good Work Worldwide“ (BMZ 2015). Against the background of the success of the extensive co-determination rights in Germany, the concern for the preservation of this model and the risk of non-compliance with co-determination rights of German companies abroad, three considerations arise for the government:

Firstly, the German co-determination model could be of interest to other nations participating in the world market. Nevertheless, a defensive position prevails on the political side. While the concern for the preservation of co-determination has been discussed (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006; Sick 2015a) at the same time, the idea to expand a system that has demonstrated its positive effects or to promote it as a Best-Practice example, is surprisingly little present in the political debate. The federal government should pursue a more active approach here.
Secondly, it should be the goal of the Federal Government to maintain a successful system within Germany. Against the background of the conclusion of new mega-regional trade agreements with far-reaching consequences for labor legislation, more clarity should be given regarding the implications that upcoming trade agreements could have on co-determination, in order to make arrangements which do not jeopardize existing co-determination rights.

Thirdly, it is necessary to ensure that German companies abroad respect fundamental labor rights. A first and important step in this direction is the guarantee of basic co-determination rights, also in other countries.

The German government, through shaping different policy areas, can influence all three aspects, either negatively or positively. A particularly important area is foreign economic policy. Therefore, this study examines the extent to which co-determination rights can be protected and promoted through foreign trade policy. Current policies will be compared to the existing potential and concrete proposals will be presented on how the German co-determination system can be made known abroad and how co-determination can be guaranteed in German companies operating across the German borders. In addition, potential effects of the planned trade agreements TTIP and CETA on co-determination will be examined and suggestions will be introduced on how these trade agreements could promote co-determination instead of endangering it.

This chapter will proceed as follows: First, an overview of the German co-determination system and the current state of research on co-determination in Germany is presented. This is followed by an analysis of different policies of the Federal Government, which are relevant to foreign economic policy, for their potential to promote co-determination. Instruments of the Ministry of Economics and Energy (BMWi), the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF), the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), the Federal Foreign Office (AA) and the Reconstruction Credit Institute (KfW-Bank) are analyzed. Finally, the two forthcoming trade agreements, the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), which has already been signed by the European Union (EU) and Canada but is pending ratification by EU Member State Parliaments, and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) which is planned between the EU and the USA, will be investigated on their influence on co-determination rights. The focus is put on CETA, as the final text of the TTIP is currently in the negotiation phase.

The German Co-determination System

The following chapter presents the historical context and the essential features of German co-determination. It continues with a brief overview of the research on the impact of co-determination practices on democratic and economic factors
and concludes with an outlook on the new challenges for employee participation and their possible reorientation in a Europeanized and globalized economy.

**Historical Background and Legal Framework**

Co-determination requirements and approaches in Germany can look back on a long tradition. Beginning with the futile proposals in the Frankfurt National Constitution (Frankfurter Nationalverfassung) on their introduction into the Weimar Constitution, co-determination together with the tariff autonomy, became the centerpiece of the German system of industrial relations after the Second World War (Verfassung des deutsche Reiches 1919, art. 159 and 165; Andersen 2013, 459–63; Streeck et al. 1998, 7).

Against the background of the end of the Second World War, the economic recovery and a critical phase of the Cold War, co-determination was the central program of trade unions. The latter succeeded to force through not only operational co-determination but also the enforcement of a joint participation in the supervisory boards of the iron and steel works. This was transferred in a weaker form to the whole economy in the 1970s despite the massive opposition of employers (Andersen 2013; Fichter 2005, 95–96; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 22).

Since then, employee co-determination in companies is regulated by law both at the plant and the board level; namely operational co-determination (“Betriebliche Mitbestimmung”) and corporate co-determination (“Unternehmensmitbestimmung”). While the Works Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz) regulates the operational co-determination by a works council, corporate co-determination in companies with a workforce of over 2000 is provided in the Co-determination Act (Mitbestimmungsgesetz), for companies with 500 to 2000 employees in the One-Third Employee Participation Act (Drittelbeteiligungsgesetz1) and for companies in the coal and steel industry with over 1000 employees in the Coal, Iron and Steel Co-determination Act (Montanmitbestimmungsgesetz). According to this, companies with more than 2,000 employees are subject to equal representation of employees in the supervisory board. This parity is however weakened by the double vote of the board’s chairman appointed by the employers and the binding participation of a senior executive on behalf of the employees. Employees fill one third of the supervisory board, in companies with 500 to 2000 employees. For large companies in the mining and steel sector, equal participation is required, which is provided by an independently elected member for stalemate situations as well as the appointment of a Labor Director in the company's board (Deutscher Bundestag 2013b; 2013b; 2015a; 2015a; 2015b; 2015c; 2015c).

---

1 Until its adoption in 2004 the content of the One-Third Employee Participation Act was part of the Works Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz).
Research on German Co-determination

Since their introduction, both forms of co-determination have been of great interest for researchers. This is reflected both in theoretical papers, in particular research stemming from normative-democratic theories, as well as in empirical reviews with a wide range of questions (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 25). A third area of research is policy-related reports commissioned by the government.

Democracy and Co-determination

Co-determination is the main pillar of a democratic economic order. If democracy is the guiding principle of a society, the economy should not be organized in an anti-democratic manner. Therefore, dependent employees, as citizens, should not be regarded as “supplicants of a company” (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, translation: KK; Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 67–70).

In situations where individual enterprises decide significantly on the subsistence and life of their employees, the claim of wage-dependent employees on participation, coordination and cooperation should be granted based on democratic principles and the moral goal of humanization of the working world (Andersen 2013, 460; Demirovic 2008, 391). Co-determination is thus a realization of democracy as opposed to the authoritarian rule of capital’s representatives. It thus puts under control the power of large companies and ideally creates an equitable relationship between capital and labor (Andersen 2013, 460). At the same time, it also serves as a means of further democratization (Vilmar 1973, 103).

In this context, co-determination ensures social peace and fulfills an integration function (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 12–16). This has already been confirmed in the early years of empirical co-determination research for corporate decision-making. Constructive cooperation in the supervisory board, transforms the latter in a conflict-free place for institutional integration of the workers who assume contributing tasks of supervision and advise the board in the early decision-making process. The influence of employee participation in corporate policy is reflected in a stronger emphasis on social aspects (Biedenkopf et al. 1970). However, as a problem concerning democratic claims, there is often a lack of possibilities to influence and a high level of informality, which limits both the controllability of boards and transparency efforts from external, regional and civil society forces (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 79).

The peacekeeping and integrative effects are also reflected in the operational co-determination. As stated in the report of the Co-Determination Commission (Mitbestimmungskommission) of 1998, operational co-determination is extensively used to implement tariff-contractual rules in a "situation-specific manner” (Streeck et al. 1998, 15, translation: KK). As a result, the works
councils manage to enforce the interests of the workforce to varying degrees. An important success factor here is the participation of the represented (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 77–81). The low coverage of works councils, especially in small and medium-sized enterprises, is viewed as problematic. According to the Co-Determination Committee of 1998, it questioned the "functioning of the dual system of industrial relations as a whole" (Streeck et al. 1998, 15, translation: KK).

Despite its justification through democratic, societal and moral principles, the success of the German co-determination system is increasingly being measured by its economic success or failure, particularly because of attacks by the representatives of the Shareholder Value approach (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 25; Kocka 2006). A characteristic of the empirical research on the topic is that the interests of its initiators profoundly guide it. Greifenstein und Kissler, in their comprehensive overview of empirical research on co-determination, describe the debate between workers and employers about the economic implications of co-determination as "an interest-based mock fight" (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 77–81, translation: KK).

Co-determination - A Competitive Disadvantage?

The opponents of co-determination usually refer to price-theoretical arguments and emphasize the costs of participation, especially of board level representation. In this regard, a commission set up by the Federation of German Industries (BDI) and the German Confederation of German Employers' Associations (BDA) in 2004 criticized the specific design of German co-determination as too expensive. Following their report, both the committee work and the higher wages and social benefits associated with a strong workers’ representation resulted in high costs. Coupled with the inefficiency of larger supervisory boards, co-determination was thus hindering economic growth and acting as a locational disadvantage in the international capital market (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 96–100; Stettes 2007). Some researchers consider the power of trade unions within supervisory boards as an impediment to employment; while others fear that the management has an incentive to behave opportunistically against employees rather than keeping an eye on the economic position of the company (Stettes 2007, 17).

Most empirical studies cannot confirm these economic disadvantages resulting from co-determination (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 99–100). Werner and Zimmermann (2005) do find a negative effect of corporate co-determination on employment. However, in contrast, Renaud (2008) finds a positive connection between corporate co-determination, profits and productivity. Vitols (2015) estimates its impact on productivity and competitiveness as generally neutral.
and finds neither grounds against equal representation nor evidence of a negative influence of trade union representatives on supervisory boards.

According to various further analyses, the German system is not in conflict with a capital market orientation (Höpner 2003; Zugehör 2003). German supervisory boards are no less competent than their counterparts in countries without co-determination, and the representation of employees on the supervisory board does not hinder their ability to function or to control. Nor does the larger number of supervisory board members constitute a clear competitive disadvantage. According to a study by Bermig and Frick (2011), a larger supervisory board has a negative impact on the return on equities but is associated with a higher market-to-book-ratio, whereas the impact on return on equity and interest rates remains insignificant. Based on the frequently occurring phenomenon that a supervisory board has more members than required by law, the authors conclude that the size of the supervisory board is hardly perceived as a competitive disadvantage. Moreover, there is no empirical evidence of opportunism within the management (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 17–18; 2006, 17).

A comprehensive analysis of various econometric studies by Jirhahn (2011) shows that overall, both operational and corporate co-determination tend to strengthen economic performance and productivity. After reviewing numerous empirical studies, Greifenstein and Kissler (2010, 141) conclude that rather than a locational disadvantage, co-determination could be seen as the "German response to globalization" (ibid., 141, translation: KK).. This assessment is supported by a survey among supervisory board members, business people and board of directors members in 2004, which does not show any fundamental rejection of employee participation and certainly no intention to abolish it (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 67–70).

Co-determination - A Competitive Advantage?

Advocates of the efficiency of employee participation argue based on a participation theory rather than on a price theory. They emphasize the advantages of a stable workforce and a socially integrated company organization (ibid., 67–70). Following their argument, a relaxed relationship between employees and management, accompanied by fewer strikes, leads to a productive and cooperative corporate culture that brings economic benefits. A further benefit mentioned is the greater understanding of the workforce of entrepreneurial needs (Streeck et al. 1998, 8). Co-determination is also expected to boost the innovative capacity of a company by exploiting internal resources and competencies of employees (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 15; Sperling and Wolf 2010; Ziegler and Gerlach 2010). This is empirically reflected in a better effect on modern forms of work, reorganization and further training measures, and in more filed patents (Hübler 2003; Kraft and Stank 2004;
Kriegesmann, Kley, and Kublik 2010; Zwick 2003). An important contribution to the innovation process is demonstrated in particular by works councils that consistently attempt to push through the interests of the employees despite oppositions from the management (Seibold et al. 2010). The possibility of activating, channeling and using a company's specific knowledge by means of their participation is currently fully exploited by a few companies (Kirner, Weissfloch, and Jäger 2010).

Therefore, the works council is credited as an "indispensable actor of strategic company management" and as a "co-manager of a modern corporate culture" (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 141; Kriegesmann, Kley, and Kublik 2010). Both institutions of co-determination have proved to act as an early warning system and valve in crises. They look for ways out in a non-bureaucratic, pragmatic and effective manner, thus supporting the company economically and in particular in the preservation of jobs (Bierbaum and Houben 2005; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 141). Although there is no empirical evidence for a general effect of co-determination on employment growth of companies (Koller, Schnabel, and Wagner 2008), works councils established during economic crises have a positive influence on employment and make company closures less likely (Jirjahn 2011).

Co-determination also has a sustainable element: the control of management in supervisory boards helps, especially in times of global capital mobility, to pursue long-term growth and employment interests rather than short-term profit-oriented incentives. Moreover, it assists in identifying implementation problems in the decision-making process at an early stage (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 141). Furthermore, the forced exchange between representatives of different parties within the company and in the supervisory board, contributes to a sustainable corporate culture since collective actors acquire knowledge that they would otherwise would not share and thus acquire higher competence (ibid., 12–16).

A business model with employer participation is based on long-term company affiliation (Dilger 1999), which makes human capital investment profitable (Streeck et al. 1998, 8). In the context of the increasingly knowledge-based production and the associated growing importance of individual performers for the company's success, co-determination plays an important role in binding competent individuals to the company (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 50).

In summary, it can be stated that there are only few demonstrable effects of co-determination on economic factors. However, existing research tends to suggest a positive effect, whereas no negative effect is apparent (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 96–98). Anecdotal evidence, e.g. stemming from the German car industry, also suggests that companies that are particularly affected by employee
participation are highly competitive and have adapted themselves successfully to new conditions during structural change (Streeck et al. 1998, 11) However, the results of empirical studies on co-determination should not be generalized. Few assertions can be made about the tertiary sector, which, despite its great importance for business and employment, is often still excluded from co-determination and underrepresented in research. The public sector, which is subject to a special regulation of employee participation, is also hardly a subject of current research (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 41–42).

**New Challenges in the Globalized World Economy**

The German co-determination system faces various challenges. The most important ones are, first, its exposure to the modern globalized world economy and, second, the expansion of the legal bases of German companies, in particular through European integration.

**Challenges in a Globalized World Economy**

The increased mobility of capital and labor, coupled with globalization, and the associated competitive constraints, outsourcing and job losses, are putting massive pressure on the co-determination system. The representation of the heterogeneous workforce in an international wage competition is becoming increasingly difficult and has been made even more difficult by declining union membership (Fichter 2005, 94; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 101–2). The co-determination system, as an institution created for the industrial sector, also suffered a loss of meaning in the structural change due to the increasing importance of the tertiary sector. This is also reflected in the distribution of employee participation. For example, the proportion of workers employed in the private sector who are neither represented on the operational nor on the corporate level has grown from about 50 percent in the middle of the 1980s to more than 60 percent in the mid-1990s (Streeck et al. 1998, 10). In 2015 only 42 per cent of the employees in West Germany and 33 per cent of the employees in East Germany were represented by a works council (Ellguth and Kohaut 2016).

On the grounds that the "German special path" was not up to the new challenges, critics welcomed the decline in employee participation and demanded a restriction of the rights to co-determination (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 56–60). On the other hand, supporters argued that "cooperative modernization" had proved to be a successful strategy of collaborative structural adjustment. The maintenance and further expansion of co-determination was therefore desirable and realistic (Streeck et al. 1998, 13). By means of employee participation, companies had succeeded in avoiding destructive measures, such as an overly strong orientation towards volatile financial markets. Instead, necessary restructuring was actively pursued and
effectively shaped (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 54; Streeck et al. 1998, 13).

In order to cope successfully with new tasks arising from globalization and flexibilization, co-determination changed its functions: It shifted its focus away from protecting workers within a distributive struggle towards the goal of framing the conditions of the individual corporation or factory (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 105; Kleinschmidt et al. 1997).

In particular, operational co-determination has increasingly become co-management within the process of moving from standardized forms of work to project- and customer-oriented approaches (Streeck et al. 1998, 10). It is partly supplemented or replaced by various management-induced direct forms of participation (Andersen 2013, 463; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 113–15). Professionalized works councils gained importance in regards to corporate co-determination, especially in their role as an instance of controlled flexibility in consideration of employee interests (Ellguth and Ahlers 2003; Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 106).

The stronger focus on representation on the plant level was considered in 2001 with a reform of the Works Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz), which takes account of the new tasks and framework conditions of operational co-determination (Rudolph and Wassermann 2001). Due to the successful prevention of plant closures by the strategic action of the works council (Detje et al. 2008), some in the scientific community see the opportunity to establish operational co-determination as a counterpart to shareholder capitalism (Martens and Dechmann 2010). However, it is also pointed out that the reductions in pay and restrictions imposed under pressure from job losses could undermine the peacekeeping and integrating functions of co-determination (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 17).

Challenges of a New Political and Legal Framework

In addition to the changed global economic conditions, the existing system has been called into question by new political and legal developments. This was mainly a result of deeper European integration. The future of German co-determination in the context of freedom of establishment in a European system of different co-determination regimes was regulated by various European legislation on corporate governance and decisions of the European Court of Justice (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 28–29).

Since 2004 and 2006 companies and co-operatives can be registered on a European level in accordance with EU Corporate Law as European companies (Societas Europaea; SE) and as European co-operative society (Societas cooperativa Europaea; SCE). Both corporate forms grant some co-determination rights on the operational and the corporate level.
These are less extensive than the German regulations (ibid., 30). However, the directive on European companies stipulates that when an SE is established by a change of the corporate form of a company the highest level of co-determination of the companies involved (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 22) applies. These relatively strict regulations are weakened by the fact that co-determination for European companies and cooperatives is regulated first and foremost by negotiation between representatives of the workforce and the management, and only in the case of non-agreement does a statutory fallback regulation take effect. The same applies to the cross-border merging of corporations (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 2006).

In the case of SEs and SCEs, there is a risk of circumventing corporate co-determination, in particular, when a German company changes its legal form before it exceeds a limit relevant to the German regulation. Co-determination at the corporate level is then "frozen" at the existing level, even if the threshold of 500 or 2000 employees is exceeded (Sick 2015a). It is estimated that in 2016 some 50 companies are avoiding equal co-determination using this strategy (Hans-Böckler-Stiftung 2016).

Another possibility to undermine the rules on corporate co-determination is the use of companies of foreign legal form. In 2004, the European Court of Justice (ECJ), in a ruling in reference to the right of freedom of establishment, allowed the free settlement of foreign companies in Germany. Governing law is that of the country of origin.

Hence, both German limited partnerships, which use a foreign general partner (such as Ltd & Co KG), as well as foreign corporations settling in Germany, remain unaffected by German co-determination legislation. Moreover, companies do not have to comply with co-determination rights even if they operate predominantly or even exclusively in Germany. This also applies to companies from Switzerland and since the signature of an agreement between Germany and the USA in 1954, to US corporations (Sick 2015b, 3).

In 2014, there were 94 companies in Germany, which circumvented corporate co-determination through foreign legal forms. These were more than four times as many as before 2000, when 20 companies used this evasive maneuver (ibid., 3).

The European regulations, together with the existing gaps in the co-determination legislation, can lead to the heterogenization of employee participation, the creation of company-specific industrial relations and a restriction of co-determination rights (Greifenstein and Kissler 2010, 93). At the same time, however, there is also the possibility that employees from other European countries with weak national regulations could fall under the protective framework of employee participation (ibid., 93).
This could be further promoted through the institution of the European Works Council (EWC), already established in the 1990s. This institution enables the European workforce of a transnational company to organize itself across national boundaries. In its implementation, there are still reports of numerous problems such as: power asymmetries between actors and the difficulty of working together against the backdrop of different historic trade union patterns of action (ibid., 93–94). Nevertheless, the EWC is increasingly establishing a sustainable policy of representation of interests and is respected by employees and the management likewise (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 95; Streeck et al. 1998, 18; 1998). Moreover, the EWC makes the co-determination by employees of different nationalities within a company at the plant level possible. On the board level, however, there has not been any regulation for German companies, which would have solved the problem of the sole representation of the German share of an international workforce (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006, 33–34).

There is also the legal possibility of setting up a 'Global Works Council', in which the various representations of employees in different countries coordinate and inform each other. It is not yet clear whether this institution will develop into a relevant movement (Rüb 2000).

The discussion of the new challenges for the German co-determination system shows that a national consideration of the system is no longer sufficient against the background of global economic interdependencies and the legal integration of Germany into European structures. Thus it is necessary to look at the challenges arising from the integration of Germany into the global economy. This will be done later in this work by examining the effects of the CETA and TTIP trade agreements on co-determination rights in Germany.

Furthermore, the impact of German economic activity on co-determination rights in other countries must be examined. It is particularly interesting to what extent Germany's foreign trade policy can contribute to the promotion of Germany's co-determination rights rather than suppressing them. For this purpose, the opportunities of German foreign economic policy to engage itself for the right to co-determination worldwide are scrutinized below. Following a general classification of these possibilities, selected instruments of this policy field are examined in more detail.

**Ways the Federal Government Could Promote Global Co-determination Rights**

German companies operating within national borders are legally obliged to respect extensive co-determination rights. The management of many German transnationally active corporations stands out as exemplary in the cooperation with employees. However, the management of subsidiaries of these corporations, such as the Deutsche Telekom subsidiary T-Mobile US in the
southern states of the USA, is often less radiant (Handelsblatt 2016; Mey 2015; We Expect Better 2016). An even more severe suppression of co-determination rights is encountered in the suppliers of German corporations, such as the KiK supplying companies in Bangladesh (Ganguly 2015). Evidence for the suppression of co-determination rights in subsidiary companies or across the supply chain has been sufficiently documented (BMWi 2007; 2014a; 2014c; 2014d; 2014e; 2015; Ganguly 2015).

In order to avoid such cases and to contribute to the promotion of co-determination rights, the German Federal Government should, firstly, step up the efforts to convince German companies to respect co-determination rights throughout the entire supply chain. Secondly, in order to prevent the infringement of rights by companies in countries that do not politically protect the co-determination rights of their citizens, the German government should intensify the exchange with the respective governments.

A study published on behalf of the World Bank identifies four tasks to be undertaken by governments in order to effectively force companies to respect rights along their supply chain. The duties of the state are: to mandate effective standards (mandating), to assist companies in their implementation and facilitate the latter as much as possible (facilitating), to participate in the establishment of standards (partnering) and to honor good practices (endorsing) (Fox, Ward, and Howard 2002, 3–6).

For foreign economic policy this implies that foreign trade and investment promotion must be designed in such a way that it effectively obligates or incentivizes a company to comply with co-determination rights (mandating). At the same time, corporations are supposed to receive as much support and assistance as possible in order to meet this task (facilitating). Therefore, these two aspects will be taken into account in the chapter on foreign trade and investment promotion, which deals with export financing aids, export credit, investment and untied loan guarantees, chambers of commerce abroad and Germany Trade and Invest. The two aspects are also considered in the investigation of developePPP.de, a project sponsored by the BMZ for private development cooperation.

In order to set a good example, the state should introduce Best Practice behavior in its own companies and in public procurement (partnering). This is dealt with in more detail in the chapters on public procurements and state-owned companies. Several platforms, such as the UN Principles for Responsible Investment or the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles, already provide support for exemplary behavior (endorsing). Both the approaches are therefore also examined in this study. In order to keep an eye on the dialogue with other countries, embassies are considered as the starting point. The National Action Plan for Business and Human Rights (Nationaler Aktionsplan für Wirtschaft und
Menschenrechte), which was concluded by the end of 2016, could have provided a useful platform for a meaningful coordination and coherent application of the numerous instruments. It will therefore be treated as the first instrument for the purpose of this study.

For each instrument, a connection to co-determination is established and possible channels for its promotion are presented in detail. The framework conditions under which these channels can be effective will be pointed out. The considerations are compared with current policy. Consequently, concrete proposals for action are deduced. In order to point out clear responsibilities, the various instruments are grouped under the competent Ministry. If a number of competencies are involved, the choice falls on the Ministry that is most responsible for the task of promoting co-determination. Despite the fact that the German Foreign Ministry has been the prime mover of the instrument discussed in the next chapter, the National Action Plan for Business and Human Rights, the decision on the final plan depended on the various ministries involved since it provides a framework for the work of all ministries. Therefore, the instrument will not be categorized under a specific ministry.


The German National Action Plan for Business and Human Rights was concluded in December 2016 by the German Federal Government within the framework of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. The plan was developed under the leadership of the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (AA). Involved in the process were also the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS), the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection (BMJV) and the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF).

UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

The UN Human Rights Council adopted the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights unanimously in June 2011. The 31 principles developed by John Ruggie under the three pillars Protect (the state duty to protect human rights), Respect (the corporate responsibility to respect human rights) and Remedy (access to remedy for victims of human rights violations), oblige the signatory states to prevent human rights violations by corporate misconduct and to ensure the detection and punishment of violations and the compensation of their victims. Through National Action Plans (NAPs), the guiding principles are to be implemented by the signatory states into concrete policies (United Nations Human Rights - Office of the High Commissioner 2011).
As criticized by the German Trade Union Confederation (DGB) in its statement on the guiding principles, the framework does not explicitly point to the instrumental role of statutory co-determination in the protection of human rights (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2009, 4).

However, co-determination is important for the content of the guiding principles and their implementation in two major ways. Firstly, the rights to freedom of association, freedom of trade unions and freedom to set rates are the basis of co-determination. As ILO core labor standards they are guaranteed in the principles as central working rights to be respected by companies ('Respect'; United Nations Human Rights - Office of the High Commissioner 2011). Secondly, the guiding principles emphasize the importance of the involvement of the relevant stakeholders at several points in their operational principles (which articulate the provisions of implementation for states and corporates).

For instance, companies should involve "relevant stakeholders" when drafting a human rights commitment (Guiding Principle 16), as well as when tracking the effectiveness of improvement proposals (Guiding Principle 20) and when communicating externally how they address their human rights impact (Guiding Principle 21). Concerning “Remedy”, non-State based grievance mechanisms (Guiding Principles 28 and 29) are referred to as mechanisms developed with stakeholders and managed by multi-stakeholder groups. One of the effectiveness criteria for non-judicial grievance mechanisms (Guiding Principle 31) is that they build on exchange and dialogue with stakeholder groups (ibid.). In the corporate context, employees and their interest groups are among the most important stakeholders. The involvement of the latter is therefore at the core of the UN Guiding Principles (Hadwinger et al. 2016, 181).

For example, the involvement of co-determination bodies in accordance with the above principles, can be implemented by providing works councils with guidance and information on risk analysis and impact assessment, or by developing, improving and managing grievance mechanisms in partnership with the company (ibid., 181–87).

Possibilities for the Promotion of Co-determination through the National Action Plan

The smart mix of different measures – national or international and mandatory or voluntary, as suggested by the guidelines, can be interpreted very differently by governments in terms of liability and entitlement (Grabosch and Scheper 2015, 10). Like many others, the German Federal Government has adopted a National Action Plan (NAP), which should implement the guiding principles through different concrete practices.

If designed appropriately, the NAP could have promoted co-determination through two channels. Firstly, it had the potential to oblige or incentivize German companies to enforce operational co-determination in subsidiaries and
suppliers. Secondly, the design of the German NAP is of great interest to governments that are in the early stages of the same process since provisions for employee participation could serve as a model for other action plans and thus it could stimulate discussions outside Germany to establish co-determination. The following section explains the potential of the first channel. It then examines the extent to which the adopted NAP uses this potential.

In order to make the enforcement of operational co-determination in subsidiaries and suppliers outside Germany more effective, a framework that makes the introduction of co-determination attractive for German companies should have been created. Despite the expected positive long-term effects of co-determination, the introduction and, in particular, the safeguarding of rights across the entire supply chain will lead to short-term and company-specific costs. A purely voluntary provision could create competitive disadvantages for companies that are concerned with the effective implementation of labor rights (ibid., 43). Empirical studies of voluntary commitments are not very optimistic about their effectiveness (e.g. Anner 2012; Banerjee 2014; Vogel 2005, 164).

If, therefore, the Federal Government was willing to commit itself to the enforcement of the guiding principles, and thus of human rights in business, as stipulated in the coalition agreement (CDU Deutschland and CSU-Landesleitung 2013, 125), the respective regulation should either contain binding obligations with effective sanctions for non-compliance or positive incentives for compliance. Practical proposals existed for both practices prior to the adoption of the German NAP.

Binding Regulation and Sanctions: Enforceable Human Rights Due Diligence

The UN Guiding Principles in themselves are non-enforceable. Only with the appropriate political support of national governments can they be instrumental in filling the existing regulatory gaps in the area of the global protection of wage-earners’ rights and thus for co-determination. A central instrument in this direction is the introduction of ‘Human Rights Due Diligence’ as stipulated in the UN Guiding Principles, provided that these are incorporated into national law.

Extensive proposals for their political and legal design have been laid down by Grabosch and Schepel (2015). Due diligence determines the requirements that members of a professional group must fulfill in a situation, in order to counteract infringements of the rights of third parties (ibid., 26). In the event of damage, i.e. in case of infringement of rights due to negligent due diligence, responsible companies can be brought before a court of law.

Due diligence is already legally anchored in a wide range of economic sectors. The innovation in the context of the Guiding Principles is represented by the relation to human rights and their global application. Human rights due
diligence could for instance force parent companies to create framework conditions under which suppression of co-determination rights in supplier companies is prevented.

There are already numerous 'soft laws' with recommendations to companies in this area. Their complexity and the lack of clarity of the current legal situation, however, place big challenges on companies that want to implement measures to prevent human rights violations in subsidiaries or suppliers outside Germany. Against this background, many companies under competitive pressure avoid the often costly changes and ultimately prefer to accept the violation of human rights and the minimal risk of legal disputes (ibid., 27).

Therefore, in order to establish legal certainty, it is necessary to make clear that companies must also exercise human rights due diligence in businesses abroad and in accordance to international law. For instance, a violation of ILO core labor standards should clearly be interpreted as a lack of due diligence. In addition, minimum requirements for human rights due diligence should be regulated and different measures should be conceded to companies of different backgrounds (ibid., 6).

Specifically, the legislator could indicate substantive themes and leave the further design to multi-stakeholder initiatives. Existing institutions such as Human Rights Impact Assessments could be used to facilitate the implementation. The extent to which a German company is obliged to comply to human rights due diligence could be made dependent on the industry-specific risk of rights violation, the durability of business relations, and the level of influence the company has on the conditions of production (ibid., 63).

Moreover, a system of ‘safe harbors’ and ‘sure shipwrecks’ could be introduced to restrict legal grey zones in complex situations. 'Safe Harbors' are rules that allow the compliant party under obligation to escape sanctions (e.g. when a company has adhered to ‘best practice’ proposals). 'Sure shipwrecks', on the other hand, are clear transgressions, which unless the company can prove in a concrete case that the damage would have occurred anyway, would lead regularly to sanctions (e.g. the non-existence of a due diligence concept) (ibid., 63).

The judicial sanctioning of extraterritorial legal infringements is officially possible in Germany since 2009 and the Rome II Regulation at the latest. According to the current legal situation, judgments are usually pronounced according to the law of the country in which the damage occurred. In this case, if designed as described above, human rights due diligence would have to be taken into account to some extent. Alternatively, in the case of a design of due diligence as overriding mandatory provisions, foreign law would be replaced by human rights due diligence clauses (ibid., 63).
A binding regulation should be complemented by a supporting institutional framework, which would assist companies, in particular through information, to assess the risk of their supply chain and to apply their due diligence. Such an institutional framework can be supported, for example, by the German embassies and chambers of commerce abroad as outlined in later chapters (ibid., 64).

An argument which is often put forward suggests that parent companies could not be held responsible for human rights violations or the restriction of co-determination rights in subsidiary and supplier companies, since supervision in global supply chains was impossible per se or only achievable through a disproportionate effort. In practice, this is however not confirmed. Examples of similar regulations (such as the regulation on conflict minerals in the US Dodd-Frank Act) suggest that such a law can be effective without overburdening parent companies. Regarding the Dodd-Frank Act, on the contrary, a systematic development of risk knowledge in the affected companies can be observed (ibid., 44–46).

Employee co-determination could, in turn, take a crucial position in a system of corporate due diligence. Co-determination within plants over the supply chain appears to be an effective means to prevent human rights risks of all kinds in subsidiaries and suppliers.

Voluntary Regulations Linked to Positive Incentives

Instead of sanctions, positive incentives could also be used for the enforcement of co-determination rights and other labor rights across the supply chain. One possibility for this is certifications, with which companies pledge good behavior for a positive image among consumers. It is important to note that these certifications are effective only in industries that are directly in contact with the end consumer. An instrument in this direction is the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles, which will be covered later in this study.

Alternatively, by setting out conditions for state subsidies, export or investment guarantees, a binding commitment for co-determination rights can be enforced for the companies wishing to obtain such support. Possibilities for how the German Federal Government can use such instruments are discussed in the sections on the Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy (BMWi).

A general proposition applying to both mandatory and voluntary measures was summarized by the head of the Economic and Human Rights Working Group at the Federal Foreign Office in a conference as follows: "Compliant behavior must be cheaper than non-compliant behavior for a company" (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung and Auswärtiges Amt 2015, 5–6, translation: KK). To this end, the Federal Government must clearly communicate its requirements for human rights due
diligence, as well as actively support companies in dealing with human rights risks (ibid., 5–6).

The wise integration of existing structures and institutions, such as the OECD Guidelines or the Global Compact, is crucial for effective and realistic regulations for the enforcement of corporate co-determination in subsidiaries and subcontractors. The OECD Guidelines will be discussed below.

The German National Action Plan
The development phase of the German NAP was praised as exemplary by many sides. A comprehensive consultation process took place before the plan was drafted. The current situation regarding the guiding principles was presented in a detailed National Baseline Assessment, which also addresses the need for change and possible concrete starting points (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung and Auswärtiges Amt 2015, 2; Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte 2015).

However, the adoption of the plan in December 2016 by the Federal Government did not keep its promise for the extensive involvement of civil society. Trade unions and NGOs expressed criticism regarding the fact that civil society and business representatives were abruptly relegated to an observer role after the consultation phase (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 1). Contrary to previous commitments, they were not included in the drafting of the plan and were no longer consulted before its adoption (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 4). The lack of a serious involvement of important stakeholders is also reflected in the content of the NAP.

The action plan is divided into five chapters. These describe the process of its formulation, the expectations of the Federal Government to companies, important areas of action as well as plans for policy coherence and monitoring of the targets set. The most important "expectation" the Federal Government expresses to German companies is the compliance with human rights due diligence.

Human Rights Due Diligence in the NAP
The human rights due diligence of companies within the NAP, along with the UN Guiding Principles, foresees several steps. It requires the preparation of a statement of principle, the identification of potential negative impacts of a company on human rights and measures to prevent them, a reporting process and the establishment of a grievance mechanism.

These different elements of due diligence are partly based on the participation of employees. For example, it is stated in the NAP that the different perspectives of employees as well as trade unions should be included in the design and implementation of human rights due diligence (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016,
The examination of negative impacts is to take place in on-site dialogue with (potential) stakeholders (ibid., 8). These should also be involved in the design of the grievance procedure (ibid., 11). However, beyond that, co-determination rights and mechanisms to secure them are not mentioned in the 43-page document at all. Despite the reference to the ILO core labor standards, co-determination in the NAP does not play a role. Its essential function for the global enforcement of labor rights is therefore ignored. Important global measures of co-determination such as Global Framework Agreements\(^2\) are also disregarded (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 7).

In contrast to the international consensus, the German government’s definition of human rights due diligence is limited to preventive measures. Reparation measures and compensation for affected persons are not foreseen (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 3; Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016, 9–13).

A well-designed NAP could have created a ‘level playing field’ through a smart mix of voluntary and binding measures, in which compliance with rights does not penalize a company in competition. This potential is compromised by the non-binding nature of the foreseen obligations. The human rights due diligence is not legally anchored and its non-observance is thus not sanctionable. By 2020, however, at least half of all companies with more than 500 employees should have integrated human rights due diligence into business processes. This objective is marked as achieved when a company either complies with obligations or explains why it was not possible to do so (‘comply or explain’). If the specified number of companies is not reached, the Federal Government will “examine further extensive steps that could extend to legal measures” (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016, 12, translation: KK).

Apart from the fact that the examination of binding obligations was already a task of the 2014-2016 NAP process, civil society actors are concerned that such a deadline will lead to idleness on the part of corporations. This risk is particularly present, since binding measures are not clearly announced in the submitted final draft (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 4; Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 2). Due to the non-binding character, firms still cannot rely on a legally certain definition of global human rights due diligence. Only this certainty would however effectively incentivize firms to strive for the compliance with co-determination rights to minimize financial risks associated with possible lawsuits. In addition to involving all companies (instead of only a few large ones), binding and enforceable human

---

\(^2\) Global framework agreements are agreements negotiated between trade unions and a multinational group at a global level. They are intended to protect the interests of the entire workforce of a globally operating company.
rights due diligence would hence be a big step towards creating a 'level playing field' (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 2).

Furthermore, the requirements on companies are subject to the condition of not creating disproportionate bureaucratic burdens. This is considered by unions and NGOs as part of an interest-driven debate, which, on the pretext of reducing bureaucracy, dismisses political decisions and labor and human rights as nonsensical or unnecessary (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 6; Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 4).

Binding human rights due diligence is not required even from companies that are particularly close to the government. Thus, no binding regulation applies to companies owned by the Federal Government or the states (Länder), to companies that receive export funding or other forms of subsidy or that produce for the public sector. Instead, existing standards for companies benefitting from public support, should place a stronger focus on human rights (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016). The decision to not even include human rights due diligence as a binding requirement for state-owned companies nor make state support dependent on due diligence contradicts previous drafts and deviates from NAPs of other countries such as Finland or Sweden.

Even if due diligence is not legally prescribed according to the NAP, companies are expected to report on the impact of their business activities on human rights. To create transparency according to a company’s impact, corporations should fulfill their non-financial and diversity reporting obligations which have already been established in the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Directive, introduced in 2016. In the interest of active co-determination, already in the debate about the CSR Directive, trade unions demanded to include works councils in the preparation of the non-financial information (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 8). Their involvement, however, similarly to the Directive, is not stipulated by the NAP (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016).

Access to Justice for Damaged Parties

Even prior to the adoption of the NAP and, similarly now, in spite of the non-binding nature of its measures, it has been theoretically possible for damaged parties abroad to take legal action against German companies. However, according to the German Institute for Human Rights and various NGOs, victims of human rights violations by German companies outside Germany, have access to German courts only in very rare cases. In comparison to their European colleagues, German lawyers' engagement is below average in complex cross-border cases related to labor rights. Further, the lack of possibilities for class-action suits as well as the seldom provision of residence for lawsuits hinders judicial action from foreigners.
These problems, as well as numerous suggestions for improvements by NGOs and trade unions, in particular the demand for the possibility of class-actions suits, are not taken up by the NAP. Instead, attention is drawn to the existing possibility to file a suit and the preparation of a multilingual information brochure. This timid measure will not change the situation for those affected in the global South. The latter will continue to be unable to hold German companies responsible for legal infringements and thus also for the suppression of co-determination (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 2–3; Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016; Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 8; Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte 2016, 9–10).

According to the German NAP, in addition to internal company mechanisms, the National Contact Point of the OECD Guidelines (which will be explored in more detail later in this study) should be reformed and revaluated as a major non-judicial grievance instrument. This solution is welcomed by civil society actors. However, against the background of the criticism on the National Contact Point, it remains to be seen to what extent it will be able to perform the function of a relevant non-judicial grievance mechanism. Even after the reform planned in the NAP, the post of the National Contact Point will not be independent due to its incorporation into the BMWi. Coupled with the absence of stakeholder participation, this raises doubts as to whether it will be able to fulfill the effectiveness criteria that the UN guiding principles target to non-judicial grievance mechanisms (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 2-3; 14; Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016).

Monitoring the NAP

Effective monitoring of the entire NAP is essential, in particular due to the numerous orders involved to further assess certain issues or measures. The Federal Government intends to set up an inter-ministerial committee, which reviews the planned measures. The monitoring process is to be attended by the NAP steering committee, which includes representatives from businesses, civil society and trade unions. The steering committee will be integrated into the existing National CSR Forum. Civil society and trade unions demand a new mandate, a new governance structure and clear decision-making processes for this body. In addition, it should ensure equal representation of the business community, trade unions and NGOs, as well as a permanent exchange with the inter-ministerial committee (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 16).

The relatively extensive monitoring is, however, subject to the availability of funding. NGOs also criticize the fact that no independent and recognized institution, such as the German Institute for Human Rights, has been involved in
the monitoring process. Moreover, the review of the implementation should extend beyond self-disclosed company reports. A justification of why certain points are not fulfilled (‘comply or explain’) should not be recognized as complying with human rights due diligence (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016; Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016).

A number of assistance possibilities and voluntary initiatives are planned to help companies that are concerned about compliance with human rights due diligence. Different bodies will offer information and training programs to respect human rights across the supply chain and to expand the existing range of options. The German representations abroad, the German Chambers of Commerce Abroad and the portal Germany Trade and Invest will also provide support. This will be discussed in more detail in later chapters of this study. The NAP does not plan one central independent, generally accessible, counseling center with sufficient personnel, which was requested by NGOs as a contact point for companies with questions on human rights due diligence (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 13).

In addition to consulting, the Federal Government intends to reward and make public best practice approaches by awarding a CSR prize. Furthermore, the introduction of a national guarantee mark, in addition to the European mark, is being considered. The CSR Prize could particularly support co-determination rights as selection criteria incorporate important elements of employee participation such as works councils and collective bargaining agreements (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 8). Nevertheless, it remains a selective measure (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016).

Disappointing German NAP

Before its conclusion, at a conference on the German NAP in 2015, a member of the UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights stated that: “This is the NAP we are all looking for. It is expected to be a worldwide showcase” (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung and Auswärtiges Amt 2015). Looking at the adopted NAP, one year later, it can be argued that the plan remains far below expectations. Instead, it must be hoped that it will not serve as a model for other countries, since the federal government itself is failing to realize the promised "ambitious plan" (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2015, translation: KK). A comparison of European NAPs shows that the German plan falls behind the efforts made by many other countries (Germanwatch and Brot für die Welt 2016).

According to the German Institute for Human Rights, with a systematic refusal of binding requirements in favor of voluntary measures, the plan is “not as smart" as the UN Guiding Principles actually call for (Deutsches Institut für
While support for companies is guaranteed, binding requirements are just planned to be assessed (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung et al. 2016, 3). Thus, no clear incentives were included for the observance of fundamental rights. On the contrary, compliance with co-determination rights across the supply chain can continue to appear as a competitive disadvantage for a company.

In the coming years, it remains to be seen whether the deficits of this plan can be offset by a committed implementation process by the Federal Government and other stakeholders (Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte 2016, 12). If the NAP, as proposed by the DGB, is only a "first NAP" (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016b, 1, translation: KK), followed by further plans with improved instruments, it could actually help to make co-determination across supply chains of German corporations a reality.

As indicated by different examples, the NAP links various measures from different areas and competencies. Many of these elements are revisited in the following chapters. An ambitious implementation of the plan would thus pave the way to making the German co-determination system known abroad. At the same time, it would offer a platform where different government initiatives with similar objectives could be coordinated. Moreover, it could lead towards a clear commitment to acknowledge human rights worldwide, also in the economic context. The next chapters explore the potential that each federal ministry offers in this direction.

**Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) and KfW Group**

The BMWi uses numerous instruments to promote foreign trade. Many of the funding possibilities anchored in the BMWi are offered in cooperation with the KfW-Bank (Reconstruction Loan Corporation). Before moving on to the analysis of individual instruments in the area of responsibility of the BMWi, the special role played by the state and thus the BMWi in the field of economic policy will briefly be discussed.

*The Dual Role of the State As a Regulating Authority and Economic Actor*

The government has a dual role within the economy. On the one hand, it regulates the behavior of market participants, for example through the legal anchoring of due diligence. At the same time, the state itself appears as a market participant in many occasions. In Germany, this happens in the roles of the *financial investor*, namely by financing exports and projects abroad, and its participation in companies as a shareholder, *the insurer*, namely by offering export and investment guarantees, and the *purchaser* of goods and services in public procurements.
The motivations for economic activity differ for the aforementioned functions. On the one hand, promotion of the economy and on the other, the acquisition of necessary goods and services. However, the different instruments are all impressive in size: The federally-owned KfW Bank is the largest state development bank in the world and the third largest bank in Germany (Deutscher Bundestag 2015d, 1). The Federal Government grants over 160 billion Euros for the insurance of exports ('state as insurer'; Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015, 2) and the public sector spends annually over 350 billion euros ('state as purchaser'; Umweltbundesamt 2016).

In its role as a market participant the state simultaneously also sets rules. It decides how a business partner is selected, what requirements are being placed on him and how contracts are formulated. The combination of the two roles of the state, where for example, purchasing a service is at the same time regulated by strategic purchasing in order to achieve other objectives such as good working conditions, is known as a 'linkage'. In more general terms, 'linkage' describes the connection of different political goals (McCrudden 2004, 257).

**The Use of ‘Linkage’ to Promote Co-determination**

The private sector has great interest in doing business with the state. Whether for state financing, insurance or purchasing, companies benefit from conditions that are not offered likewise in the private sector.

These areas are therefore particularly suitable for linkage. Barry and Reddy (2008) distinguish three forms of linkage in the context of employment rights. **Evaluation linkage** is the joint evaluation of different sub-objectives in order to evaluate whether a general societal objective is achieved. The level of importance of these different objectives, which are included in the evaluation, should then influence the institutional design of policy instruments.

**Agency linkage** means pursuing different objectives with an instrument or through an institution. Finally, a **rights linkage** represents a situation where the obtainment of special rights is made dependent on a certain behavior.

In the context of foreign trade promotion and public procurement, the promotion of labor and co-determination rights could firstly be introduced as an objective in addition to economic advantage (evaluation linkage). Secondly, the existing institutions would be tasked with effectively pursuing both objectives and should be designed accordingly (agency linkage). Thirdly, private economic actors who benefit from public funds should only be allowed to continue doing so if they also respect and promote co-determination rights (rights linkage).

**Linkage** is useful for the enforcement of rights in the area of responsibility of German actors abroad and particularly for the guarantee of basic rights in supply chains. It provides the opportunity to close the ‘compliance gap’, which has emerged since the 1990s due to the establishment of ever more far-reaching
voluntary agreements on compliance with standards across the global supply chain on the one hand and a lack of binding verifications to enforce them on the other. In areas where a government considers traditional regulation options of 'command and control' as unacceptable, unenforceable or ineffective, alternative forms of regulation can be established through linkage (McCrudden 2007, 2).

The following section explores the different possibilities offered by linkage, which could be used by the German government in its role as investor in foreign trade when granting export financing, as an insurer in the guarantee of exports and investments abroad, and as a purchaser in public procurements.

**International Export and Project Finance of the KfW Bank**

The funds of the *KfW-IPEX Bank* and the KfW’s fully owned subsidiary *Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft m.b.H* (German Investment and Development Company; DEG) are available to German companies for the purpose of financing exports, investments and projects abroad (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016c). While the *KfW-IPEX Bank* was created primarily for export and investment promotion, DEG aims to keep development targets in focus.

**KfW-IPEX Bank**

*KfW-IPEX Bank* operates worldwide project, foreign investment and export financing, including structured financing for major projects (ibid.). With a credit volume of EUR 69.4 billion, in 2015, the "most successful year of the company's history" (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015a, 5, translation: KK), it represented approximately 15 per cent of the KfW loans in its “export and project financing" segment and generated a surplus of EUR 628 million (ibid., 5).

The main task of the bank is financing in the interest of the German and European economies. Among other tasks, it also aims at securing raw materials for domestic production. At the same time, IPEX claims to be clearly committed to social responsibility, to promote environmental and climate protection and the development of an economic and social infrastructure worldwide (ibid., 3).

In this commitment to social responsibility should also belong the safeguarding of co-determination rights. In this regard, a simple rule for *rights linkage* could be the following: Only those companies who ensure co-determination rights in their entire area of responsibility, especially in the new projects and investments, can take advantage of the favorable conditions of export and project financing.

In response to massive criticism for financing socially and ecologically problematic projects (Hamm, Scheper, and Schölmerich 2011; Heydenreich 2014; urgewald 2015), the *KfW-IPEX Bank* is trying to secure social and ecological responsibility in financed projects through its own sustainability guidelines. As shown in Figure 4.1, depending on the credit form, the guidelines
refer to the *Equator Principles* or the *Recommendation of the Council on Common Approaches for Officially Supported Export Credits and Environmental and Social Due Diligence (Common Approaches)* of the *Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)*.
**Figure 4.1: Review Process of KfW Bank’s Export Financing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KfW IPEX Bank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project financing &gt; US$ 10 Mio, Project-related company financing &gt; US$ 50 Mio:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KfW Bank’s environmental and social policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer credit:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equator Principles (EP)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP countries*: Fulfilment of host country’s national standards, no further review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EP countries: Risk Classification A-C, A-Projects, some B-Projects: Review applying IFC-Performance Standards and EHS industry specific guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier credit:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OECD Common Approaches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD countries: Fulfilment of host country’s national standards, no further review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-OECD countries: Risk Classification A-C, A-Projects, some B-Projects: Review applying IFC-Performance Standards or Worldbank Safeguard Policies and (always) EHS industry specific guidelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*EP designated countries are the OECD-members except for Turkey and Mexico

**The German Development and Investment Company (DEG)**

| DEG’s environmental and social policy |
| European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI) guidelines* |
| EP countries **: Fulfilment of host country’s national standards, no further review |
| Non-EP countries: Risk Classification A-C, A-Projects, some B-Projects: Review applying IFC-Performance Standards and EHS industry specific guidelines |

*The EDFI guidelines are neither accessible on the DEG website nor on the EDFI website. This figure is based on information which arises out of other documents (see sources)

** Out of the countries in which DEG financing is possible, only Chile and South Korea are EP designated countries.

Source: Own representation based on Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 2015; KfW IPEX-Bank 2015a; 2015b; OECD 2016; The Equator Principles Association 2011
Both frameworks initially foresee the categorization of a submitted project. If the project falls into a particularly risky category, in an environmental and social impact assessment, further information is collected, analyzed and assessed as to whether the project meets determined standards. For these standards, the equator principles refer to the Performance Standards of the International Finance Corporation (IFC). Depending on the project, the Common Approaches either refer to IFC Performance Standards or to the Safeguard Policies of the World Bank Group.

Although at first sight this method seems to be a comprehensive examination, a more detailed study of the impact on co-determination rights suggests otherwise. Firstly, the categorization of the projects from A ("high ecological or social risk") to C ("negligible risk") takes into account almost exclusively the external effects of a project. ‘Category A projects’, which are regarded as socially or ecologically problematic, are those which have particularly negative effects on the environment or the local population. Risks faced by employees involved in the project, such as a high risk of oppression of labor rights or an anti-union environment, are not taken into account. In fact, projects with a considerable risk of the suppression of co-determination rights can completely circumvent the impact assessment, because only projects classified as A and a part of the projects classified as B are further investigated.

In addition, only projects which are located outside the OECD are examined, since the IPEX assumes that OECD countries have "established authorization and monitoring practices in the environmental and social field, which are comparable to the strict German guidelines" (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015a, 46, translation: KK). This means that the risks of labor rights suppression in financed projects in countries such as Mexico or the USA, where trade unions are systematically repressed (International Trade Union Confederation 2016a, Lichtenstein 2013), are completely ignored.

---

3 A list of exemplary category A projects also includes projects with "labor-intensive production processes". This could include projects where labor rights are particularly vulnerable. However, when looking at the classification in practice, it can be seen that projects classified as "A projects" are the ones considered to bear environmental and health risks, risk of population displacement and consequences for indigenous groups. This interpretation of the classification has been applied to export credit guarantees, for which a similar test procedure is foreseen. Unfortunately, the cases of IPEX financing that fall under the A category could not be analyzed because they are not available for the public.

4 As can be seen in Figure 4.1, only projects that are not located in OECD countries are reviewed for supplier credits. Buyer credits are checked for projects in countries that do not belong to the "Equator Principles Designated Countries" (EP countries). EP countries are all OECD countries except Turkey and Mexico.
Moreover, the entire Sustainability Guideline is valid only for project financing and advisory services with a value higher than USD 10 million. For project-related corporate financing even higher limit values apply (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015b, 3). As a consequence of these limitations, only 18 out of the 330 financing contracts concluded in 2015 were examined (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015a, p. 47).

As mentioned above, the compliance of a project pending review with the standards applied is analyzed using an environmental and social impact assessment applying the IFC's Performance Standards or the Safeguard Policies of the World Bank Group, as well as the sector-specific Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) Guidelines of the World Bank. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the IFC Performance Standards point to the ILO core labor standards and thus also to employees' co-determination rights. The Safeguard Policies and the sector-specific EHS Guidelines, on the other hand, contain no provisions regarding the treatment of workers. In the case of projects using the Safeguard Policies instead of the IFC Performance Standards, further standards should be added according to the OECD Common Approaches (OECD 2016, 10).

**Figure 4.2: The different evaluation standards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social Risks and Impacts</td>
<td>1. Environmental Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Labor and Working Conditions</td>
<td>2. Natural Habitats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Reference to ILO core labor standards including freedom of association, right to organize and collective bargaining)</td>
<td>3. Forests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Community Health, Safety and Security</td>
<td>5. Physical Cultural Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Occupational Health and Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Community Health and Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Construction and Decommissioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

5 In the words used by the Sustainability Report of the KfW-IPEX, "72 percent" of projects classified as A or B outside the OECD were reviewed. As outside the OECD only 25 projects were classified as A or B, this amounts to 18 reviews KfW IPEX-Bank (2015a, 47–48).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to check how the review against the different standards is done in practice for the different projects. According to the KfW Sustainability Guidelines, companies must make their environmental and social impact assessment public (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015b, 7). However, the KfW IPEX-Bank does not disclose its financing, which precludes the identification of the companies and projects concerned.

Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn about the practical design of the environmental and social impact assessment. This can be done by considering the reviews of projects in the area of export credit guarantees (Hermesdeckung), which are based on very similar rules: Here, only one of the eight reports submitted for 2016 contains a statement on the rights of employees or their compliance in the planned projects. This single report, however, does not go beyond the recommendation that the "Human Resource Policy, Human Rights Policy, Code of Conduct, Workers Health and Safety Management Plan and Workers Grievance Mechanism" should be developed and enforced (Golder Associates Inc 2016, 63). In none of the reports, co-determination does appear in any form(Agaportal 2016a).

The already weak examination procedure is further weakened by the rules for accepting or rejecting the projects. The ministerial committee, under certain conditions, can still accept a project that does not meet the requirements.

Employees in financed projects should have the chance to complain if their co-determination rights are violated. The KfW Bank urges risky projects that have obtained funding to set up a grievance mechanism, maintain it and document the results (KfW IPEX Bank 2016, 46). However, due to the lack of transparency on project financing it cannot be established whether the concerned projects comply with this request. The published environmental and social impact assessments of export credit guarantee projects, which are based on the same rules, do not elaborate on such a mechanism (Agaportal 2016a).

In response to massive criticism, the KfW-IPEX Bank has set up an on-line mechanism where individuals, companies, organizations or other parties, which are negatively affected by a project financed by KfW IPEX-Bank, can file a complaint. However, it is questionable whether workers, whose rights of co-determination are restricted in a specific project, will address their complaints to the financing institution. Not only is the bank located in Germany, but its complaint procedure is not particularly well-known and is accessible only in German and English. The support of such complaints by NGOs or international trade unions would in turn require transparency on the subsidized projects, which is not given. The effectiveness of the established mechanism is therefore questionable.
To conclude: a closer look at the test practice raises doubts as to how serious is the KfW-IPEX Bank about its promise that "one of KfW-Bank's central objectives [...], is the environmentally and socially acceptable implementation of the projects it is financing" (KfW IPEX-Bank 2015a, 22, translation: KK). The same conclusion is drawn in a study conducted by the NGO urgewald in 2015, which examines various KfW-Bank projects and reveals massive human rights violations and environmental problems triggered by the funded projects (urgewald 2015). KfW IPEX Bank financed, among other things, the Brazilian mining company Vale, which was recognized as the most irresponsible company of 2011 for its human rights violations, inhuman working conditions and the exploitation of nature by the ‘public eyes award’ in 2012 (the public eyes awards 2016; urgewald 2015, 33). The urgewald study addressed problems, such as violent resettlement and displacement, environmental and climatic pollution as well as the destruction of livelihoods. These problems cannot be effectively prevented by the KfW-Bank's environmental and social impact assessment but are at least part of the review. This is not the case for the compliance with or the violation of co-determination rights.

The German Investment and Development Company (DEG)

DEG finances, promotes and advises companies that invest in countries of the global South. Its self-declared objective is to promote sustainable economic development through foreign direct investment in emerging and developing countries and to strengthen the financial sector of these countries (Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 2016b). At the same time, it acts as a promotional instrument for German foreign trade (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016a).

Since its establishment, the Bank financed 719 projects in 79 countries, with a total sum of EUR 7.2 billion. In 2015, 115 German companies took advantage of DEG financing (Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 2015, 20–21). The Bank uses mainly its own funds, but can make use of a federal guarantee, which is very advantageous for the procurement of funds on the market. In 2015, it generated a surplus of 78 million euros after taxes.

In its annual report, DEG recognizes that investment in Southern countries offers considerable opportunities to improve environmental and social conditions on the ground but also involve risks. The assessment of environmental and social risks is therefore described as an "integral aspect of the overall risk assessment of DEG" (ibid., 17).

The assessment is in line with the common environmental and social principles of the European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI), a group of different European development finance organizations. Their standards developed in 2007 are similar to the IPEX procedure. They contain a categorization of the
various projects, certain environmental and social due diligence requirements, as well as an exclusion list for non-fundable projects. For example, projects in the area of pornography or in areas that violate the prohibition of forced or child labor would not be funded. As shown in Figure 4.1, the standards applied by DEG refer to the performance standards of the IFC and the sector-specific *EHS Guidelines* of the World Bank (Ebert and Posthuma 2015, 7). Companies that want to obtain funding are contractually obliged to comply with the *IFC Performance Standards* and the *ILO core labor standards* contained therein, and thus also with the right to co-determination. In addition, DEG is a member of the *Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative*, which is committed to the transparency of money flows in the extraction of raw materials (Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 2016a).

It is unclear how exactly it is verified whether and how the obligations imposed on companies are respected. Since the common environmental and social principles are not published by the DEG or the EDFI, it is not comprehensible how the review will take place and which projects, for example, require an environmental and social impact assessment.

The annual report proudly mentions that all funds granted as of 2015 are published on the DEG website and contain company names, financing sum, risk category and justification (Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 2015, 11). This represents an improvement in transparency compared to KfW IPEX financing. It is questionable, however, why the social and environmental assessments of the projects are not published on the website as well, as is the case of export credit guarantees (Hermesdeckungen). This would be the only way to understand whether the required standards are actually met. If the assessments are as diligent as described in the DEG Annual Report, they must be available as DEG documents and could thus be made available to the public without further effort.

The uncertainty about the sustainability of the financed projects is further exacerbated when companies or infrastructure projects in other countries are financed through loans to financial intermediaries in other countries. In 2015, loans to the financial sector account for 39 percent of DEG financing. The aim of the funding is to build sound local financial systems as the basis for investments.

If a financial intermediary acts as a mediator between the capital of DEG and the real economy in the country concerned, DEG cannot adequately control whether the funds are used in accordance with the company's own environmental and

---

6 Not the entire sum of financings for the financial sector goes to financial intermediaries. Unfortunately, the financial sums granted to the financial sector are not further broken down in the annual reports.
social guidelines. KfW's sustainability guidelines stipulate that in the case of indirect financing, national laws should be adhered to and that environmental and social aspects should be "adequately respected". KfW's individual assessments are therefore no longer necessary. To guarantee this “adequate respect” the KfW actually checks only whether the financial intermediary has sufficient "organizational and personnel capacities" to conduct its own review of sensitive projects (urgewald 2015, 10).

The construction of a dam in Guatemala shows that the delegation of responsibility does not ensure the compliance with social and environmental criteria. After the DEG had not provided any funds due to the great social and environmental risks, the dam was later financed by an infrastructure fund in which DEG was directly involved (ibid., 10). In an investigation by the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO), the official complaints office for IFC projects, the involvement of financial intermediaries is generally regarded as extremely risky. As a result of the loss of control over financing, there is always the danger of contributing to ecologically and socially problematic projects (Office of the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman 2012).

Export and Investment Guarantee Scheme (Auslandsgeschäftsabsicherungen)

The German Federal Government offers state-run default coverage programs for foreign business transactions. This is particularly advantageous for transactions that lack access to insurance services in the private sector due to excessive uncertainty or long-term maturities. The coverage is granted as export credit guarantees (Hermes-Deckungen), investment guarantees (Direktinvestition Ausland, DIA) and united loan guarantees (UFK-Garantien). The auditing company PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and the credit insurance company Euler Hermes have been mandated by the Federal Government as part of the consortium in charge of processing the three offers.

Export Credit Guarantees (Hermesdeckungen)

State export credit guarantees can be very helpful, if a company wants to “tap into” new “risky” markets, often to reach countries of the global South with its own products. Under the so-called Hermes cover, German exporters can obtain insurance for exports or maturities against economic and political risks in host countries not covered by private insurance as they are considered as “too risky” by the private sector.

The aim of the instrument is to ensure the competitiveness of the German export economy. In 2015, Germany assumed guarantee for contract values amounting to EUR 25.8 billion, the total authorization framework of credit guarantees amounted to EUR 160 billion. By way of comparison, this is more than half of the federal budget of the same year (Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2015a; Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015, 2). The actual compensation paid in
cases of insolvency of the customer for economic or political reasons totaled EUR 395 million. This sum was more than covered by the insurance fees and return flows, which generated an surplus of EUR 344 million for the federal budget (Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015, 2).

The insurances apply only to transactions of German companies. Nevertheless, global labor rights can be influenced both in the production of the export goods and on the receiving hand. This is particularly true since 2015 when a change in the requirements for guarantees has allowed export products to contain more than 49 percent of foreign value-added. Consequently, export products rely on global supply chains. Moreover, many of the exports are destined for foreign large-scale projects, e.g. to establish large power plants. In these newly created projects labor rights might not be adhered to.

In order to prevent negative social and ecological effects of the project in the buyer country, Hermes guarantees require a social and ecological impact assessment. As it can be seen in Figure 4.3, the latter is based on the Common Approaches outlined above. Accordingly, an A-to-C categorization is provided, and is followed by an intensive examination of particularly risky projects based on the IFC Performance Standards or the World Bank Safeguard Policies as well as the sector-specific EHS Guidelines.
### Figure 4.3: Due Diligence Procedure for Export Credit Guarantees, Investment Guarantees and Untied Loan Guarantees

#### Export Credit Guarantees (Hermesdeckungen)

**Guarantees > US$ 15 Mio:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OECD Countries:</th>
<th>Non-OECD Countries:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilment of host country’s national standards,</td>
<td>Risk Classification A-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>no further review</strong></td>
<td><strong>A-Projects and some B-Projects:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review</strong> applying IFC Performance Standards OR</td>
<td><strong>Worldbank Safeguard Policies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>and (always) EHS industry specific guidelines</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Investment Guarantees

**Threshold unclear**

**Requirements for Investment Guarantees**

*From the published documents it remains unclear if different standards apply to different countries*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-Projects and some B-Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk Classification A-C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the <strong>review</strong> applies IFC Performance Standards or Worldbank Safeguard Policies remains unclear due to contradicting information on website and annual report. In addition, <strong>EHS industry specific guidelines</strong> are applied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Untied Loan Guarantees (UFK-Garantien)

**Guarantees > SDR 10 Mio:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OECD Countries:</th>
<th>Non-OECD Countries:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilment of host country’s national standards,</td>
<td>Risk Classification A-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>no further review</strong></td>
<td><strong>A-Projects and some B-Projects:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review</strong> applying IFC Performance Standards OR</td>
<td><strong>Worldbank Safeguard Policies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>and (always) EHS industry specific guidelines</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own representation based on (Agaportal 2016a; 2016b; 2016c; BMWi, Euler Hermes, and PricewaterhouseCoopers 2016a; Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2013; 2015; OECD 2016; PricewaterhouseCoopers 2015)
If a project violates these principles, the inter-ministerial committee can still grant the export credit guarantee under certain conditions. The relevant Ministries, mandataries, experts from the business and banking industries and institutions that are important for the export industry compose this committee. The approval of a project is followed by a monitoring process only in the rare occasion of a particularly complex A category project (Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2013; OECD 2016).

The disclosure policy on Hermes guarantees proves that transparency on financed projects is possible. All projects with a cover volume of more than EUR 15 million are published on the website with the respective environmental and social impact assessments, which had to be carried out. Transparency on the environmental and social assessments of sensitive projects also leads to the above-mentioned disillusionment of these assessments. As of November 2016, of the 45 projects funded by more than EUR 15 million during the year, only eight had to prepare an environmental and social impact assessment, which was done by an external service provider. Their content was rather disillusioning. None of the projects, that received Hermes cover, were effectively assessed to determine whether co-determination rights were violated. The reports mention far too little regarding obligations to secure these rights, not to mention the verification of the obligations. Moreover, the assessment neglects completely all production steps preceding the export.

The right to co-determination is theoretically embedded in the ILO core labor standards contained in the IFC Performance Standards as a test standard for the provision of guarantees. Even if the World Bank Safeguard Guidelines are applied instead of the IFC Performance Standards, these are to be supplemented by further regulations such as the ILO core labor standards.

Nevertheless, none of the projects, that received Hermes cover, were effectively examined to establish whether co-determination rights could be endangered. Nor have any commitments been made in the reports, as to how these rights will be secured in future. All production steps preceding the export are also completely neglected in the assessment procedure. Although the BMWi states that the issues of environment and human rights in the area of credit export guarantees "are of great importance" (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016a), little is done to use Hermes covers as an economic instrument to promote co-determination rights.

Investment Guarantees (Investitionsgarantien)

In order to secure the direct investment of German companies in countries of the global South against political risks, Germany offers investment guarantees. These act as insurance for an investment for fifteen years. The insurance covers
risks such as system changes, discriminatory legal changes, state crises, turmoil, war or terror; in short: risks, which are normally not covered by private insurance companies. In 2015, insurance was granted to direct investments of EUR 2.6 billion, mainly in Russia, China, India, Colombia and Serbia. So far, fees and charges have covered compensation payments.

Direct investment in countries with low social and environmental standards always poses the risk of exploitation of the environment and the violation of labor rights. Apart from the minimum requirement for compliance with the national standards of the host country, projects with an extensive environmental or social impact are reviewed using the *IFC Performance Standards* and the sector-specific *EHS Guidelines* of the World Bank, similarly to the procedure of IPEX-Bank and Hermes covers. The only truly binding requirement is, however, compliance with the standards of the host country.

Decisions on the eligibility of the projects, which comply with national laws, but not with the *IFC Performance Standards* and the *EHS Guidelines*, are taken on a case-by-case basis. As with the Hermes covers, the final project approval is decided by an inter-ministerial committee with the participation of business experts.

Approved projects, which are environmentally and socially relevant must commit to the submission of an annual report on the investment situation, including environmental and social aspects. All applicants are also advised to comply with the *OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises* and the *German Sustainability Code*; this is, however, not binding (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016d).

Although applicants for investment guarantees have a much more direct influence on business practices abroad and similar impacts as Hermes covers, project-related data are not systematically published. This makes it difficult to understand whether the BMWi is able to counteract the violation of rights (Heydenreich 2014, 57).

Untied Loan Guarantees (UFK-Garantien)

Untied Loan Guarantees (*UFK Garantien*) aim at increasing the security of supply of German industry with raw materials (*Rohstoffvorhaben*) and the promotion of free market structures abroad (*Förderbankprojekte*). The guarantees are granted to banks in order to hedge an economic or political credit default risk of a raw material or banking business. The prerequisite for the approval of raw material projects is the conclusion of a long-term supply contract with a German purchaser. In practice, this means that a bank will be given a guarantee, if it finances a company that extracts raw materials for a German customer. Development bank projects are used to cover KfW loans to foreign development institutions, which transfer funds to small and medium-
sized enterprises. For both types of projects, the guarantees are often awarded in conjunction with an IPEX or DEG financing (BMWi, Euler Hermes, and PricewaterhouseCoopers 2016b).

In 2015, only one of the proposed and approved UFK projects was ultimately realized due to falling raw material prices. A guarantee of over 96 million euros was granted. This is just two percent of the EUR 4.8 billion planned for UFK grants (Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015, 79). The new export strategy pursued by the BMWi in 2016 therefore attempts to adapt the UFK guarantees to the needs of German business (BMWi 2016b, 3; 2016d; 2016e).

Both business units of the UFK guarantees are particularly sensitive to the compliance with co-determination and other labor rights. While it is very difficult to control the distribution of loans to foreign financial institutions as already explained, the violation of labor rights in the raw material sector is particularly frequent. The extraction of the raw materials listed as eligible for funding (including iron ore, copper, tantalum, gold, rare earth, natural gas and hard coal) is associated not only with major environmental problems, but also with massive violations of labor rights, especially trade union freedom. The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) reports of repeated, regular or systematic violations or the non-existence of fundamental rights of co-determination in 13 of the 17 countries in which raw material projects have been financially guaranteed over the past few years (Agaportal 2016c; International Trade Union Confederation 2016a). Reports from countries where employee participation is being suppressed show that this is often particularly serious in the mining sector. In most of the affected countries there are numerous reports of dismissed trade unionists and massive violence against trade unions (International Trade Union Confederation 2016e; 2016f; 2016i; 2016h; 2016b; 2016d; 2016c). For example, in 2015, the police fired at striking miners in an iron mine in Peru, killing one worker and injuring another 200 (International Trade Union Confederation 2016g). In South Africa, a mineworker of a platinum mine was killed by the police during a violent strike in February 2014 (International Trade Union Confederation 2016h).

---

7 Namely, freedom of association, the right to strike and the right to collective bargaining.

8 The ITUC Global Rights Index examines worldwide the guarantee of core labour standards. Civil rights, the right to collective bargaining, strike rights, freedom of association and procedural rights are given special consideration. The Index gives a rating of 1 (irregular violation of rights) to 5 (no guarantee of rights). The countries for which the UFK guarantees have been awarded in recent years are as follows: Iceland and Norway: 1 (irregular violation of rights); Canada, Macedonia, South Africa, Mozambique and Brazil: 2 (repeated violation of rights); Peru, Great Britain, Tanzania and Australia: 3 (regular violation of rights); Nigeria and the USA: 4 (systematic violation of rights); Turkey and Egypt: 5 (no guarantee of rights). No rating has been released for Mongolia and Guinea (International Trade Union Confederation 2016a).
It is therefore only logical for the Federal Government to state that, in addition to environmental and resource protection, health and safety issues should also be taken into account when awarding UFK guarantees (BMWi 2016c). Officially, the assessment of ecological and social effects is conducted based on the aforementioned Common Approaches, i.e. an A-to-C categorization with subsequent comparison of risky projects against the IFC Performance Standards and the EHS Guidelines.

However, on the website of the UFK guarantees it is only stated that an environmental study needs to be submitted upon application. It is unclear whether the actual environmental and social assessments contain labor rights and, in particular, co-determination rights, since the assessments of UFK guarantees are also not available to the public. Since the requirements are the same as those of the Hermes guarantees and, officially, only an environmental assessment is mentioned, it seems unlikely that labor rights would be part of the test. In unspecified cases, an environmental management plan with appropriate monitoring mechanisms must also be submitted and "appropriate social facilities and training facilities for the staff" must be introduced (ibid., translation: KK).

Whether the latter implies that UFK guarantees support an anti-union business practice as described above is unclear because of the lack of transparency. The cases are not systematically published; while the projects sporadically described in annual reports lack information on social and environmental impacts (Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015; Heydenreich 2014, 57). The "Transparency Initiative" of the UFK Guarantees (Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft 2015, 82) initiated in 2015 consisted solely of the establishment of an internet presence with general information on guarantees and conditions of project awarding (ibid., 82). Under these circumstances it is very unlikely that co-determination rights are explicitly promoted through UFK guarantees.

New Export Strategy 2016

After an intensive dialogue with representatives of German industry, in 2016 the BMWi presented a new export strategy, which foresees an improvement of the various financing and hedging instruments. The aim of the strategy is to compete better with competitors on the global market, especially with China, and their comprehensive funding instruments. To this end, firstly, existing subsidies will be expanded. Secondly, OECD members will try to include non-members in the set of rules for export promotion initially created for the OECD. In order to make better use of the foreign trade promotion instruments, further guidance for companies will be given and a representative for a better coordination of the various instruments will be appointed in the BMWi. For strategically relevant projects, it will also be possible to actually circumvent the OECD regulations in order to compete with non-OECD countries on major
projects. In doing so, the conditions of the competitor can be adopted (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016e). This point raises doubts as to whether the ecological and social requirements laid down by the OECD will be completely ignored in favor of standards of competitors such as China. Environmental or social concerns are not addressed in the new strategy and have also been left out from the different workshops for the preparation of the strategy (BMWi 2016d, 3).

**Conclusion: Underutilized Linkage**

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, foreign trade and investment promotion through export financing and foreign transaction insurance could contribute to the enforcement of co-determination rights in financed and insured projects. This can be achieved through various forms of linking human rights and instruments of external economic development (*linkage*). In the following section, a conclusion is drawn as to how far this has already been achieved in the promotion of investments abroad and where there is a need for action on the part of the government.

**Evaluation Linkage**

Based on the previous analysis it becomes clear that the promotion of co-determination is not an explicit objective of the funding instruments. Nevertheless, the goal of avoiding the suppression of co-determination rights is declared for all instruments. This objective is pursued while economic support is considered as a priority, thus relegating social and ecological concerns to a secondary goal. In this context, civil society has repeatedly stated that there is an inherent contradiction between the different objectives. For example, the objective of securing the supply of raw materials contradicts the promotion of an intact environment (urgewald 2015, p. 6). While this is a relevant argument in the field of ecology, this contradiction does not exist concerning co-determination rights. Quite on the contrary, the goal of supporting exports and foreign investment is very much compatible with the one of supporting labor rights. In sectors such as the extraction of raw materials, where co-determination rights are massively violated in many parts of the world, there is great potential for improving the situation, provided it is a clear policy objective. This clear objective should be anchored to both KfW's financing instruments and foreign transaction insurances, in order to reach an equal status to economic objectives.

**Agency Linkage**

The hierarchy of the different objectives in favor of economic advantages is reflected in the design of the foreign trade and investment promotion instruments. The various inter-ministerial committees, which have the final say on granting foreign trade and investment promotion (*Auslands-
geschäftsabsicherung), are advised by representatives of the business sector. However, since the protection provided by the BMWi is supposed to only be granted if ecological and social concerns are not violated, civil society and in particular international trade union associations, should also be included.

In order to facilitate the safeguarding of co-determination rights in foreign companies, the companies mandated to manage the guarantee scheme, Euler Hermes and PWC, should be equipped not only with economic but also with human rights advisory competences. This way applicant companies can receive appropriate advice about the risks of violation of rights and their effective prevention (Grabosch and Scheper 2015, 23; Hamm, Scheper, and Schölmerich 2011, 4). The coordinating body introduced in the new export strategy and the mandated representative of the BMWi should not only advise on the use of the various instruments but also on the precautions to be taken to secure the rights of the employees on site.

Furthermore, as a supporting institution in foreign business transactions, the German Mineral Resources Agency (DERA) should also play a role in the prevention of labor injuries just as it does through the provision of economic advice on the extraction of raw materials. So far, its publications, which provide information on certain raw materials, do not even mention human rights aspects of mining and the associated risks (Deutsche Rohstoffagentur 2016).

In the context of forthcoming export promotion reforms, the BMWi should not only consult with economic experts and business communities as in 2016, but also involve civil society actors, in particular global trade union organizations and NGOs.

Rights Linkage
The existing requirements for the utilization of financing or guarantees already include a rights linkage approach. In fact, only those companies who comply with environmental and social regulations should take advantage of the instrument.

However, only in theory are these requirements applied to all projects. Very few projects, namely projects which are outside the OECD and which are subject to a high-risk classification, actually have to be assessed. Regarding co-determination rights, the non-assessment of projects within the OECD and projects of "low" risk classification are of particular concern here. In both cases, projects with a high risk of labor violations bypass the impact assessment. An additional problem is presented by the difficulty of assessing the wide range of standards and test mechanisms. The confusing diversity could be one reason why some standards remain unaffected in the environmental and social impact assessments, thus without being addressed by the relevant authorities (I.e. the BMWi, the KfW bank or the mandataries). The social test procedure could be
majorly simplified by the clear requirement of a human rights due diligence over the whole supply chain for all financing and guarantees. The due diligence should place co-determination rights in the center and be legally enforceable before German courts. This would attract the attention of companies regarding the compliance with due diligence. Moreover, it would introduce a mechanism to demand fundamental rights and for complaints about violations without any additional bureaucracy. The planned measures of the National Action Plan for Business and Human Rights (NAP) discussed above are not sufficient. The plan foresees an intensification of the test procedures with regard to human rights issues. However, it does not contain a binding human rights due diligence for beneficiaries of the subsidy schemes.

Transparency regarding all financed and covered projects, including their social and environmental impact, would be fundamental to the functioning of such a regulation, but also in general for the improvement of the existing system. However, the NAP does not provide any useful approach in this direction.

If the current procedure is maintained, it is essential to monitor the agreed standards and the environmental and social management plans, which so far has taken place only in isolated cases.

The leverage effect of a rights linkage approach can only be effective, if projects that do not fulfill the requirements are consistently rejected. In this context, exemptions permitted by the inter-ministerial committees are obstructive. In view of the absence of enforceable due diligence, the grievance mechanism must be improved and made better known for all instruments. A new grievance mechanism foreseen in the NAP is the National Contact Point, which has been established in the context of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and which will be discussed in detail below. However, in order to fulfill this role meaningfully, the National Contact Point should be comprehensively reformed in a way that goes beyond the proposals of the NAP (Grabosch and Schep 2015, 23). In addition, companies that do not participate in a mediation of the National Contact Point should be consistently excluded from funding. The NAP remains, however, vague on this matter.

With the appropriate application of all three forms of linkage, the various instruments of foreign trade and investment promotion could offer great potential for effectively incentivizing companies to bring their global business activities in line with co-determination rights.

Public Procurement

Each year, the Federal Government, states and the local authorities purchase goods and services worth over EUR 350 billion, i.e. 13% of the GDP (Kompetenzstelle für nachhaltige Beschaffung 2016). In the last few years, conditions of labor and environmental exploitation were repeatedly reported for
goods produced for the public sector under (Heydenreich 2014, 59). For example, garment factories in Macedonia, which produce uniforms for the German Army, have been blamed for unpaid overtime and wages far below the subsistence level. None of the surveyed plants offered operational co-determination or trade union organization of any form to its employees (Erklärung von Bern, Südwind Institut, and Clean Clothes Campaign 2012). The massive economic incentive to win major government contracts makes public procurements a highly effective tool of *rights linkage* to prevent cases like the above and to promote compliance with co-determination right.

Public procurement is not a classical instrument of foreign trade policy. Socially responsible procurements however have been used for many years to improve national labor standards within a country. As early as the middle of the nineteenth century, the USA and France started using governmental purchases strategically, to pursue other objectives, such as the support of labor standards or the reduction of unemployment. The ILO Convention 94 from 1949, which has not been ratified by Germany, stipulates that public contracts should contain a clause to prevent social dumping. This would be achieved by prohibiting working conditions and wages in public contracts from being worse than the usual industry and regional standards (McCrudden 2004, 265).

Today, in the context of advancing privatization, socially responsible procurement is not only an instrument for improving but also maintaining existing standards within Germany. This practice could offset the dualization of the labor market pushed forward by privatization and the associated absence of trade union organization and co-determination in secondary labor markets (Emmenegger et al. 2012; Jaehrling 2015). According to studies, the strategy of socially responsible procurement is most effective when there are strong trade union structures and collective bargaining agreements in the country, which are however not implemented across the sectors. The main reason for the effectiveness of social procurement in the context of strong unionism is that the standards required in public contracts are often formulated with reference to the existing system, in particular to negotiated collective bargaining agreements. Furthermore, trade unions work towards a meaningful contract formulation and act as supervisory bodies in contracts already in place. These favorable conditions, strong trade union structure but no sector wide application of agreements, are given in Germany (Jaehrling 2015; Schulten et al. 2012).

Although public procurement, as already mentioned, is not a typical instrument of external economic policy, its practice has also an impact on global working conditions. The liberalization of public procurement markets achieved in Europe, which is being promoted through new free trade agreements around the globe, allows foreign companies to compete for German tenders. In addition,
most German companies rely on a global supply chain. In either case, linkages can provide incentives for the enforcement of co-determination rights abroad.

The conditions for the award of public contracts must be set clearly in order to make linkage effective. They must secure existing co-determination rights in Germany and promote co-determination abroad at the same time. The practical design of social criteria and their verification must also be clarified. In addition, aid must be given in the implementation of socially responsible tendering (Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte 2015, 23–24). The following section analyzes the extent to which this applies in Germany. Subsequently, possibilities are discussed, on how to make better use of the procurement, to secure and promote co-determination.

Socially Responsible Procurement in Germany

The German Federal Government through its procurement policy pursues three main objectives. Firstly, tax money that goes into public contracts should be spent as efficiently as possible. Secondly, the government seeks to create a competitive market, where no provider is arbitrarily preferred to another. Thirdly, this market has to be "embedded", in order to avoid neglecting social and environmental objectives, such as the compliance with co-determination rights.

From a legal point of view, these different objectives have different priorities. The procuring institution is obliged by national law to choose the most economical option, while by European non-discrimination rules it has to create a functioning competitive market. However, taking social or ecological aspects into account is not mandatory. This represents an improvement on the existing rules before 2014, under which, consideration of social and environmental aspects could lead to a lawsuit for the procuring authority for breaching the principle of non-discrimination.9

The federal procurement law, which has been in effect since April 2016, introduced two binding conditions for awarding public contracts: the compliance with the statutory minimum wage and with universally applicable collective agreements. The consideration of further social and ecological criteria is permitted in every phase of contract awarding, i.e. from the definition of the good or service to the determination of suitability and award criteria, and the specification of execution conditions (Portz 2016, 17). In its tendering procedure, a public contracting authority can demand compliance with ILO core labor standards throughout the entire supply chain. It can also express

---

9 This was the case, for example, in the often cited "Rüffert" ruling in 2008. The condition of observance of wage contracts imposed by the Free State of Saxony on public procurement was considered as an infringement of the European Posting of Workers Directive and the freedom to provide services. (Jaehrling 2015, 151).
preference for a fair trade product, which is manufactured under consideration of the *ILO core labor standards*, even if the "fair" product is more expensive (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016f, 4–5; Müller-Wrede 2015, 3).

Contractors that have violated environmental, social or labor regulations in the past, may also be totally excluded from the contract award procedure, if the contracting authority wants to (Haufe 2016). However, the award of the contract for the cheapest offer without examination of further criteria is still permitted. This is possible due to the non-binding character (*Kann-Bestimmung*) of the ecological and social criteria (Portz 2016).

The aforementioned federal rules are subject to EU Law, if contracts exceed a certain threshold value. Contrarily, when the value is lower than the threshold, additional state-specific regulations apply (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2015). With regard to the state level, compliance with collective agreements is also an obligatory criterion for awarding contracts in all federal states, except for Saxony and Bavaria. In addition, *ILO core labor standards* are mandatory in public contracts in nine states (Christliche Initiative Romero and Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Eine-Welt-Landesnetzwerke in Deutschland 2015, 11–12).

While compliance with the *ILO core labor standards* remains a target, it still begs the question as to how it can be verified within the tendering procedure. Evidence can be provided by submitting an independent certification, by becoming a member of a multi-stakeholder initiative, or by declarations of the companies themselves. The latter, however, do not permit effective control. Therefore, independent certifications or multi-stakeholder initiatives, which are designed to improve the working conditions along the supply chain in addition to compliance with the *ILO core labor standards*, seem preferable (Heydenreich 2014, 60). However, practical problems arise with these practices too. Certification is usually achieved through recognized quality labels such as the European Eco-label. In areas where there is no established certification procedure, proof of a "recognized quality label" is practically impossible. For instance, the Administrative Court of Baden-Württemberg declared the directives of a municipal cemetery statute to be unlawful because it had required from contracted companies the certificates Xertifix or Fairstone in order to comply with the *ILO core labor standards*. According to the court, these certificates did not contain any conclusive evidence for better practices (Portz 2016, 17).

A further practical problem arises in the control of the specifications. In fact, past experience with state tariffs and procurement laws shows that the majority of the contracting authorities has never, or rarely, checked whether the contractors have respected these.
It is within this context that the *Competence Center for Sustainable Procurement* was created in 2012. It supports procurement agencies at all levels, to apply criteria such as compliance with the *ILO core labor standards* in different stages of the award procedure and to effectively monitor them. The institution offers information online and via telephone, counseling, training and education on sustainable public procurement to contracting authorities at the federal, state and municipal level (Kompetenzstelle für nachhaltige Beschaffung 2016).

Making Socially Responsible Procurement Binding

The mandatory compliance with collective bargaining agreement introduced in the new General Local Authorities Code (*Vergabeordnung*) is to be welcomed. This can prevent social dumping in the award of public contracts and strengthen collective bargaining agreements. The award policy can thus support regulations in the field of industrial relations. At the same time, it must not constitute a substitute for generally binding rules. The circumvention of co-determination rights within Germany must be countered by active labor market policy and not just by social procurement alone.

Furthermore, the requirement of social criteria in the procurement procedure can no longer be classified as unlawful. This could have positive effects on working conditions outside Germany. However, the non-binding nature of the regulations raises doubts. As a result, socially responsible tendering takes place only when the agency decides actively to take the time and effort to consider social aspects and, if necessary, to change the procedure. It is incomprehensible that compliance with fundamental labor and human rights is made dependent on the decision of individual bureaucratic units. The binding inclusion of the *ILO core labor standards* across the whole supply chain should therefore be part of the procurement legislation.

Such a requirement is allowed within EU law (CoRA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung 2015). Existing state-level regulations show that it is also possible in practice. Binding compliance with ecological criteria in procurement has already been demanded by the *Federal Environmental Agency* (Umweltbundesamt 2016).

Criteria should not be set based on the contractors’ self-declarations. Certifications and multi-stakeholder initiatives are also of variable quality. For this reason, contracting authorities should be assisted in evaluating different labels and initiatives. The website of the *Competence Center for Sustainable Procurement* already contains information on existing labels. However, it is unclear and unsystematic. The integration of the website *Kompass Nachhaltigkeit* into the online presence of the Competence Center would be helpful. *Kompass Nachhaltigkeit* provides a comprehensive overview of
different labels in all areas and provides information on how to evaluate these and which are compatible with the requirements of the different laws (Heydenreich 2014, 61; Kompass Nachhaltigkeit 2016). In the context of the unauthorized labels for gravestones, the *German Town and Municipality association* also proposes the creation of EU-wide and generally accepted quality labels for all relevant goods (Portz 2016, 17).

In addition to clear and ambitious criteria, effective and credible mechanisms need to be developed to review the criteria. To this end, the contracting authorities must regularly check company data. A successful example of such a review is the central control group set up by the State of Berlin (Heydenreich 2014, 61).

A contracting body can be quickly overburdened with the formulation of criteria, the evaluation of certificates or bidder declarations and the monitoring of the implementation. The *Competence Center* is therefore an important institution in order to support the establishment of a socially responsible procurement system, in particular for municipalities. The fulfillment of this task requires more personnel. In addition, the *Competence Center* should host a permanent exchange with experts from academia, development policy initiatives and environmental organizations. For this purpose, an advisory board could be established, as it has already been done in the state Bremen (ibid., 61–62).

Finally, it is unclear whether compliance with collective bargaining agreements and the possibility of incorporating social and ecological criteria in the award procedure are compatible with the CETA agreement. This question is addressed in the chapter on TTIP and CETA.

The potential of linking public procurement to social criteria should not be neglected. It is within the Federal Government’s control to prevent the suppression of co-determination both at home and abroad. At the same time, the government would serve as an example of responsible purchasing for the private sector and consumers.

*German Chambers of Commerce Abroad (Deutsche Auslandshandelskammern)*

According to the *German Chambers of Commerce Abroad* they work “For the economy. Worldwide on site” (German Chambers of Commerce - Worldwide Network 2017). They " advise, support and represent German companies worldwide that wish to develop or expand their business activities abroad " (ibid.). They make use of numerous contacts and a good knowledge of the economic situation on-site to offer detailed information and concrete support for business activities in all important economies of the world.

Chambers of commerce abroad could act as ambassadors of co-determination, by informing newly established companies or companies already active in the host country about the risks of labor rights violations and their effective
prevention. The chambers of the worldwide network could also select and accredit local certification bodies and auditors (Grabosch and Scheper 2015, 64). A similar service has already been established in the environmental field. Chambers of commerce advise on country-, sector- and company-specific issues of environmental protection and environmental law. Furthermore, they translate relevant legal texts, undertake environmental services such as performing registration and reporting procedures or the coordination and handle disposal and billing procedures.

Parallel to this, chambers of commerce could offer services to support the compliance with human rights and the introduction of co-determination rights in companies, subsidiary companies or supplier companies abroad. They could use their broad network of trade representatives, trade partners and manufacturers to expand their local databases with information on social aspects.

Since chambers of commerce are part of the economic development framework of the BMWi, their legal basis should be adapted in such a way to make them responsible for providing information on human rights (ibid., 64). The NAP provides that the German Chambers of Commerce Abroad will offer advice on human rights to a greater extent in the future (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016, 34). It remains to be seen whether they will fulfill this task and whether co-determination rights will play a central role.

**Germany Trade and Invest (GTAI)**

The portal of the economic development agency *Germany Trade and Invest (GTAI)*, provides comprehensive background information and up-to-date reports for German companies selling their own products, purchasing intermediate products or investing abroad\(^\text{10}\). The information is organized under the following categories: economic climate, industries, business practices, law, customs and, depending on the country, procurement and development projects.

Labor rights risks that entrepreneurs face in a particular country when outsourcing production can be found in the existing portal only implicitly from a business perspective, focusing on increased labor costs associated with higher standards. For example, a report from April 2015 on Bangladesh, under the title "Rising Costs Reduces Competitiveness", states that larger production facilities are increasingly investing in working conditions. The latter coupled with the implementation of the minimum wage in 2013 according to the portal led to higher product prices, which in turn led many companies to change their production location (Germany Trade and Invest GmbH 2015). Another report from July 2016 welcomed the fact that, even though unemployment in Colombia

---

\(^{10}\) The support of German companies that want to produce or export abroad is just one of the two main tasks of GTAI. The second task is to support foreign companies in their investments in Germany (Germany Trade and Invest GmbH 2016a)
was historically low, “employees for simple activities were numerous and cheap to hire” (Germany Trade and Invest GmbH 2016b, translation: KK).

Information on the risk of labor rights violations and indications for their avoidance could be included in the already existing structures with relatively little effort. The portal would only have to expand the previously purely economic reports, analyzes and recommendations also to social aspects. The NAP mentions that GTAI should also be responsible for human rights reporting and consulting (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016, 34).

In addition to the numerous approaches that are provided in policy areas created for other objectives, to support co-determination rights, the German government can make use of instruments that have explicitly been created to improve working conditions. Two of these instruments, the National Contact Point for the OECD Guidelines in the BMWi and KfW's German network on UN Principles for Responsible Investment will be explored below.

**Strengthening the National Contact Point for the OECD Guidelines**

The National Contact Point for the OECD Guidelines is a body that the BMWi can use to promote co-determination. It is responsible for promoting the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and for receiving complaints against violations of the Guidelines.

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are one of the most comprehensive instruments implemented for enforcing global environmental, labor and social standards. They refer to international agreements such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and ILO core labor standards, and provide recommendations in ten chapters for responsible corporate action in various areas, including human rights and employment policies. They are valid for the 34 OECD Member States and twelve other signatories.

Since the entry into force of the guidelines in 1976, they have been revised several times. In particular, in 2011, these revisions picked up long-term demands from trade unions and NGOs. The guidelines now include a human rights due diligence over the entire supply chain, as well as a human rights chapter, addressing issues of fair remuneration in transnational corporations.

The Guidelines are a voluntary instrument. Therefore, adherence to the formulated recommendations is non-binding. However, the institutional and organizational implementation of the Guiding Principles is mandatory for member states. To this end, National Contact Points (NCPs) have been set up to raise awareness of the OECD Guidelines, to consider complaints in the event of violation of the guidelines, to examine complaints and, if necessary, to initiate a mediation procedure. All “interested parties” can submit complaints. Trade unions and NGOs are the most active in filing them. In case of complaints, the contact points have no executive competence and serve rather as a mediating
authority of a procedure, the result of which is not binding (Hadwinger et al. 2016, 32–33).

In contrast to the UN guiding principles, (operational) co-determination is explicitly mentioned in the OECD Guidelines. Within the framework, workers are entitled to establish trade unions and representative bodies of their choice and to be represented in collective bargaining. A multinational company should conduct constructive negotiations with these workers organizations either individually or through employers' associations in order to meet the targets set for the conditions of employment. In addition, the company should give workers' representatives the support they need to promote the conclusion of more effective collective bargaining agreements. Moreover, it should provide the employee representatives with the necessary information for a constructive negotiation of the terms of employment. Representatives must be informed about changes in business activity, such as closures or relocations, and must be included in the decisions that lead to them. Other matters of common interest are also to be discussed with employee representatives (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2011, chapter 5).

National Contact Points Track Record

Germany's National Contact Point (NCP) is located in the BMWi. However, decisions are taken in coordination with seven other ministries belonging to an inter-ministerial council (BMWi and Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2015). The NCP could promote co-determination through its arbitration procedure for complaints. A successful settlement could lead the accused company to the implementation of more co-determination rights. The risk of a complaint could also have a deterrent effect on other companies, thus resulting in higher attention for co-determination rights in the future.

Since the establishment of the NCP in 2001, twenty-nine complaints have been filed (as of November 2016). Thirteen were extensively examined and sixteen were rejected because of lack of competence of the NCP or lack of evidence of a guideline violation. The accepted complaints had been filed by NGOs (5), trade union actors (5) or individuals (3). Six of the cases involved a direct or indirect violation of co-determination rights (BMWi 2016a).

A close look at the outcome of the mediation process shows a mixed picture for the six cases related to co-determination rights violations:

Three of the procedures led to a joint declaration by the complainants and the companies. In the case of one complaint regarding the violation of trade union rights in Indonesia by Indocement, a HeidelbergCement subsidiary, the resulting agreement consisted of two commitments. First, the withdrawal of formal warnings to trade unionists and second, a more or less firm commitment to respect their rights in the future (BMWi 2014c). In response to a complaint
against Bayer about the replacement of a critical plant-level union to a pro-
company alternative, the company paid compensation for lost trade union
contributions. However, this was agreed on only under the condition that no
further claims were made by the trade union side (BMWi 2007). Another
complaint was filed by UNI Global Union and the International Transport
Workers' Federation against Deutsche Post-DHL on account of the suppression
of trade union rights in 13 countries. After the mediation procedure, Deutsche
Post-DHL agreed to involve stakeholders and to carry out internal assessments
of relations between employees and management, in individual cases. However,
the NCP declared a large part of the allegations against the Deutsche Post-DHL
as being without substance. Among other things, the suspension of a Colombian
employee, who had posted information on labor rights on a bulletin board, was
not considered a violation of the guidelines by the NCP. Moreover, the NCP did
not acknowledge a violation in the dismissal of an employee who had urged
superiors to talk about working conditions and neither in the dismissal of a
worker who had shot videos of the bad working conditions. In these cases, the
NCP argued that no violation could be present as a complaint had already been
rejected by a local court or the local NCP (BMWi 2014b, 11).

Two more procedures ended without agreement: After the allegations of IG-
Metall against Hyundai that it had hindered the works council, Hyundai decided
to no longer participate in the mediation, so that the proceeding had to be
terminated (BMWi 2015). In another complaint against Adidas Salomon, no
agreement could be reached despite a constructive dialogue with the company
(BMWi 2004).

The fact that the promotion of co-determination by voluntary negotiations would
be quite possible is demonstrated by a sixth case, which was solved parallel to
the NCP mediation procedure through direct contact between the two parties
with the help of UNI Global Union. The conflict had occurred between the
Metro Habib Employee Union and Metro Cash and Carry. The company was
accused for not respecting employment contracts with regard to remuneration
and working time arrangements, hygiene standards and safety regulations.
Moreover, union members had been treated with hostility and threatened
because of their union engagement. The negotiations resulted in a joint
workshop on the management of all Pakistani Metro branches. The workshop
dealt with the relations between employers and employees, social dialogue and
intersecting relationships with employee representative. At the same time, the
international umbrella organization UNI Global Union organized a meeting for
local employee representatives with a focus on relationships with management.
The workshops culminated in a joint dialogue, during which the management
developed solutions to the problems at hand. This solution was carried out
alongside the NCP procedure (BMWi 2014a).
Taken all cases together, the ones involving co-determination rights and the ones which do not, the overall impression of the German NCP is rather negative: Within a period of 15 years, only six complaints have led to any consequences that the NCP can take credit for. Considering all accepted cases, several weaknesses can be identified.

Firstly, cases, which have not already been settled by a national court or by another body, usually conclude with the company not found guilty on any account. The NCP often argues that German companies could not have assessed the situation on-site, or that their (unverified) requirements on suppliers were high enough. Another excuse given is that their commitment to other voluntary measures would already be exemplary. However, it is neglected that human rights due diligence of multinational companies would actually have to include additional expenditures for safety measures, the review of agreements with supplier firms or renouncing of measures with a negative impact on labor rights, such as extremely tight deadlines and cost pressure on suppliers. Even if mistakes by the companies are acknowledged, the consequences of the mediation are often not far-reaching and lead only to further voluntary obligations (BMWi and Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2015; Hamm 2005; Heydenreich 2004).

The entire process of mediation is dominated by companies that can withhold important information or simply withdraw their cooperation as soon as they are dissatisfied with the process. Withdrawal from a procedure does not entail a large reputation risk because of the lack of public knowledge about the OECD Guidelines and the NCP. Reputation risk anyways exists only for companies in sectors that produce consumer goods or that depend directly on the end user.

In its present form, therefore, the grievance mechanism of the OECD Guidelines can specifically not fill the gap that has resulted from increasingly globally interweaved economic relations while maintaining national legal systems. Those victims of rights violations who are not heard through the official channels will most likely neither obtain compensation through the NCP process.

NGOs have further criticized the delay of cases and the lack of transparency in the existing procedure. The insufficient influence of civil society, in particular that of the global South, is also seen critically (Hamm 2005, 19–21). The criticisms are often linked to the fact that the NCP is affiliated to the BMWi and thus would inevitably focus on the interests of German companies rather than on the international rights owners. In addition, the outcome of the proceedings is dependent on the current government and on political dynamics (Hadwinger et al. 2016, 31–32).

With the 2011 revision of the Guidelines, the OECD sought to make the procedure more transparent. The integration of stakeholders in the process and
access to the grievance procedure have been simplified (BMWi 2016d). The NCP is participating in a peer review process, which it has initiated itself in the context of the G7 process (Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte 2015, 62).

Reforming the National Contact Points

The OECD Guidelines, in conjunction with the National Contact Points (NCPs), could provide a framework in which a multi-stakeholder dialogue can take place. However, in order to enable a dialogue to promote awareness of the employee's concerns in the company, further improvements are necessary.

First, an independent NCP with a quadri-partite organizational structure and decision-making power is required. Equal representation should be granted to the state, the private sector, trade unions and NGOs. In order to avoid individual and governmental bias from the proceeding, NGOs propose a binding code of practice which stipulates clear procedural rules and involves different groups (Hamm 2005, 23). A promising approach for a revaluation of the NCPs is provided in the NAP: The NCPs are to serve as a grievance instrument within the Foreign Trade and Investment Promotion Scheme in the future (Deutsche Bundesregierung 2016, 24). If this is to be done in the spirit of the UN Guiding Principles, a reform of the body as described above, which goes beyond the planned personnel increase and the creation of a separate organizational unit in the BMWi, is absolutely necessary.

The problem of a lack of effectiveness through voluntary action could be countered by linking the guiding principles to binding instruments. A binding compliance with the recommendations, or at least structured according to the comply-or-explain principle, could be considered a condition for foreign trade and investment promotion or export credit guarantees (Heydenreich 2004, 47).

In summary, the guiding principles are useful recommendations for companies. To encourage companies to adhere to these standards, however, external pressure and state control would be necessary (Hamm 2005). The OECD Guidelines lack both elements. Thus, as it is clear from the complaints filed at the NCP and the respective outcomes, the guidelines do not fill the legal gaps responsible for many of the sufferings of workers in the global market. They should therefore be used, in particular, as content documents in conjunction with more effective instruments.

German Network of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment

KfW Bank also has a number of initiatives aimed at preventing infringement of employment rights. One of these initiatives, the German network of UN Principles for Responsible Investment, will be examined below for its potential to promote co-determination.
The capital market orientation of globally operating corporations severely restricts their ability to seriously devote themselves to the interests of employees across the supply chain. For example, a company that has reduced profits to support labor rights expects losses in a volatile capital market, a risk that management usually tries to avoid.

In companies listed in stock exchange, this situation implies a dangerous division of responsibility. The management may have a personal interest in high social standards, but they cannot be enforced at the expense of shareholders. Investors, on the other hand, may neither be against human working conditions, but they are not in a position to decide on company policy. The shift of responsibility is even more present among institutional investors. A possible result is that, in a system in which actually all actors have the interest to promote social standards, no improvement takes place (Waring and Lewer 2004, 101–3).

Hence, in addition to management and consumers, private and institutional investors must be taken into account to secure co-determination rights globally. This is done by the UN Principles for Responsible Investment and its German network.

UN-Principles for Responsible Investment

The goal of the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UN-PRI), adopted in 2006, is to develop principles for responsible securities management. This is to be done through the so-called ESG integration, i.e. the integration of environmental, social and governance criteria into the investment decision. Since its foundation, more than 1500 institutional investors have joined the initiative worldwide, including 60 from Germany (KfW Bank 2016b). In 2014, these investors managed 15 % of the globally invested capital (Aachener Stiftung Kathy Beys and Industrie und Handelskammer Nürnberg für Mittelfranken 2015).

By signing the six principles, members of the initiative voluntarily commit themselves to advocate sustainable investment in three different ways: Firstly, they integrate ESG topics into their own analyzes and investment decisions and produce the necessary information. Secondly, they seek to demand sustainable practices from listed companies. Thirdly, they cooperate with legislators to improve the regulatory framework for dealing with ESG issues. There are no minimum requirements or clear guidelines for all three commitments. The progress with the commitments, however, must be reported annually (Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit 2012, 25; United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment 2016).

A German PRI network was established in 2011 as an initiative of KfW-Bank. Its goal is to coordinate the co-operation of German signatories and to represent their interests in unison in the German market. The network is useful for contact
management, but also provides a platform for the exchange of experiences, knowledge and strategies of various investment managers and asset managers (KfW Bank 2013).

Co-determination and PRI

Elements of employee participation are present in the PRI criteria for social and good corporate governance. For example, the category social entails several standards of decent work in the supply chain including freedom of association, employee relations and collective bargaining. Moreover, good corporate governance includes the rights of stakeholders and cooperation among them (KfW Bank 2016a; PRI Associations, UNEP Finance Initiative and UN Global Compact 2015, 4). However, how can responsible investment ultimately influence the reality of employees?

The literature on human resource management provides insights regarding this question: Referring to employee relations, Legge (2005) distinguishes between a 'hard' and a 'soft' approach to personnel management. The ‘hard’ approach pursues the goal of keeping labor costs as low as possible through efficiency and productivity, while the ‘soft’ attempts to grant employees development opportunities. This is intended to support a positive work ethos and bind employees to the company. Part of the second approach is the co-determination of wage-earning workers (Waring and Waring 2004, 102). Particularly in listed companies, there is an increasing dominance of the 'hard' approach, which is (among other things) a result of tightening competitive pressure on the capital market (ibid., 100).

In this context, Waring and Lever identify three mechanisms how responsible investment can drive companies to respect the rights of their employees. Firstly, companies that apply 'hard', i.e. hostile personnel management should be excluded from the portfolio. The access to capital should therefore become more difficult, which serves as an incentive to improve the conditions. The increased demand for stock of responsible companies on the other hand should lead to a higher share price and be an incentive for other companies to position themselves responsibly. Secondly, the exclusion of a company from a responsible managed fund leads to a loss of reputation on the market and hints to problems with the management of the company. Listed companies worry about such signals and thus try to avoid them. Thirdly, particularly institutional investors such as the ones who are part of the PRI network, can benefit from co-determination rights regarding management strategies themselves. They can use their role as capital providers to submit resolutions in shareholder meetings and take part in decisions through their proxy votes. They could also run for board positions and therefore address aspects of employee participation.
A (not entirely selfless) survey of the sustainability rating agency oecom surveyed 199 companies from 30 countries and 34 sectors (oecom research 2013). The results show that sustainable investments motivate the majority of companies to become more involved in the environment and in the social sphere.

Promoting Co-determination through the German Network of the UN PRI

The mechanisms mentioned above for the promotion of co-determination rights through socially responsible investment can be effective only under three conditions. Firstly, sustainable investments must account for a large proportion of all investments. Secondly, they (and their screening processes) must be transparent and standardized, so that clear signals can be transmitted to the market. If companies remain unclear about what sustainable investors demand, they might ignore them. Similarly, a company cannot adapt to divergent criteria. Thirdly, the assessment schemes must be clearly committed to co-determination.

A positive example is set by the assessment criteria of the Domini Social Equity Fund. In this case, the factors of employee relations to be assessed by external auditors are Strong union relations (“the company has a history of notably strong union relations”) and Employee involvement (“The company strongly encourages worker involvement and/or ownership through stock options available to a majority of its employees, gain sharing, stock ownership, sharing of financial information or participation in management decision making”) (Waring and Lewer 2004, 104). The Domini Social Equity Fund, for instance, excluded Wal-Mart Stores Inc. from its portfolio for failing to fulfill these criteria (ibid., 99). An important aspect for international co-determination rights would be that these criteria relate to the entire supply chain.

Bearing in mind these three success factors—size, clarity, and centrality of participation rights—the Federal government should first of all seek to increase and therefore support responsible investment. This could be achieved, for example, through the obligation of private providers of government-subsidized pensions (Riesterrente) to join the PRI network. Secondly, the Federal Government should ensure the establishment of standardized screening mechanisms and set clear standards for them. For this purpose, a process for the development of a standardized screening process could be initiated within the German PRI network. A step in that direction was already made in 2014 by the guideline for consideration of ESG criteria (KfW Bank 2014). Thirdly, there is a risk that responsible investment will be abused for greenwashing and thus loses its potential. This is particularly dangerous because there are still no clear minimum standards for the members of the UN PRI. The government should advocate clear and ambitious standards, which explicitly include extensive co-determination rights.
Many investors rely on sustainability rates when picking which company to include in their portfolio. These ratings are, however, of very different quality. Sustainability rating agencies should therefore be bound by clear standards and supervised. In addition, there is the possibility to establish a state sustainability-rating agency in cooperation with European states. A state-funded agency would have several advantages. It could apply clear standards and standardized screening methods while maintaining its independence towards investors and from companies.

**Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF): State-owned Companies**

A large part of the state-owned enterprises is managed by the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF). This chapter will deal with how these companies can be managed in such a way that the government does not participate in the violation of co-determination rights. As of the end of 2014, the Federal Government had stakes in 673 companies (Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2015b, 11). These include companies such as Deutsche Bahn, which are fully owned by the state, companies such as several airports in which the Federal Government has a share, and companies such as Deutsche Post, in which it holds shares indirectly via the KfW-Bank (ibid., 13).

The administration of federal participations falls within the competence of different ministries. With the exception of Deutsche Bahn (100% directly owned by the Federal Government), which is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Transport, all the following companies, which are active abroad, fall under the jurisdiction of the BMF: Deutsche Post AG (21% share via KfW), Deutsche Telekom AG (14.26% direct share and 17.44% indirect share via KfW), Bundesdruckerei (100% directly owned by the Federal Government) and Commerzbank (17.5% owned by the special funds of the Finanzmarktstabilisierungsfonds; FMS), HypoRealEstate (100% owned by the FMS)\(^{11}\). The majority of the rest of companies with federal participation are mainly or exclusively active within Germany (Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2015b; Heydenreich 2014, 50).

**Co-determination in Federal Government-owned Companies**

Accusations of violations of fundamental co-determination rights have been raised for several years against two of the six globally operating companies with federal shares.

As mentioned in the section on the NCP, a complaint was filed against Deutsche Post-DHL in 2012 for anti-union practices, which are in violation of the OECD Guidelines. The group was accused of violating the rights to establish and join trade unions, and of firing union members. In the cases of Deutsche Post-DHL

\(^{11}\) Shares as of December 2014
in India, Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam and Turkey, the accusation was accepted by the NCP. In Turkey, 37 employees were dismissed as a result of their trade union commitments. In a statement, Deutsche Post-DHL did not assume responsibility, but vowed to improve conditions. It promised to deal with the management of employee relationships in various countries and to improve them through measures such as a compliance program (BMWi 2016a).

However, an investigation from March 2016 shows that improvement has only partially been made, if at all. The study of the situation in DHL installations in Chile, Panama and Colombia, presented by the International Transportation Workers' Union, reports massive repression of trade union activity. Striking workers were shot, union activists were intimidated and subjected to hostile actions. Employees complained about illegal interceptions and bribery, which were used to force them into withdrawing from the union. According to employees, the mechanisms introduced by Deutsche Post-DHL for better communication did not bring any positive changes (Figueroa Clark 2016, 3). The image arises is that of a company that uses illegal methods to prevent the unionization of the workforce, and where trade unions are often portrayed as enemies (ibid., 27). Against this background, it is difficult to understand that in the reports published by the BMF on Federal Government share participation, there is no trace of the aforementioned issues. In fact, the government is obligated to report problems regarding the management of companies with state participation (Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2013; 2014; 2015b).

In response to a request by the Social Democratic Party (SPD) in 2013, the Federal Government at the time declared that there were no indications of violations of human and labor rights in companies with state participation (Deutscher Bundestag 2013a). At the time, however, not only the abovementioned Deutsche Post case was present. A complaint against Deutsche Telekom's largest subsidiary, T-Mobile US, had also been filed with the American NCP. The reason for the complaint was the restriction of the right to free and fair bargaining and the exploitation of weak labor laws in the USA by the Telekom group. In 2013, only 16 of the more than 38,000 employees of T-Mobile US were unionized. According to critics, this had occurred because of anti-union campaigns during working hours, explicit training of managers for the suppression of trade unions, increased control and dismissal of union members. The attempts of the American NCP to mediate were suspended due to the company's lack of co-operation (Heydenreich 2014, 50–52).

In spring 2015, a US court ruled that T-Mobile US had breached American law. A petition initiated by ver.di, which called on the Federal Government to ensure that the rights of employees in companies with federal participation are respected, was nevertheless ignored by the Petitions Committee. Since the formal quorum of signatures had not been reached within the specified time, a
public hearing was rejected by the CDU. The (now governing) SPD supported this rejection on the basis of agreements in the coalition treaty. With the rejection of the petition, the Federal Government, which is the largest single shareholder of Deutsche Telekom with nearly 32% of the shares, refused to exert any pressure even though Telekom obviously disrespected internationally recognized labor standards ratified by Germany (Mey 2015; We Expect Better 2016).

In the already cited reply to the SPD inquiry in 2013, the government at the time cited several reasons for its non-action. Apart from the denial of all allegations against the two companies, it explained that it couldn’t influence the business practice in its role as shareholder. It continued by stating that the representatives of the government within the supervisory board of the company, just as any other shareholder, must mainly pursue the economic welfare of the company. According to the government at the time, however, “systematic violations of labor and human rights, which could have a negative impact on the company”, should be reported (Deutscher Bundestag 2013a, 6, translation: KK). In other words, the infringement of fundamental rights is only to be opposed if the company itself suffers from it and if it is not a “sporadic” case. Referring to the UN Guiding Principles, the government argued that the recommendations for action on human rights due diligence are addressing only companies. States would therefore not be required to ensure their implementation (ibid., 3). As a consequence, “problems with the respect of human rights [did] not play a significant role in public shareholding management” (ibid., 5). The current Federal Government has not changed its stance, as it can be particularly observed in the rejection to discuss on the ver.di petition.

**Legal Framework for the Administration of Companies with Federal Participation**

The negligence of human rights due diligence appears to be contradictory. In fact, BMF’s participation report clearly emphasizes that the Federal Government must pursue ethical values when managing its holdings (Bundesministerium der Finanzen 2015b, 17). The concrete foundations for this ethical-value orientation are rooted in the Principles of Good Corporate Governance published in 2009 and the German Sustainability Code.

However, it is exactly these Principles of Good Corporate Governance the government refers to in the aforementioned argument, that the state must prioritize the welfare of the company. Co-determination is mentioned in the principles, but only to the extent that it is required directly by German law (and therefore within Germany). In the German Sustainability Code, there is a link to securing co-determination rights in three areas (namely Criterion 9, which determines the identification of stakeholders, Criterion 14, which refers to labor rights, and Criterion 19, the observance of human rights over the supply chain). However, "compliance" with the Code is secured by ‘comply or explain’. In
case of non-compliance the company only needs to explain why implementation was not possible.

In order to ensure an ethical management of state-owned companies in line with the *UN Guiding Principles*, compulsory and far-reaching guidelines should be set. A possible way would be the obligation to enforce human rights due diligence over the supply chain. This would be particularly important for companies active in risk-prone human-rights-related areas, such as *Deutsche Telekom* with its mobile telephone production. In the case of financial institutions such as *Commerzbank* or *HypoRealEstate*, due diligence should also include conditionality for the provision of money and project financing (Heydenreich 2014, 53).

Furthermore, the Federal Government should contribute to the clarification and abolition of existing inconsistencies, taking seriously allegations against the NCP and petitions such as *ver.di*'s. The latter suggested that if problems arise in state-owned companies, the BMF could be given the task of controlling the observance of labor rights. In addition, it could ensure that companies implement the ILO standards and respect trade union freedom (Deutscher Bundestag - Petitionsausschuss 2015). An even better solution would be to entrust this task to the *Ministry of Labor*, as this is more familiar with labor rights.

Similar considerations also apply to numerous holdings of federal states such as *Volkswagen* because of its anti-union practices in Nigeria (Handelsblatt 2016; International Trade Union Confederation 2016f).

**Ministry of Foreign Affairs (AA): German Embassies and Social Affairs Attachés**

The *National Action Plan* (NAP), which has been developed under the leadership of the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles, was already discussed. This chapter will explore a further instrument under the jurisdiction of the same ministry, namely the German Embassies and their Social Affairs attachés.

German embassies can be instrumental in promoting co-determination abroad. They can serve as contact points and as advisory and exchange forums, which are accessible to a wide range of actors (Grabosch and Scheper 2015, 18). Ideally, embassies should possess a good knowledge of the German system of industrial relations and a good understanding of the political and economic situation and culture of the host country. This way information can be conveyed in an appropriate manner, and realistic assessments can be made regarding the best way to promote co-determination in the host country.
Social Affairs attachés, present in 21 embassies, could therefore be suitable to undertake this task. The attachés proposed by the DGB or the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (BMAS) have many responsibilities. Depending on the host country, their duties include exchanges with the ministries of labor and health of the host country, maintaining contact with trade unions, employers' associations and other civil society actors. Moreover, they are involved with the dissemination of information on regulations, institutions and associations in Germany and the support of foreigners interested in studying or training in Germany. Social Affairs attachés take on a report function towards Germany, an information function on Germany (which includes counseling host countries) and a linking function between governments, social administrations and associations (Botschaft der Bundesrepublik Deutschland Bratislava 2016; Schmidt, Link, and Wolf 2007, 301).

The exchange of information on co-determination and forms of industrial relations is considered a central task by many Social Affairs attachés. A survey, conducted in September 2016, among Social Affairs attachés of different German embassies shows that they are well informed about the German co-determination system and usually have scientific or practical expertise in the field.

This occurred particularly among those with a trade union background. Social Affairs attachés gave a positive evaluation to the German model. They pointed out, however, that a historically evolved model cannot be established blindly in another country. Other forms of relationship between management, employees and the government could be suitable. Many attachés reported a high interest in the German co-determination system in the host country of their embassy. As a result, they see great potential in their position to make employee participation widely known. They do so in part through lectures and workshops, but above all informally in exchange with trade unionists, employers' associations and politicians. For some countries of the Global South, however, it was noted that a co-determination system was not of great interest. These countries focused their effort in the enforcement of “fundamental labor rights as human rights”. Trade unions and management representatives of some other countries reject a consensus-oriented system.

A proposal for the better dissemination of the topic within the context of embassy work is through foundations on-site (e.g. Friedrich Ebert Foundation). The latter could organize events about co-determination where social attachés could attend and offer their expertise. Organizing such events by themselves is rather unusual for embassies. Another starting point could be ILO conventions, which have already been ratified by the host country, but have not yet been translated into national policy. For example, Brazil has ratified Convention 135 on Workers’ Representation, but has not yet transposed it into national law. In
cases of common interest for the host country and the German government, workshops could be organized, where experiences and practical examples of best practice are exchanged.

In addition to the dialogue with the partners of the host country, embassies should provide a point of contact for German companies, which is responsible for co-determination in subsidiary companies or suppliers abroad. This way, German companies that have outsourced parts of their production chain to the country in question can receive relevant information on the risks of violating co-determination rights. They can therefore get assistance in developing strategies for securing these rights in the host country. Cooperation with the Chambers of Commerce Abroad could be a further step in this direction. Successful practical examples are already available from other European countries in the field of human rights protection in supply chains. For example, Danish embassies offer workshops on responsible supply chain management in countries with high risk and prepare the CSR reviews of local suppliers (Hadwinger et al. 2016).

An obstacle to dealing with co-determination in the host country is often the variety of tasks of social attachés. Thus, the work environment allows only a selective occupation with most of the topics, as long as no specific co-operations or projects exist. In addition, the distribution of social attachés between the individual embassies is, above all, bound to historical ties and is not necessarily helpful for the objective of supporting co-determination. For instance, no social attaché has been assigned to any of the five countries where, according the ILO, rights to freedom of association, collective bargaining and social dialogue are violated most often (International Labour Organisation 2012). The embassies’ lack of a clearly communicated strategy directed to the support of labor rights reflects the Foreign Ministry’s understanding of human rights. The latter focuses more on "general fundamental rights" or political freedoms and hardly on labor rights aspects. The National Action Plan for Business and Human Rights could be a fresh start for embassies towards a better treatment of workers’ rights.

**Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ)**

“One very important element of decent work is the freedom of workers to express their opinions, organize and engage in collective bargaining. Only then are the conditions in place for a functioning social dialogue, which is key to stable labor relations and productive development“ (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit and Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales 2015, translation: KK). This quote stems from a “vision paper” entitled “Good Work Worldwide” which was jointly published by BMZ and BMAS for the G7 presidency 2015. In the paper, the BMZ presents its different initiatives on the state level, the corporate and the consumer level to secure these rights.
In the following chapter, two of these BMZ initiatives will be explored. The *develoPPP.de* program, which supports private development cooperation, will be presented first. It is followed by the *Partnership for Sustainable Textiles*, which was launched in 2014 and aims to improve working conditions in textile production.

*DeveloPPP.de*

The budget of the BMZ in 2016 provided EUR 125 million to promote "development partnerships with business partners" (Bundesministerium für Finanzen 2016). The most important program for private development cooperation is develoPPP.de. Within the framework of Public Private Partnerships, develoPPP.de supports companies that invest in countries of the Global South, both financially and professionally.

The declared objective of the program is to combine "the innovative power of the economy with the resources, knowledge and experience of development policy" (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016a, translation: KK). Thereby it seeks to mobilize additional resources for development policy processes and objectives According to the BMZ, in this way companies can "expand to new markets continuously and at the same time improve the living conditions of the local people", (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016c, translation: KK).

Interested companies can apply for develoPPP.de with a project idea. Through the approval of a project, the BMZ supports simple projects with up to EUR 200,000. More elaborate projects also known as 'strategic development partnerships' are supported with higher sums. The projects are implemented in cooperation with the *German Investment and Development Company* (DEG), the *German Association for International Cooperation* (GIZ) and the development organization *sequa*, the members of which are the umbrella organizations of the German industry. Interested companies must be based in Germany and the EU in order to apply. For companies outside Europe, at least 25% of the shares must be owned by a European company (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016f). As is customary in private-sector cooperation, *develoPPP.de* builds also an interface between development cooperation and foreign trade and investment promotion (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016d; 2016f).

Companies can only reliably support the Federal Government in achieving development policy objectives, if clear requirements are placed on them. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the BMZ has set itself the goal of complying with and promoting co-determination rights. The implication for
develoPPP.de is that, on one hand, companies that receive subsidy should be prevented from violating co-determination rights. On the other hand, this chance should be used explicitly to strengthen co-determination rights through subsidized projects.

According to develoPPP.de, the selection of eligible projects is based on six criteria: Firstly, projects must be compatible with development policy objectives. This includes environmental and social compatibility. Secondly, projects should be "complementary". Public and private contributions should complement each other in such a way that the common goal is achieved as efficiently as possible. Thirdly, the principle of subsidiarity is intended to ensure that the approved projects could not be carried out by companies in the absence of the subsidy. Fourthly, applicant companies should have a financial interest in the project. Hence, charitable projects do not receive funding. Fifthly, the private partner must make a contribution of at least 50% of the costs. Sixthly, every project must be sustainable, thus leading to a long-term commitment of the company. Two of the criteria for sustainability are the integration of local structures and organizations and the introduction and improvement of standards. Trade unions or co-determination rights do not appear in the assessment criteria for funding (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016f).

At first glance, the evaluation criteria for the protection of labor standards appear suitable. However, this would only be the case, if the above points were actually examined for each project. Actually, in the application form that a company must fill, labor rights are not mentioned at all. Instead, the focus of the application is put on strategies for solving a development policy problem, which the company itself chooses. If this problem is, for example, an ecological one, the question of respect for labor rights in general and of co-determination rights in particular is irrelevant in the application (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016b). It is unclear whether these aspects are examined later in the application process, whether subsidized project are monitored and whether a violation of the principles leads to sanctions.

It is not surprising that under these, rather unclear, requirements also companies receive support which are already known for violations of co-determination rights. For example, Shell received EUR 473,500 from 2007 to 2011 to dispose of old pesticides in an environmentally friendly manner and to build up capacities for environmental management in Asia (Stabstelle Zusammenarbeit mit der Wirtschaft 2011). At the same time, Shell was responsible for spilling more than 200,000 barrels of oil into the Niger Delta, thereby destroying many of its livelihoods (Amnesty International 2012). In addition, the company has been accused for years for employing workers under inhumane conditions in
Pakistan and Nigeria and massive trade union suppression (IndustriALL 2016). The textile company NKD, which used to produce also at the Rana Plaza factory (collapsed in 2013), received EUR 175,000 between 2011 and 2013. Deutsche Post received EUR 161,500 between 2005 to 2011, while Deutsche Telekom received EUR 869,216 between 2010 to 2013 (Stabstelle Zusammenarbeit mit der Wirtschaft 2011).

Information on which companies are currently being supported is not available. However, a list of exemplary projects is available. For instance, through a develoPPP.de project, Merck KGaA is training companies and consumers on how to deal with special waste in Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand. The same company was found guilty of oppressing trade unions and ignoring the freedom of association in Pakistan (Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung 2016e; LabourNet 2012).

It is not clear how much money Merck received from the BMZ and whether existing allegations were taken into consideration during the evaluation of the project proposal. The BMZ provides neither the funding sum, nor information on compliance with social and ecological criteria. In addition, only some of the projects are published. It is thus impossible to understand which projects are currently being funded or how much money they receive. Thus it remains a mystery whether they lead to the expected results or if they pose environmental and social risks. By refusing to provide comprehensive information on supported projects, the BMZ can avoid unpleasant questions about the use of its funds, the selection of projects and the review of the social criteria.

If cooperation with the private sector is aimed at aiding the population of the host country, avoiding the negative impacts of projects does not suffice. Instead, it must also be shown that a project actually has the positive impact that the government expected when it granted the funds (Czornohus 2010). This is true in particular as the funds devoted to private development partnerships with industry are immense: As a matter of comparison, in 2016 they were more than three times as high as on the money spent on development education (Bundesministerium für Finanzen 2016). It would be particularly interesting to see whether the projects are actually carried forward after the grant. The web pages of develoPPP.de do not provide information on whether the effects of the projects are systematically evaluated. The NGO VENRO reports that impact analyzes have taken place, but the experience with develoPPP.de projects was rather sobering (VENRO 2011, 8).

Among the sample projects published this year, there are also projects that explicitly promote co-determination. Two out of the thirty-six sample projects published on the website are specifically intended to promote co-determination rights (and other labor rights). Both projects focus on the strengthening of labor rights in textile processing suppliers. However, the two projects represent a
minority. The vast majority of the published samples deal with environmental aspects.

Even though the projects focusing on labor rights sound promising, it is questionable if the respect of fundamental labor rights should be rewarded with government subsidies as it is done in developePPP projects. Although the ventures in this area might lead to partial improvements, they support an approach, which regards the respect of fundamental human rights as an act of charity. In fact, global corporations have the duty to respect the rights of their employees. Their respect is not a "good deed" for which the BMZ should pay for.

Furthermore, it is incomprehensible why only German and European companies can apply for funding. If the goal of developePPP.de is the improvement of the living conditions of people in host countries, why should resident companies not push this improvement forward? Instead of consistently pursuing the objectives of "decent work" and the improvement of living conditions, developePPP.de creates a competitive advantage for European companies. Thus it often strengthens already existing inequalities.

This was particularly evident in the case of the funding of BAYER Crop Science. The company received financial support to train Kenyan pesticide retailers in the sustainable and environmentally friendly use of pesticides. According to media reports, however, the participants in the training course were particularly trained on dealing with Bayer pesticides. They were subsequently awarded a Bayer seal of quality for their pesticide sales. The seminar seemed to have achieved what Bayer intended: Afterwards, participants evaluated the company as very positive (Norddeutscher Rundfunk 2013). Bayer was thus able to use German funds for development cooperation in order to expand its market power on site. In total, the group received more than EUR 1.1 million for "development partnerships" in various divisions from 2009 to 2013 (Stabstelle Zusammenarbeit mit der Wirtschaft 2011). The support of the competitive advantage of German companies may be reasonable from an economic point of view. However, from a developmental point of view it is counterproductive. Local businesses are being pressured by the unfair competition and higher costs could lead to the restriction of labor rights.

Public Private Partnerships in the field of development cooperation are justified on the basis of the fact that cooperation with the private sector provides more funds and projects are managed more efficiently. While this might be true, this leverage effect can be useful only if DEG, GIZ and sequa consistently use the funds towards the fulfillment of the objectives of development cooperation. For this purpose, it is not sufficient to rely on companies to set the right priorities themselves. Instead, clear criteria must be established that are verified during both the selection and the implementation of the project.
Since the projects are developed *together* with DEG, GIZ or *sequa*, these institutions could provide an effective support for the observance of rights in the host country. The experts of BMZ’s ExperTS program could offer further support. In addition, the BMZ should provide transparency on which projects are funded, how much money they receive, as well as their expected impact. Further, it should be assessed to what extent the stated goals were reached after the project phase and the assessment should be published.

*Partnership for Sustainable Textiles*

The violation of freedom of association and the suppression of the trade unions of textile factories in Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, Cambodia and other countries is sufficiently documented (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit and Auswärtiges Amt 2015; Hall 2006; Köhnen and Scheidhauer 2002; Scheidhauer 2008). In response to these abuses and based on the shared responsibility of German textile companies, the BMZ, under Gerd Müller, launched in 2014 the *Partnership for Sustainable Textiles*. The aim of this partnership is to improve the ecological, social and economic sustainability along the entire production process together with the manufacturers and distributors of the textile and clothing industry.

Becoming part of the voluntary partnership involves a binding commitment to “comply with a mandatory process to realise [] joint measures, and thus achieve the objectives and standards of the Partnership”, i.e. social, environmental and economic partnership standards for the entire value chain which have been agreed on (Partnership for Sustainable Textiles 2017). The observance of the standards must be verifiable up to a certain date by an external supervisory body. As of mid-2016, the partnership has included 180 members, which in turn account for about half of the turnover in the German textile business. In 2017, the companies involved are expected to publish their targets in roadmaps. The deadline is set for the end of 2018. The steering committee of the partnership decides on concrete action based on the recommendations made by expert groups. In the steering committee, the following stakeholders are represented: business groups, development policy NGOs, the Federal Government, the DGB and a non-commercial standards organization (Bündnis für nachhaltige Textilien 2016).

The suppression of co-determination rights in textile production is part of the generally very problematic working conditions within the sector. A structural obstacle to the improvement of these conditions is the existence of various destructive conditions of competition. Competition, as in many other areas that use global supply chains, takes place on three levels: Firstly, between the textile companies in Northern countries who want to bind customers and secure market shares through low prices; secondly, between textile suppliers' factories in the South, which compete with the lowest possible sales prices for clinching
purchase contracts; thirdly, between the various textile producing countries, which are competing for the lowest possible production conditions through weak environmental and social standards.

The suppression of co-determination rights is triggered on two of these levels, namely between the supplier factories and between textile producing countries. Supplier factories, which want to keep their production prices as low as possible due to competition, have an interest in curtailing the rights of their employees at the plant level. Textile-producing countries that want to attract buyers and investors through weak environmental and social standards, are doing so by suppressing trade unions and creating anti-union frameworks\(^\text{12}\) (Anner 2015).

Against this background, two tasks are pivotal for the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles and similar initiatives. Firstly, 'downward competition' must be tackled at all three levels. Secondly, it must be acknowledged that the suppression of co-determination rights is both a plant-level and a national problem. Hence, conditions at both levels must be addressed to improve the situation. The following section provides an analysis of how these tasks could be performed. The existing potential is then compared with the current state of the partnership. The assessments on individual points are based on statements from various civil society actors.

The Partnership for Sustainable Textiles is explicitly designed to prevent a competitive disadvantage at the level of northern textile firms. As many companies as possible in the textile and clothing industry in Germany are supposed to join. The underlying assumption is that if all the important companies participate, no company can draw a disadvantage from the participation (‘Level-Playing-Field’). Broad-based participation is also advantageous for responsible purchasers. In fact, joint issues such as co-determination rights can be tackled together and can be strengthened through the strategic purchase of products supplied under better conditions.

In order to prevent a 'downward competition' between suppliers, binding minimum standards have to be established. At the same time, they should be counter-financed by higher purchasing prices. The focus on the establishment of co-determination rights throughout the entire supply chain is essential for a real and sustained improvement of the situation of textile workers. In practice, this must be reflected both in the precise elaboration of minimum standards and test criteria as well as in the review of these criteria.

The criteria under development should be based on social dialogue in production plants and a definition of human rights due diligence, which places co-

\(^{12}\) This is particularly evident in 'special economic zones': in these zones, trade union activity is usually suppressed in order to create as favourable conditions as possible for foreign investors, together with other measures (Anner 2015, 7).
determination at the center as an "enabling right" of employees. This is the case for the first set of indicators already developed. The review criteria of the partnership are divided into two areas: company-specific criteria and "sector-wide commitment", i.e. criteria that must be jointly advanced by all companies. As explained above, addressing both areas is necessary. Criteria for the promotion of co-determination should therefore be anchored as a test criterion to both sector-wide as well as company-specific supply chains. In addition to ensuring rights in their own supply plants, individual companies could provide a positive impetus for strengthening union work on site. This can be done, for example, through offering trainings for local trade unions in cooperation with IndustriALL.

By reviewing the criteria, the partnership offers the opportunity to establish an alternative to the widely established auditing used in the context of codes of conduct. The latter practice has proved to be ineffective for the strengthening of labor rights, and in particular co-determination (Vogel 2005, 164). Instead of relying on the global audit industry, monitoring can be carried out through trade unions and NGOs on site in cooperation with the purchasing and supplying companies. In addition, a grievance mechanism, which is easily accessible to workers, should be set up in host countries in cooperation with trade unions.

In order to mitigate the harmful competition between supplying countries, the textile partnership can make use of two levers. Firstly, companies could pledge to pay higher purchase prices for better working conditions and refrain from shifting production to a country with lower production costs. Secondly, "partnership initiatives" could be used to strengthen co-determination. These initiatives bring together a number of partners to work out and promote a specific topic. An initiative in the field of co-determination, in conjunction with governments, trade unions and NGOs, could develop strategies for strengthening co-determination rights. Such an initiative would be particularly promising in cooperation of many textile firms because they can effectively put pressure on suppliers to respect rights. At the same time, the purchaser should be willing to support the establishment of rights through its own obligations, such as a higher purchasing price.

Partnership members from the German civil society argue that a meaningful design of the textile partnership can be achieved only in cooperation with trade unions in the producing countries. Similarly, central targets such as occupational safety and living wages can be achieved with support from local unions. The establishment of collective bargaining agreements on site could strengthen trade unions and their negotiating position in the producing countries. After all, rights such as freedom of association and unionization are anchored in the constitutions of most countries. The problem, however, is that trade unions are not accepted by business and government. A functioning social dialogue in
plants of partnership members could strengthen local unions and their bargaining position. The potential is particularly high, if safeguarding co-determination rights in the context of the textile partnership is accompanied by a dialogue with government agencies and industry associations in the country of production. This can be achieved, for example, through the cooperation of German embassies or chambers of commerce as it was explained in more detail in the corresponding chapters.

Whether while setting criteria during the monitoring process or in alliance initiatives, the partnership should always take into account the role of the workers and the trade unions as co-determinants and carriers of the improvement process. This is the only way to avoid unintentional effects often reported in transnational campaign work. While the improvement of labor rights and necessary change are being discussed in purchasing countries, workers in production plants “are made sole witnesses of inhuman practices of companies without appearing as actors of change themselves” (Fütterer 2016, 210–11, translation: KK). For unions on site, this could mean that efforts to improve working conditions and to promote self-organization are put aside because of the necessity to scandalize conditions that are considered unacceptable (ibid., 210–11). In the worst-case scenario, co-determination on site could thus be weakened instead of strengthened.

The Partnership for Sustainable Textiles is a pioneer project in Europe and worldwide. If it successfully leads to better working conditions and more co-determination practices, it could serve as a model for further, similar initiatives. In order to fulfill this role it should establish clear and binding minimum standards, ambitious corporate objectives and constructive cooperation with local unions. As a proof that improvements are possible in a highly competitive market and with all key players involved, numerous actors in other sectors and countries could borrow this initiative.

It remains unclear whether the textile partnership will be able to exploit its full potential. A watering down of the goals was feared when many big companies such as Kik, Aldi or Adidas and various large textile associations decided to join in the summer of 2015, after one and a half years of hesitation. Particularly indicative of the concerns was an often-cited newsletter of the German Fashion Association of April 2015. Among other things, it stated that “all the problematic points had been removed from the action plan”, including its “binding character” (Dohmen 2015, translation: KK).

According to critics, the inclusion of the unanimity principle in the steering committee meant that nothing could be enforced against business interests (ibid.). Partnership partners, however, disagree with this assessment. Mandatory minimum standards remain in place and the common consensus principle for multi-stakeholder initiatives in the steering committee does not mean that firm
interests do necessarily prevail. Unanimity instead also means that NGO representatives must likewise agree to any decision. The author of the *German Fashion* newsletter apologized for the misrepresentation.

The strategic decision, to shift away from a "frontrunner" approach, towards higher market coverage under somewhat less ambitious conditions, at the same time offers some potential. The relevant market power could be instrumental in the implementation of the mechanisms outlined above, if all partners are willing to go along.

In order to prevent the Partnership from becoming the often invoked "Fig leave project" (ibid., translation: KK), pressure must be exerted on companies, and in particular on the participating textile associations (which are described by many as far less constructive than single firms). This is currently possible due to the existing public interest in textile production. The loss of this momentum would complicate the build-up of the public pressure.

The government must therefore be consistent with its initial objectives and support civil society in the enforcement of binding and ambitious criteria, monitoring mechanisms and initiatives. This does not mean that the government should arbitrarily follow the views of trade unions and NGOs. However, the establishment of far-reaching labor rights can hardly be demanded from the companies alone, despite the constructive cooperation shown by some firms. In addition to civil society efforts, the government, which has committed itself to the goal of "Good Work Worldwide", must take its responsibilities (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit 2015).

The initial strong commitment to the Partnership demonstrated by civil society and business actors is hardly sustainable in the long term. A sustainable institutionalization, supported by the BMZ, is therefore important. In addition, the voluntary partnership should also be supplemented by binding government measures in order to maintain competition outside the initiative and implement a 'level playing field'. Potential measures have already been discussed in the section on the *National Action Plan* (Interviews with different civil society representatives, September - October 2016; CIR - Christliche Initiative Romero e.V. 2015; Grabosch and Schepet 2015, 24; Kampagne für Saubere Kleidung 2014).

National approaches are influenced by policy at other levels. German co-determination rights are particularly affected by European policies. After having discussed the national government’s potential to support these rights in the different ministries, the next part of this study examines the potential of trade and investment agreements negotiated at the European level to promote co-determination as well as their likely impact on co-determination.
Potential and Effects of Trade and Investment Agreements: Example of CETA

Trade and investment agreements can be an effective means of strengthening and expanding co-determination rights and other workers’ rights. The European Commission, which is the lead negotiator for the upcoming trade agreements that will affect Germany, promises that: “The new approach also involves using trade agreements and trade preference programs as levers to promote, around the world, values like sustainable development human rights, fair and ethical trade and the fight against corruption. We will use future EU agreements to improve the responsibility of supply chains.” (European Commission 2015, 5). The current chapter presents ways on how co-determination rights could be secured and promoted through trade policy, evaluating the effects of the Comprehensive Economics and Trade Agreement (CETA), which has been negotiated between Canada and the EU and is about to be ratified, and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), which is currently being negotiated by the US and the EU. Concretely, it is sought to analyze the extent to which these agreements can promote, or on the contrary, jeopardize co-determination rights.

A focus is placed on CETA, since its text is the only one available. It is to be assumed that many of the aspects of CETA are similar to TTIP, since even officially CETA is considered as a blueprint for TTIP (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016b).

This chapter concentrates rather on the role of the European Commission than on the German government, since the former acts as the lead negotiator for the European states. However, the German government is indirectly involved, as its influence on European policy, and thus also on TTIP and CETA negotiations, is highly significant.

Social Clauses to Respect and Promote Co-determination

The inclusion of social clauses or social chapters has been proposed by various parties as a way to anchor the rights of employees, and thus also the right to co-determination, in trade agreements and to prevent their restriction (see for example Aaronson 2006; Greven 2012a; 2012b; Perulli 2014; Scherrer and Hänlein 2012). These clauses act as a safeguard against an anti-labor interpretation of the treaties. They also serve as a lever for the enforcement of social rights, since they can force governments involved in free trade to implement certain principles in their employment systems (Dombois 2006, 239–40).

The existing literature identifies various aspects that must be taken into account in an agreement so that social clauses can fulfill these tasks: Firstly, social
clauses must include the *ILO's core labour standards*, the obligation to ratify them, transpose them into national law, apply them effectively and to report regularly on the state of their implementation. Important for the maintenance and expansion of employee participation are, in particular, 'enabling rights'. Secondly, the social chapter should contain a clause, which prevents both a 'regulatory chill' (renouncement of improvements of standards in the future) and a 'race to the bottom' (reduction of standards due to competition). Moreover, in order to be able to correct negative unanticipated developments, safeguard and revision mechanisms should be established. Another important aspect is the existence of independent review and decision-making mechanisms accompanied by an effective sanctioning mechanism. Finally, the agreement should provide a forum for the exchange of information between governments and social partners, in which there is a clearly defined balance. In addition, the complaints and recommendations raised from the forum should be addressed by the respective governments (Dessewffy 2012, 62-64; 72-75; Greven 2012a, 91–93).

International working norms can be found in the CETA chapter on *Sustainable Development* under the subchapter *Trade and Labor*. In this subchapter, Europe and Canada reaffirm their commitment to "respect, promote and realise those principles and rights in accordance with the obligations of the members of the International Labour Organisation" (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 23.3(1)) and "effectively implement in its law and practices in its whole territory the fundamental ILO Conventions that Canada and the Member States of the European Union have ratified respectively " (ibid., art. 23.3(4)).

However, Canada has not signed ILO Convention 98, which contains the right of association and the right to collective bargaining and thus is fundamental to co-determination practice. Quite the contrary, Canada is the ILO member that has received the highest number of complaints in the *ILO Committee on Freedom of Association* (Development Solution 2011, 135).

If the incorporation of the *ILO core labor standards* into CETA made Canada ratify the missing convention, it would indeed be a great advance for co-determination. In June 2016, a few months before CETA was signed, Canada ratified its second "missing" basic convention, the *Convention on the Minimum Age of Workers*. CETA supporters argue that this will soon be the case for Convention 98. This is however unlikely for reasons of domestic policy, since a consensus should be found in the provinces. Furthermore, the CETA text is vague regarding the convention’s pending ratification and states only that the parties will make an ongoing and lasting effort to ratify the basic ILO

---

13 And, according to the state of development of the country, the other priority agreements.

14 From 1982-2008, 78 complaints, 90 per cent of which were regarded as a violation of the freedom of association (Development Solution 2011, 135).
Conventions, if they have not yet ratified them (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 23.3(4)). This does not imply any obligation on Canada to sign the missing convention (Fritz 2015, 27–28).

In addition to the core labor standards, the *OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises* are referenced in the CETA text. However, they are mentioned only in the preamble which "encourage[s] enterprises operating within their territory or subject to their jurisdiction to respect internationally recognized guidelines and principles of corporate social responsibility, including the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and to pursue best practices of responsible business conduct " (Council of the European Union 2016, preamble). Although preambles often serve as interpreting aids, the wording of the guidelines is so vague that it cannot lead to any obligations (Waleson 2015, 172).

The chapter on *labor and trade* contains a clause in which contracting parties commit themselves not to lower labor standards for stimulating trade or investment (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 23.4). Even though this does not rule out ‘regulatory chill’, it could theoretically counteract a ‘race to the bottom’. However, since the entire chapter on *sustainable development* and thus the sub-chapter on *labor and trade* are excluded from the general sanction mechanism, this clause has no effective impact (Fritz 2015, 29).

The labor chapter foresees its own dispute settlement mechanism, instead of accessing the general CETA dispute mechanism. Despite the "binding" character of the provisions in the labor chapter (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 23.11(3)) infringements are not punishable by trade sanctions (Fritz 2015, 28; Waleson 2015, 165). In the event of a conflict, bilateral government consultations are initially foreseen. If this is unsuccessful, a panel of experts may be requested to make recommendations. If an infringement is found, the parties agree on remedial measures or an action plan. However, what happens when there is no consensus, remains an open question (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 23.10; Fritz 2015, 28).

The non-enforceable character of the labor chapter is mainly due to the European Commission. Canada's negotiator wanted to compensate for violations at least by means of financial compensation (Fritz 2015, 28). The negative experiences of similar dispute settlement procedures under the *North American Free Trade Agreement* (NAFTA; Compa and Brooks 2008) suggest that CETA cannot effectively sanction the infringement of core labor standards and thus safeguard workers' rights.

The inclusion of stakeholders in a *civil society forum* is foreseen exclusively for the sustainability chapter in CETA. This forum is to be held annually in order to "conduct a dialogue on the sustainable development aspects of this Agreement " (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 22.5). Members should be
independent representative employers, unions, labor and business organisations, environmental groups, as well as other relevant civil society organisations as appropriate", which shall be in "balanced representation" (ibid., art. 22.5). Other chapters, and particularly the chapter on investment protection, which has an influence on the rights of workers and other stakeholders, do not stipulate similar exchanges between stakeholders.

Safeguard or revision mechanisms are neither foreseen in the CETA. Quite on the contrary, the agreement is a so-called 'living agreement', which can be interpreted and subsequently amended by bodies of representatives of the EU Commission and Canada, without necessarily obtaining authorization from the Member States or Parliaments (Scheytt 2016).

With regard to TTIP, a social chapter is also expected, since the US Senate established social clauses in 2002 as a condition for the approval of free trade agreements (Dombois 2006, 239). However, the likelihood of these provisions being more far-reaching or binding in the TTIP than in the CETA agreement is low.

Rights and Obligations of Investors

Social clauses serve to ensure that competition is not sought at the expense of the working population in international trade. They safeguard that states fulfill their obligation to protect citizens. However, modern agreements involve both trade and investment. The multilateral trade agreements overseen by the World Trade Organization (WTO) do not provide investors with a direct grievance procedure against the government of the host country. Investors must either take the normal legal route available in the host country or contact their own government, which can then put forward the complaint against the host country through the WTO dispute settlement procedure. New trade policy initiatives, such as CETA and TTIP, aim at strengthening the rights of the investors vis-a-vis the respective host country. In the case of alleged breaches of the equal treatment provisions stipulated in the agreements, the investor is to be given the right to appeal directly against the government of the host country before a private dispute settlement body (see below).

Against the background of this new form of agreement, there are claims that request the ‘horizontal’ effect of the social clauses to be supplemented by obligations of the investors, who enjoy special protection. These obligations could lead to a 'vertical' effect, which would enforce (new) investments to be made in a responsible way and ensure compliance with rights. While social clauses protect workers in the agreement’s trade aspects (‘horizontal effect’), investor obligations serve as a safeguard for labor rights in the context of the investment aspect of new agreements (‘vertical effect’) (Waleson 2015). Investment agreements offer the possibility to declare previously voluntary
responsibilities of companies as binding. For this purpose, the obligations of the investors must be anchored in the investment chapters of comprehensive free trade agreements, in addition to their rights (Mückenberger 2015, 177; Waleson 2015, 168). This can be done, for example, by referring to the Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development (IPFSD) published by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 2012, or by complying with the OECD Guidelines in the host country (Laskowski 2014, 3). This would ensure co-determination and other labor rights, regardless of the location of the investment.

The introduction of enforceable investor rights is not necessary in the case of an agreement between two constitutional states. Foreign companies can go before national courts in the case of expropriation or discrimination, just like domestic companies. If, however, investment clauses are included in the trade agreements, they must not hinder the governments of both countries from implementing new regulations such as higher labor standards. In addition to the investor and the accused state, other potentially concerned stakeholders should be included in the dispute resolution process (ibid., 19).

Apart from the obligation to comply with national law, CETA's investment chapter does not impose any obligation on investors. There are therefore no binding regulations regarding the responsibility of investors towards human rights, labor rights or an intact environment (Waleson 2015, 172).

Instead, investors are awarded with a broad range of rights. They are granted market access, non-discrimination, national treatment (foreign investors should not be treated worse than domestic ones) and most favorable treatment (investors from the country of the contracting party should not be treated worse than investors from other third countries) (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 8.4, 8.6 and 8.7; Fritz 2015, 10–11). In addition, investors enjoy the right to "fair and equitable treatment" and are protected from direct and indirect expropriation (Fritz 2015, 11). These rights are, in particular, very far-reaching because in CETA, "investment" means not only direct investments, but also assets which an investor directly or indirectly controls, including shares, bonds, business loans, concessions, production and turnover participation agreements as well as intellectual property rights (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 8.1).

The main problem arising from these investor rights is their ability to restrict the scope of state action. For instance, formally neutral state regulations, which (for whatever reason) have a particular effect on the investors of the contracting party, can be regarded as de facto discrimination and lead to lawsuits. Investors could go to court on the grounds of a violation of "fair and equitable treatment"
if new legislations do not satisfy their “legitimate expectations”\textsuperscript{15}. Such complaints are often associated with high compensation claims to the states and have been used frequently in the context of existing investor protection. For example, over 70 investor disputes are filed annually in arbitration courts (Eberhardt 2013; PowerShift and Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 2016, 12).

In order to settle disputes, investors have access to an investor state dispute settlement mechanism (ISDS) through CETA, which contains some reforms compared to existing arbitration courts. The judges of the “multilateral investment tribunal” are appointed by the contracting parties, the majority of the proceedings are public, there is the possibility of third-party submissions in proceedings, and an appellate body has been set up (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 8.23).

It is, however, still possible to go simultaneously before national courts and arbitration courts (although the reason must not be the same). Some documents are still inaccessible to the public (Fritz 2015, p. 13-14), and there is a lack of effective participatory rights for all parties (PowerShift and Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 2016, 17).

From a civil society perspective it is unclear as to why an arbitration court should be introduced at all. Through enforceable investor rights, the contracting state gives up on both legislative freedom and social responsibility. This applies in particular to areas that are important for the profitability of investments, but at the same time need state regulation most urgently: consumer, environmental and occupational protection (Broß 2015, 11). Correspondingly, a sustainability assessment commissioned by the EU Commission advises that investment protection should be abolished altogether (Development Solution 2011, p. 383) because of its possible restriction of political freedom, while not bringing any visible benefit (Development Solution 2011, 383).

According to the information published by the EU, a similar procedure is planned for TTIP. However, compared to the CETA text less attention is given to the improvements in the arbitration courts on the TTIP information pages. Contrary to the procedure in the agreement with Canada, the TTIP proposal on arbitration courts plans rights of participation for all parties concerned, i.e. citizens, NGOs, associations, competitors of the applicant etc. (European

\textsuperscript{15} The contract text tries to avoid leeway by listing the facts that constitute an infringement and by accepting the investor's expectations as legitimate only if “a Party made a specific representation [] that created a legitimate expectation” (Council of the European Union 2016, art.8.10). It is precisely this "specific representation" that could provide companies with scope for complaints, because they could also refer to verbal commitments (Fritz 2015, 11)
When analyzing social clauses and investor protection in CETA and TTIP, the phenomenon of a 'dichotomy of legal norms', typical for international trade policy, is often encountered: While binding regulations protect the rights of companies, non-binding soft law is applied to regulate social issues (Hadwinger et al. 2016, 26). The chance to secure the participation of workers through social clauses and obligations of the investors in the CETA agreement (and probably also in TTIP), has been missed. In addition, other aspects of the agreement could further affect the German co-determination system. Potential dangers are dealt with in the next sections.

Liberalization of the Service Sector

According to the CETA text, the principles of national treatment and most favored nation also apply to trade in services, not just to trade in goods. Services provided by "in the exercise of governmental authority" are excluded, except for the numerous gray areas of public services, in which private enterprises also participate. Further exceptions are specific areas such as the cultural sector for Canada and the audiovisual sector for the EU, as well as financial and air transportation services for both contracting parties (Council of the European Union 2016, chapter 9).

In other sectors, the contracting parties or individual EU members can make exceptions, insofar as they include them in the so-called ‘negative lists’. These lists determine which areas are excluded from liberalization. As a result, all other services as well as newly emerging services are generally declared open to the market (ibid., chapter 9).

As further liberalization drivers, both ‘standstill’ and ‘ratchet’ mechanisms are implicitly included. These obligate the contracting parties to keep the market at least as open as at the time of the agreement (‘standstill’). Further liberalization is therefore permitted, while a withdrawal is only possible insofar the new situation is not more restrictive than that during the signature of the contract. ‘Ratchet’ mechanisms extend these obligations by allowing further liberalization measures under the condition that once granted concessions cannot be withdrawn. In order to preserve policy space, the chapter contains a list of reservations on future measures (Council of the European Union 2016, chapter 9; European Commission 2016b, 4). However, this is regarded as incomplete (Fritz 2015, 15–16).

The design of CETA leads to a widespread liberalization of the services sector, which in turn should result in increased competition. The pressure on German service companies and their workforce is likely to be exacerbated by the
possible short-term labor migration foreseen in the agreement, which allows also the provision of services abroad "on site".

In order to ensure free trade in services and unlimited investment activity, the CETA agreement allows workers from Canada and the EU to stay temporarily in the other territory (Council of the European Union 2016, chapter 10). Specifically, it is envisaged that foreign employees may work for up to three years (with a possibility to extend for another 18 months) in each other’s jurisdiction. This applies, for example, to Canadian employees, whose company offers services in Germany or opens a new company. According to CETA, Canadian employees would not be subject to the German labor law, thus complying only with the Canadian labor law. In other words, two companies that operate in the same country and sector are subject to different laws. Officially, this option should not concern labor law as well as social insurance, collective bargaining agreements or minimum wages of the host country. However, it can not be ruled out that unfair competition might arise, especially due to several consecutive short-term assignments (Fritz 2015, 25).

A further concern is that the burden of the consequential competitive pressure will be put on the shoulders of employees. The risk is that, similarly to the competitive pressure from privatization and deregulation (see e.g. Schulten, Brandt, and Hermann 2008), this leads to a fragmentation and individualization of the employees and thus to a weakening of trade unions and co-determination bodies. This is particularly problematic for employees in the service sector, whose rights are already often disrespected today. Even if companies are able to cope with the competitive pressure, new competitive constraints from CETA's increased competition in general or from short-term labor migration in particular, will strengthen the voices of those who claim that high labor standards are no longer affordable in the age of globalization.

Promotion of Co-determination through Public Procurement?
CETA entails the liberalization of goods and services also in the area of public procurement (above a certain contract value). On its CETA website, Canada's government is promoting access to one of the "world's largest public procurement markets" and the resulting benefits for Canadian businesses and the population (Government of Canada 2016). Similarly, the Commission's website advertising CETA mentions the possibility to submit bids for public tenders in Canada at all administrative levels.

As has been outlined above, the modernization of the German procurement law in April 2016 has strengthened the possibilities of setting environmental, social or innovative aspects in the contract awarding procedure. In addition, companies that benefit from publicly financed contracts are obliged to comply with the applicable environmental, social and labor obligations, in particular collective
bargaining agreements (BMWi and Referat Öffentlichkeitsarbeit 2016f). This avoids the undermining of collective bargaining agreements and enables public contracting authorities to support companies, which respect co-determination rights across the entire supply chain. In a similar fashion, the sustainability impact assessment prepared before the signature for CETA suggested that setting social requirements for public procurement should be explicitly allowed (Development Solution 2011, 22).

Nevertheless, CETA's text does not include social and labor standards for public procurement. The allowed contract award conditions are solely measures necessary to protect public morals, order or safety, health, intellectual property or relating to production of persons with disabilities, philanthropic institutions or prison labor. The exclusion of companies is only possible on grounds of past professional misconduct: insufficient fulfillment of previous contracts, tax evasion or a final conviction sentence (Council of the European Union 2016, chapter 19). It is therefore questionable, whether binding the award of the contract to criteria such as the observance of labor rights is compatible with CETA and whether a prerequisite such as collective bargaining or the guarantee of fundamental co-determination rights falls under "public morality" (Dessewffy 2012, 62–64; Fritz 2015, 22). However, exactly these prerequisites would be of fundamental importance when trying to support co-determination rights by social procurement as explained above.

An Expansion of the Co-determination-free Zone

In addition to the aforementioned problems, CETA entails the danger of an expansion of spaces where no co-determination rights are granted within Germany. As has been stated above, the circumvention of corporate co-determination has already been possible before the concluding of CETA and TTIP. However, with increasing capital flows from Canada and, in particular, the USA it could arise more frequently. As has been explained, bypassing board-level co-determination is possible through the establishment of companies with a foreign legal form. In addition, co-determination could be further jeopardized by the new possibility of temporary entry and residence of natural persons for business purposes (Council of the European Union 2016, chapter 10).

The first possibility refers to corporate co-determination and has been frequently discussed in recent years (Biedenkopf, Streeck, and Wissmann 2006; Hans-Böckler-Stiftung 2010; Sick 2015a; 2015b; Sick and Pütz 2011). The establishment of companies of foreign legal form, made possible by European and German law, allows companies from the EU and Switzerland as well as US-American corporations to circumvent the laws on corporate co-determination (Sick 2015b, 3).
This right does not apply to companies from other countries, including Canada. A Canadian company, however, can use another strategy to bypass German regulations: By establishing a subsidiary, Canadian enterprises can likewise avoid the obligation to comply with corporate co-determination. In both cases, plant-level co-determination will continue to be governed by the *Works Constitution Act* (*Betriebsverfassungsgesetz*) (Sick and Pütz 2011, 34).

17 of the 94 companies with over 500 employees that in 2014 refused the participation of their employees in the supervisory board were US-American corporations (Sick 2015b). If TTIP brings more US investment and business start-ups into Germany, these figures could increase. CETA could simplify the establishment of Canadian subsidiaries,\(^{16}\) which could also benefit under this loophole as soon as they have more than 500 employees.

A particular feature of the problem of short-term labor migration is that Canadian employees working in Germany for a short-term period (i.e. up to a maximum of four and a half years) are not guaranteed any co-determination rights. Therefore, within the German territory employment fields can arise which are exempted from both operational and corporate co-determination and instead are subject to regulations stipulated by Canada and the respective province.

*Potential Impacts on Co-Determination Rights in Third Countries*

The planned trade agreements have an impact not only on signatory countries, but also on other trade partners of Canada, the USA or the EU.

By weakening the economic position of third countries, a conclusion of the two agreements could ultimately lead to a restriction of labor rights in third countries. A damaging economic effect on countries other than the trading partners is estimated by studies on TTIP and CETA commissioned by the EU Commission and the Federal Government. They show that the agreements have a negative effect on third countries as opposed to the positive effects on growth and employment within the EU, the USA and Canada (Development Solution 2011; Ecorys 2016, 101; Felbermayr, Heid, and Lehwald 2013, 28-29; 39). These losses which are quantified from “negligible” to “drastic” depending on the study (Felbermayr, Heid, and Lehwald 2013, 28; regarding TTIP) are relativized in the studies as gains would be high enough to compensate losers (ibid., 29).

The identified losers are, above all, countries of the Global South (ibid., 29–30). Losses are explained by so-called trade diversion: imports from the South are replaced by products from the trading partner, which are not necessarily cheaper
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\(^{16}\) It should be noted that subsidiaries do not fall under investment protection, which gives them less rights than a CETA-protected investor (Council of the European Union 2016, art. 8.1).
to produce, but can be offered at a lower price due to better market access conditions (Balassa 1967; Viner 1950). This effect is particularly problematic for countries that have been in a preferential trade agreement with the EU due to their economic weakness. Declining income, higher unemployment and higher competitive pressures are conditions that make it more difficult to enforce better working conditions or more extensive co-determination rights (Berger and Brandi 2015). Experience shows that affected countries cannot realistically hope for compensation by the EU, Canada or the USA through CETA and TTIP.

**CETA Labor Chapter Needs Strengthening**

The European Commission could effectively use the new trade agreements to strengthen and expand co-determination rights in all participating countries. For this purpose, social clauses as horizontal and investor obligations as a vertical instrument would be suitable. However, the labor chapter provided in the CETA agreement (and, with greater uncertainty, also in TTIP) is neither sufficient nor binding. Moreover, investors are granted substantial enforceable rights but are not subject to binding obligations.

Like in many other occasions of global law, a "dichotomy of legal norms" is observed also in this case: while the rights of companies are bindingly secured and enforceable, social and labor standards (as well as environmental regulations) are based on unsanctionable soft law (Hadwinger et al. 2016, 26).

In addition to the lack of effective social clauses and investor obligations, the new trade agreements pose four other dangers. Firstly, the widespread liberalization of services, coupled with the possibility of short-term labor migration, puts further pressure on co-determination in the service sector. Secondly, the rules on public procurement in CETA could limit the promotion of co-determination rights due to the lack of clarity about the possibility to bind public procurement to social criteria. Thirdly, increasing US and Canadian capital inflows to Germany could further expand the spaces without co-determination within Germany. Finally, a conclusion of the trade agreements in its present form is expected to have negative economic effects on economically weak countries, thus increasing the pressure on their labor and social standards.

With the signing of CETA on 30 October 2016, the positive vote of the Trade Committee in January and of the EU Parliament in February 2017, the agreement can soon enter into force provisionally (as of March 2017). However, after the provisional application, the agreement has to be agreed upon by member states and selected regional parliaments. In view of the above considerations, the Federal Government should ensure that CETA is not implemented in its present form. Comprehensive reform proposals and concrete versions of new clauses, which could prevent the negative effects discussed, have been developed by the DGB (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 2016a). They
include, among other things, a sanctioning mechanism for the labor chapter and a limitation on investor protection. Moreover, future public services should be excluded from liberalization, while extensive participation and democratic control are to be introduced. It is also recommended that the objectives of sustainable development and climate protection should be anchored.

Against the background of the implementation of CETA and the possible signing of TTIP, the Federal Government should fill the legal gaps of corporate co-determination before its circumvention takes larger forms.

**Summary and Recommendations**

The German co-determination system, with its far-reaching rights to employee participation at the plant and board level, adheres to high democratic standards and brings numerous economic advantages. The German model is a historically developed special system. However, fundamental co-determination rights are anchored in the *ILO core labor standards* and are therefore to be respected worldwide. Co-determination rights as ‘enabling rights’ serve as goal and means at the same time: while they themselves constitute a fundamental right, they also bring people in the position to obtain further rights on their own. They should, therefore, be at the center of efforts to improve the working conditions worldwide.

The improvement of the situation of workers globally has also been set as a goal by the German Federal Government. It is, therefore, the government’s responsibility to foster co-determination in Germany and, at the same time, ensure that basic co-determination rights are respected abroad, especially by German companies. This is particularly true against the backdrop of increasing uncertainty over the preservation of co-determination rights within Germany on the one hand, and the frequently occurring violation of co-determination rights abroad within the sphere of responsibility of German companies on the other.

In order to achieve these two objectives - the maintenance of the German co-determination system within Germany and its promotion abroad - the Federal Government can use its foreign economic policy strategically.

In this chapter, it was examined how various instruments of foreign economic policy can be used to protect and promote employee participation. According to an analysis by the World Bank, a government can effectively incentivize companies to comply with rights across the supply chain by demanding standards (*mandating*), facilitating their observance (*facilitating*), participating in the process (*partnering*) and by rewarding good behavior (*endorsing*). Hence, it was analyzed how these can be achieved by means of foreign economic policy instruments available to various federal ministries.
The chapter first examined the **export financing and export credit and investment guarantees** in the area of competence of the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi). The BMWi in cooperation with KfW-Bank offers these foreign trade and investment promotion instruments. In both areas, compliance with the right to co-determination in the supply chain of German companies and in financed projects abroad could be guaranteed by binding business to clear conditions. There is already a set of rules for export financing as well as for export credit and investment guarantees, which could provide these conditions. Despite the fact that co-determination rights are enclosed in these rules, they are completely ignored in the review procedure. This happens firstly because only a minimal part of the projects has to carry out an environmental and social impact assessment. For example, companies from OECD countries are exempted from assessment requirements when requesting export financing. Further, a review is only required for “high risk” projects. However, the risk of violating the rights of employees does not lead to a classification of “high risk”. Secondly, co-determination is not taken into account by the environmental and social impact assessments. Thirdly, if a project is actually reviewed and does not meet the requirements, it can nevertheless be approved if the inter-ministerial committee, supported by business consultants, wishes so. There are several reasons for the disproportion between high ambitions regarding ecological and social standards and their weak practical implementation. Firstly, their procedures are extremely confusing. Secondly, the lack of transparency on financed projects, particularly on their ecological and social impact hinders civil society when trying to push through more responsible procedures. This lack of clarity and transparency thirdly leads to the ineffectiveness of the established grievance procedures. This imbalance could be resolved by setting enforceable human rights due diligence obligations across the supply chain as a condition for all financing and guarantees coupled with transparency on projects and their impacts. Moreover, projects that do not fulfill the set requirements should be consistently excluded. Monitoring mechanisms and a uniform, unbiased and freely accessible grievance procedure should be established and representatives of civil society should be involved.

**Public procurement** also offers great potential for the promotion of co-determination rights. If the award of contracts is linked to the observance of rights, the increased segmentation of the labor market within Germany can be counteracted. Concurrently, this would prevent the associated loss of co-determination rights in secondary labor markets. This is particularly necessary because of the increased privatization and outsourcing of public services. In addition, rights can be guaranteed worldwide, if contractors are obliged to ensure standards across their entire supply chain.
The new procurement law introduces collective bargaining and compliance with the minimum wage as fixed criteria for the award of contracts. Contracting authorities may also include other ecological and social criteria in the selection of contractors. In order to use the award as an effective tool, the inclusion of standards should be explicitly requested, in particular the compliance with ILO core labor standards across the supply chain. The social and ecological criteria should be clear and ambitious and supplemented with a review and monitoring mechanism. The existing support for socially responsible procurement by the Competence Center for Sustainable Procurement is to be welcomed. However, the institution should be expanded and civil society groups should be firmly involved.

In order to make it easier for German companies to meet ambitious goals concerning their activity abroad, the German Chambers of Commerce Abroad, for example, could support them locally through workshops on responsible supply chain management. The German Trade and Invest portal should also provide information on the risk of violating the right to co-determination and its effective prevention.

A tool explicitly used to promote co-determination rights and other labor rights across the supply chain of global corporations are the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. The latter and the work of the National Contact Point (NCP) located in the BMWi were examined in this study. Although the OECD Guidelines are a very well thought-out instrument and contain co-determination as a central concept, their voluntary nature renders them almost ineffective in practice. For example, an investigation of various cases of complaints about the violation of co-determination rights shows that the mediation of the NCP mainly results in vague and company-friendly conclusions. It can thus not be assumed that incentives for better behavior are being given. The potential of the OECD Guidelines could be developed particularly, if their observance was compulsory. Binding compliance could be requested for public procurement or for the use of foreign trade and investment promotion instruments. A reformed, independent NCP with a quadri-partite organizational structure could serve as a complaint and exchange forum.

The UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) network could also lead to an improvement in co-determination rights across the entire supply chain. The credo of rewarding employee-friendly management practices with financial investment and punishing anti-employee companies by excluding them from the portfolio can incentivize companies to engage in safeguarding co-determination rights. This approach is particularly promising if, in addition to social and environmental investment strategies, the influencing capacities of investors such as votes and supervisory positions are put to use. The German PRI network,
founded by KfW-Bank, could contribute to this if it applies clear standards and at the same time tries to involve as many investors as possible.

Subsequently, it was explored whether the Federal Government itself could guarantee co-determination rights in companies with state participation as a shareholder. **State-owned companies** were covered within the areas of responsibility of the Ministry of Finance (BMF), which is responsible for almost all of the globally operating companies in public hands. Two of the six companies concerned - *Deutsche Post*, of which the Federal Government owns 21% and *Deutsche Telekom*, with almost 32% - have received massive complaints for violations of co-determination rights in subsidiary companies abroad. The government has ignored these cases and argued that it was not its responsibility to claim the respect of rights such as freedom of trade unions in companies with German participation. This is unacceptable considering the obligation to manage companies with state participation ethically. The Federal Government should provide clear and binding requirements for companies that it co-manages and help clarify the existing legal infringements.

In addition to the duty of companies to respect co-determination rights, the German government should also bear in mind the duty of the states to protect rights. It should therefore exchange with governments that have so far neglected this duty in their economic activities. In this context, **embassies and their Social Affairs attachés** were examined in the area of responsibility of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (AA). The social affairs attachés have often reported of great interest in the German co-determination system from their countries of duty. There is already an exchange in many places about its possible design. These efforts could be strengthened with a larger capacity of Social Affairs offices and their strategic use. Furthermore, German embassies, similarly to the *Chambers of Commerce Abroad*, could support German companies abroad in complying with rights in subsidiaries and supplying companies. To this end, it would be useful to establish Social Affairs offices in embassies in countries where violations of co-determination rights occur frequently but which have no such institution so far.

Furthermore, *develoPPP.de* was analyzed since it is the most important program of private development cooperation under the jurisdiction of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). *DeveloPPP.de* partially finances projects that are initiated by companies in countries of the Global South. The program does not present a clear way of how to prevent the exclusion of labor rights in the projects it finances, nor does it contribute systematically to the promotion of certain rights of employees. Another problem is the lack of transparency concerning financed projects and their potential (positive or negative) impacts. In order to ensure co-determination rights through *develoPPP.de*, clear requirements must be placed
on the subsidized projects. Corporations that have repeatedly violated their due diligence should be excluded from funding. Demands on companies should be supported by the advisory services of the accompanying institutions and experts on site. Moreover, the policy of promoting only European companies should be reconsidered because of its negative impact on the economy and possibly on the working conditions of the host country.

The second instrument of the BMZ, which was considered, is the Partnership for Sustainable Textiles launched in 2014. It was examined as to what extent the Partnership has been able to contribute to the guarantee of co-determination rights in textile production. The partnership offers the potential to counteract various forms of 'downward competition'. The large market coverage of the alliance partners can prevent competitive disadvantages for German companies that support better conditions along their supply chain and thus pay higher prices to their suppliers. In order to counter the competition between suppliers to produce as cheap as possible at the expense of good working conditions, clear minimum standards must be applied to supplier companies of the alliance partners. These can be financed by higher customer prices. A dialogue between alliances, local governments and trade unions, and the development of joint solutions can alleviate the problematic competition between textile producing countries, which leads to lower social standards for securing investment and production in their territory. The task of the BMZ in this process should be to ensure that trade unions and employees of the textile-producing countries work together. In addition, dilution of the alliance must be prevented through ambitious criteria, monitoring and sanction mechanisms.

An instrument that could have significantly combined all the above initiatives and contributed to the shaping of a coherent government policy is the National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP) adopted by the government in 2016. The inclusion of binding and enforceable human rights due diligence for companies across the supply chain would have made the NAP an instrument for the promotion of co-determination. Unfortunately, the existing NAP does not contain binding due diligence obligations, nor does it provide a definition of human rights due diligence, which would place 'enabling rights' at the forefront. Instead, the NAP continues to focus on voluntary measures. It thus prevents neither the impunity of corporations that suppress fundamental co-determination rights, nor does it lead to the creation of a 'level playing field'. It is to be hoped that the government and other stakeholders will at least implement the existing plan ambitiously, and binding measures will be taken if targets are not met.

The guarantee of co-determination rights by globally operating companies as foreseen by the UN Guiding Principles is above all a human rights and
democratic obligation. After a period of upheaval, however, German companies could also benefit from the economic advantages of involving all employees.

Finally, this work analyzed the extent to which the German co-determination system could be affected by the conclusion of new trade agreements. The examination of the CETA text shows that the agreement does not meet the necessary criteria for ensuring co-determination and its promotion. The agreement does not contain sanctionable social clauses to provide ‘horizontal protection’ in terms of minimum security in the participant countries and thus prevent social dumping in free trade. It neither includes investor obligations, which could ‘vertically’ ensure compliance with rights in all investment projects and thus leverage the investment aspects of the agreement. The liberalization of the service sector, particularly in combination with "short-term labor migration", is expected to increase the competitive pressure within the sector. This could put pressure on co-determination rights in a sector where fundamental rights are already often violated today. It is further questionable whether socially responsible public procurement, similarly to the new procurement regulations in Germany, is compatible with CETA. Corporate co-determination could also come under pressure by CETA and TTIP, if existing circumvention possibilities are reinforced through the agreements. Finally, the negative economic effects to be expected by the agreements on countries of the Global South could lead to a worsening of the situation of workers and thus a weakening of co-determination rights.

In summary, foreign economic policy has considerable potential to promote co-determination rights. A clear commitment by the government to fundamental labor rights and its rigorous integration into external instruments and planning is required. A first important step in this direction would have been the implementation of an ambitious National Action Plan.
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5. The Enforcement of Workers’ Rights through Conditional or Promotional Trade Agreements: A Comparison of US and EU Social Chapters

Madelaine Moore

Since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the stalling of the Doha round of the World Trade Organization (WTO) negotiations, there has been an increase in the number of free trade agreements (FTAs) that include some form of social chapter that specifically deals with labour rights. Although there is no multilateral resolution on the inclusion of such standards, this appears to be a new norm in unilateral, bilateral, and regional trade agreements. Yet despite the inclusion of such chapters – which shows some positive discursive shift – there have been very few cases of enforcement, and in the rare case that enforcement has occurred, the impact this has had on labour standards is in dispute. The studies that have attempted to explore the impact of social chapters on labour rights have been largely inconclusive, with most suggesting that there is some positive impact in certain case-specific circumstances when such chapters work in partnership with, or build up, other conditions necessary for enforcement. In this way, the inclusion of social chapters signifies a necessary discursive shift in regards to the trade-labour linkage, but has fallen short on implementation and enforceability.

This study focuses primarily on the question of enforcement of International Labour Standards (ILS) in social chapters. Enforcement goes beyond ratification, requiring certain necessary conditions of which other parts of the FTA may be affected, thus some points will be flagged regarding the integration of social chapters within the rest of the agreement and the global trade regime. Building on the existing research, which is rather unclear about whether existing social chapters have had, and from this could have, any positive impact on labour rights, this study asks a slightly different question: Why aren’t these existing social clauses being enforced? And what external conditions, partnered with a specific chapter design, could enable more consistent enforcement? This study firstly unpacks some of the reasons for a lack of enforcement, situating FTAs into the broader development of ILS including the ongoing debate over the trade-labour linkage. This then leads to a normative description of what the necessary conditions are that would tackle enforcement issues. The second part of the paper unpacks the current designs of social chapters: Specifically the differences between the European Union (EU) and United States (US) (promotional/conditional) approaches and issues that each raise particularly

---

1 Across agreements some refer to social clauses and some to chapters, there is some difference between the two (normally around how comprehensive they are), however for this study the term social chapter will be used.
around: monitoring, content, sanctions/incentives, inclusion of social partners, coherence and dispute settlement mechanisms. The concluding section of the paper puts forward some policy recommendations regarding the ongoing inclusion of labour rights within trade agreements.

**The Trade-Labor Linkage: an Uneasy Partnership?**

The inclusion of social chapters within trade agreements needs to be understood in the wider context – and debate – over the relationship between trade and development, and labour rights in particular. The trade-labour linkage has had a rocky relationship, and there is still no universal consensus that such a relationship should exist. There were failed attempts to cement the trade-labour linkage multilaterally in the WTO framework in the 1996 and 1999 WTO meetings. These failed in part due to push back from developing countries that claimed that it was a form of protectionism. The prevailing argument was that labour rights would occur once a certain developmental level had been reached, which itself was dependent on increased liberalization. Ever since, trade and labour rights have existed in separate bodies (the International Labour Organization (ILO) and WTO) and regulation has diverged, with only the WTO holding enforcement capabilities (Scherrer and Beck 2016, 9). Thus, as Ewing-Chow describes, the two regimes have developed ‘in splendid isolation’ from one another with many WTO principles working against the promotion of labour rights (Ewing-Chow 2007, 171-2). Some authors argue that there is space for labor rights clauses within the GATT rules, although it remains unclear whether social chapters or ILS in bilateral FTAs can work around existing WTO frameworks as few cases have ever been tested (Marceau 2009, 549).

The failure of the Doha round of negotiations, where these issues were once again on the agenda, meant that any deepening of the institutional connection between trade and labour at the multilateral level further stagnated (Scherrer and Beck 2016).

Underpinning this debate is the heated question of whether further liberalization can ever lead to ILS or sustainable development. There are those who claim a

---

2 For example, Article I (most favour nation) and Article III (National Treatment Principles) can have a damaging effect on domestic legislation that aims to promote ILS. The potential GATT legal frameworks that could help protect ILS are limited to the Anti-Dumping GATT Article VI (limited to price not social dumping), Countervailing Duties (Article XVI), Nullification and Impairment Provisions (Article XXII) but none of these can be explicitly linked to ILS (Scherrer and Beck 2016, 9–10). The GATT 1994 does allow for legitimate government policies that may be contrary to the GATT agreement if they aim to protect ‘public morals, health or the environment’ notably this does not mention labour rights (Marceau 2009, 545).

3 The unilateral GSP approaches have been able to get around the GATT or WTO limitations by utilizing the enabling clause (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 1)
direct link between increasing economic growth through liberalization and ILS (trickle down economics), there are those that state that liberalization will always negatively impact ILS, and those with a somewhat more pragmatic position that trade exists, and therefore we must guard against the negative repercussions that are inherent to it. The general consensus of trickle down economics has come under increased criticism (Brown 2007, 56–7), particularly following the financial and debt crises that resulted in stagnating wages and a demand for a fairer Globalization (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, v). It is widely recognized that the benefits of trade liberalization have failed to reach those most in need – especially in developing countries – and that fairer economic rules are not enough in themselves to promote social justice (Doumbia-Henry and Gravel 2006, 187). As Giumelli and van Roozendaal conclude in their 2017 study, ‘FTAs by their very nature might undermine the protection of workers. Therefore, it is worth exploring whether adding labour standards to FTAs can really make a difference at all.’ (2017, 57).

Despite the ongoing debate, the inclusion of social chapters in bilateral FTAs has increased rapidly over recent years, suggesting a new global norm. The North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC) chapter of NAFTA was the first example within a US led agreement (Cabin 2009, 1057–8). By the early 2000s the EU also began to include social chapters into bilateral agreements, and in recent years this has become more explicit. There are, however, some key differences between the two approaches; the US employs a conditional design and the EU uses FTAs in a promotional way, underpinned by ongoing dialogue rather than pressure. There is a common argument that because the US social chapters tend to include sanctions and have pre-conditions they are more effective. However, these sanctions are rarely, if ever, applied making this causality link less clear. Since 2008, it is estimated that over 80% of FTAs have included some form of labour provision; this is also the case between south-south trading partners and agreements between smaller states. The 1998 ILO Declaration is often used as the baseline for these provisions (Bakvis and McCoy 2008, 1; ILO 2016, 6).

The New Generation of FTAs

The so-called new generation of trade agreements (in particular TTIP, TPP, CETA and TISA) raises new questions over the feasibility of the trade-labour linkage in FTAs. As tariffs have been reduced to record lows these agreements focus on the reduction of non-tariff barriers (NTBs), as well as strengthening investor rights. Conversely, many of them also contain relatively detailed and

---

4 I acknowledge that it looks like TTIP and TPP may no longer be ratified by the US and thus may not survive; however, I suggest that they signify the dominant and probably ongoing shifts within FTAs, so are worth analyzing for this reason.
progressive social chapters, perhaps as an attempt to claw back lost trust from the general public and social partners (Schillinger 2016). NTBs may appear fairly innocuous but usually refer to domestic regulations established by governments in the national interest; these can include environment or Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) standards, and labour regulation. They also include more protections for investors such as investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) clauses. For example, TTIP targeted public ownership, as well as the public provision of services where they might impinge upon investor rights (Scherrer 2014, 1). The erosion of socially agreed to norms and regulations within the domestic sphere, teamed with the secrecy that most negotiations are carried out in, has led to a loss of trust and support for this new generation of FTAs within the general public (Schillinger 2016, 1). As the IUF, an international union federation has argued:

‘...at the heart of these projects is the drive to further expand the already considerable power of transnational investors by restricting the regulatory power of governments and locking the system into place to prevent new regulatory initiatives or reverse privatizations.’ (IUF 2014, 160).

What has come under particular public scrutiny is the growing inclusion of investor rights and ISDS clauses. ISDS clauses allow for investors to sue governments, setting up arbitration courts run by the business community. These courts act outside the normal legal process and can decide whether new regulations such as worker protection, minimum wage laws, or environmental protection, for example, may harm projected investment returns. As Eberhardt describes (2014, 100), ‘no ordinary court in the world has as much power’; the independence of the arbitrators is not guaranteed, meetings are often closed to the public, and rulings are often secret. This in effect puts investor’s rights at the same level as national governments, weakening local level democracy and policy space, whilst locking in liberalization (Scherré 2014, 3). What comes into question is the ability to democratically set and pursue social and environmental policy aims – undermining the ability for ILS to be enforced even if a separate labour chapter is included as they contradict one another and usually economic considerations win (Scherré and Beck 2016, 32–3; Beck 2014, 11). Although some have argued that this clause could also be accessed by trade unions (i.e. in the CETA agreement), access issues need to be thought through. When we understand that lawyer fees can cost up to $1000 an hour for those schooled in investor-state proceedings, and the existing lack of knowledge of how these proceedings work in most states – let alone civil society groups –

---

5 For a detailed discussion of cases where this has already occurred see Eberhardt (2014).
the stage is set against this ever being used as a tool for the protection of social and labour rights (Eberhardt 2014, 106).

It is a logical assumption that civil society groups would be monetarily excluded from participation in these forums even if they were opened up to include more than investor rights (Eberhardt 2014, 107). This undermines any case for ISDS clauses to be seen as useful for the social interest. The new generation of agreements are thus incoherent in relation to ILS; there is an increased inclusion of often non-binding (or unenforced) social chapters and increased (and enforced) investor rights through ISDS clauses and reductions in NTBs (ETUC n.d, 3). This problematizes the goal of these new FTAs; is it further trade liberalization through an attack on public services and NTBs, or does it aim to re-socialize FTAs? I suggest that the deep trade agenda (i.e. NTBs) is not coherent with the promotion of ILS.

Why Are Existing Labour Rights Chapters Not Being Enforced?

The increasing inclusion of ILS in trade agreements is a step in the right direction. However, there is no conclusive evidence that social clauses have had a marked positive impact on ILS and it is hard to measure their effectiveness; many argue this is in part due to a lack of enforcement. Critically it is very hard to show or develop any model that can prove a level of direct causality between labour provisions in FTAs and lived working conditions – there is a gap between what is written in the agreement and enforcement. When social chapters do have sanctioning potential it is rarely utilized, suggesting a lack of political will or capacity to do so. I suggest this comes down to numerous factors at the macro and micro level including legislation, institutions, culture, politics and so on that impact upon how, and what, enforcement entails (ILO 2016, 72).

A direct issue here is that the enforcement of ILS requires strong institutional input, however liberalization can weaken institutions and regulatory ability (note NTBs)(ILO 2016, 67). The areas where FTAs may have the most potential for impact are around pre-ratification measures including institutional and legal reforms, and technical cooperation and capacity building, during the monitoring and implementation stages (ILO 2016, 73). FTAs, as legal documents, can do no more than develop legal frameworks and institutional foundations (i.e. pushing for ratification of standards or on-paper reforms); it comes down to states to actually push forward the reforms and attitudinal shift necessary for enforcement (Schmieg 2015, 28). However, where some improvements in labour standards have occurred through the implementation of FTAs, it tends to be in very case-specific contexts that are dependent upon ‘the interplay between a variety of

---

6 Notably the case between Germany and Vattenfall (against the phase-out of nuclear energy) has cost the country 6.5million euros to date just in legal costs (Eberhardt 2014).
political, social and economic factors’ (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 29). Somewhat reflecting these claims, Sengenberger in his 2005 study, proposed that the necessary conditions for ILS to be respected include; regulatory and policy coherence (national and international level), understanding and respect for ILS at the political and institutional setting, political will, strong labour institutions, government and institutional capacity, and strong economic performance (Sengenberger 2005, 100). The repetition of these necessary criteria informs the conditions outlined in this study; regulatory reform, political will on both sides, and the capacity and presence of strong social partners – especially independent trade unions.

Enforcement should be thought of as having two sides, the ratification of standards and their successful implementation. As a first step, enforcement requires the implementation of certain standards into national law. The second side of enforcement is the response of the government/s when a violation occurs. Thus the effective enforcement of social chapters, particularly around ILS, requires certain conditions that could foster labour rights but also the political will of both actors to uphold what they have agreed to. Political will can be linked to capacity issues within developing states regarding labour legislation, labour courts, inspections, weak trade unions, and sometimes the overlapping interests between government and business.

Within developed states/regions political will can be lacking because of competing economic or political concerns, or issues around their own legitimacy on such issues (i.e. the US hasn’t ratified certain ILO conventions) to name a few. Central to questions of political will is the power and role of civil society, especially independent trade unions, to force their respective governments to take this seriously – to both implement and enforce the chapters that they have signed up to. As such, a lack of enforcement is directly related to trade union capacity: Sheer membership but also specifically their knowledge of, and access to, remedy mechanisms including social chapters. Problematically, due to the perceived lack of enforcement of existing social chapters and the lengthy and inefficient process when enforcement has occurred, trade unions and other civil society organizations can be put off from accessing this enforcement route as it is seen as time consuming, costly, and impossibly stacked against them. This can be exacerbated by the ‘spaghetti bowl’ of regulation and the lack of coherence between the multiple ILS regimes, as well as access (both monetary and knowledge) issues. As such, strong domestic social partners – particularly independent trade unions – are central to any ILS scheme and the enforcement of ILS in social chapters. They can push for political will and act as monitoring institutions, they also, if correctly engaged, can add much needed social legitimacy to FTAs, legitimacy that has rightly been questioned through the growing secrecy and unequal power balance that FTAs tend to institutionalize.
In summary, the necessary conditions for the effective enforcement of ILS including social chapters, comprise of; the ratification of certain ILS (i.e. ILO conventions), supportive national legal frameworks and labour regulatory regimes, national labour courts, freedom of association, collective bargaining rights, and the capacity for enforcement (i.e. inspectors, training, and clear legislation). There would also need to be a strong civil society and respected role for trade unions to act as whistle blowers, key bargaining actors, and also exert continued pressure globally to push enforcement. Related specifically back to FTAs, what this then requires is that there is an effective and accessible enforcement mechanism or dispute settlement process in the agreement that states and civil society groups can utilize. As a recent ILO report points out, the successful implementation of labour provisions crucially relies upon the extent that social partners are involved in the process of both negotiating, and implementing, the trade agreement (ILO 2016, 7–8). Critically, the weakening of necessary public institutions pushed for in the new generation of FTAs that take aim at public services could directly undermine this (Scherrer 2014, 3). Thus social chapters in FTAs need to be both understood in relation to the role they play in ILS and trade regimes, as well as how coherent they are across the whole trade or investment agreement.

An Overview of Existing Approaches to Social Chapters in Trade Agreements

Social chapters can be grouped as either promotional or conditional in design. A promotional chapter relies on dialogue; including monitoring or bilateral dialogue, or is cooperation based; employing mostly knowledge sharing and development assistance, and does not normally include sanctions or prescriptive enforcement processes. EU led agreements tends to fall into this camp. US agreements tend to follow conditional designs and, at least on paper, rely on incentives or sanction-based compliance either ex-ante; where certain standards must be met before ratification of the agreement, or ex-post; where these conditions will be met through the life of the agreement through continued monitoring and capacity building (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 4). Although FTAs can be loosely categorized into these two camps, each agreement tends to differ in their content and form. However, the 1998 ILO Declaration is increasingly becoming the basis for such chapters (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 7). EU and US-led agreements form the basis of this study, however, it is important to note that South-South agreements are also beginning to include social clauses and tend to prefer promotional labour provisions such as knowledge sharing, rather than the conditional approach (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 6). Alongside these bilateral/regional agreements there are also unilateral designs such as the GSP schemes, which will be briefly mentioned below.
There is a common belief that because conditional agreements include the possibility for sanctions they are more effective at enforcing ILS than promotional chapters. Recent research suggests that this argument needs to be critically assessed, as it seems to be much more dependent on context and political will rather than a blanket design (Van den Putte 2016, 31). Furthermore, this claim may be valid for ex-ante chapters in regards to pushing for ratification of ILS (i.e. changes on paper), but is much less clear in relation to enforcement of both the agreed to ILS and dispute processes outlined in the chapter. Interestingly, although much of the literature tends to focus on the differences between promotional and conditional chapters, Ebert and Posthuma (2011) in their detailed analysis of the impact of social chapters, argue that in practice most labour provisions are actually promotional, as they tend to favour dialogue and cooperation before very rarely leading to sanctions, thus the presence of underutilized sanctions may have little actual impact. Although it is important to recognize that this split is less explicit in practice, there are some key differences between the design and implementation of the US and EU approaches that will be outlined below.

Promotional Chapters: The EU
The EU has been integrating social chapters into FTAs since 2001. Since the Treaty of Lisbon these chapters have been further merged into broader sustainable development chapters integrating free and fair trade, environmental protection and the protection of human rights (Van den Putte 2016, 24). Overall, the promotional approach can be characterized as follows; it directly references ILO standards (usually the 1998 Declaration), the trade-labour linkage is fostered through cooperation and dialogue, there is little pressure to improve standards beyond what the partners have already agreed to, and that labour norms are regarded as non-trade issues (Van den Putte 2016, 70–1). Since the 1990s there has been a deepening and widening of the content of social chapters, linking labour rights to human rights, and becoming more binding and prescriptive. Governance has also deepened meaning that more actors are involved at more levels, such as the inclusion of business and civil society consultation through Domestic Advisory Groups (DAGs) or Expert Panels (see the EU-Korea agreement) (Van den Putte and Orbie 2015, 268–9).

An important thing to consider with the EU approach is the history and role of social dialogue as a means to promote ILS through trade. This model is at the heart of the design and implementation of EU promotional social chapters. The lack of sanctions or pre-ratification conditions may be more connected to this

---

7 It is suggested that within trade agreements the US approach is seen to be more effective in promoting labor rights through trade whereas the EU is seen to have more legitimacy on this issue (Van den Putte, Orbie, and Bossuyt unpub., 1).
8 This can be seen in the recent side letters of the TPP agreement, especially in Vietnam.
belief in the value of dialogue, rather than because of a lack of commitment to the enforcement of ILS, as some have suggested. The reliance upon cooperation and dialogue to enforce ILS highlights how critical political will is in the case of promotional provisions, as real power rests with governments rather than other institutions or civil society. Many have argued that because there is no recourse if dialogue fails, the EU approach has been less effective (Bull, 2007). Thus, even if there is political will, there is no space to enforce that will.

The EU Korea agreement is representative of this; content wise it is relatively comprehensive, and stipulates engagement with social partners through the DAGs and Panel of Expert meetings (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010). However, in practice, there is no process beyond continued dialogue (there are no provisions if dialogue fails) and the broad language used around the DAGs has allowed for the Korean government to cherry pick the participants of those committees (FES Korea 2016). Yet, some studies have suggested that although there is less regulatory impact, there may be some improvement through the knowledge and capacity building that can occur through dialogue between state and non-state actors during the negotiation and implementation of the agreement (Van den Putte 2016, 30). Thus, there may be little direct impact, but indirectly the use of dialogue may improve “respect” for labour rights as it provides spaces – or institutions – for learning and policy exchange.

Nevertheless, the institutional confusion and incoherence across the EU in regards to social chapters has allowed for the possible to be sidestepped. Across the EU-led agreements there is little coherence or standard language used, creating a multiplicity of requirements with little common ground. It has been shown that the way that the EU pursues social clauses tends to differ between each agreement; they have broadened over time in their normative content and scope, but are inconsistent between trading partners (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 13-14). This can lead to competition between different chapters and a lack of detailed knowledge of each agreement across EU departments. There has also been a shift away from including ILS as human rights towards sustainable development – a much less defined and enforceable concept. The shift away from more-politicized labour or human rights terminology towards sustainable development, reflects the highly charged and ongoing debate over the relationship between FTAs and ILS (Schmiegl 2014, 8). This has had problematic repercussions regarding who the right department is for managing

9 Within the EU Korea agreement there is only mention of the intention to ratify conventions not the need to ratify, meaning that Korea has made little move towards ratification. The Korean government has signaled that it is considering ratifying conventions 95 and 118 and some changes may be made regarding the Trade Union and Labour Relations Adjustment Act, however, these actions, if they come to pass, cannot be solely attributed to the agreement as form part of a larger policy framework (Van den Putte 2016, 88–9).
these complaints and negotiations; should it be DG Trade or DG Development or a mix of departments?

The growing importance of the EU parliament in the ratification of FTAs – a good thing in itself – has often further put the content of ILS at odds with the interests of the Commission and other specific departments in charge of overseeing the actual implementation of agreements. As such, there has been a lack of institutional ownership of labour issues, allowing for ILS to fall into the cracks between trade and development. As Van den Putte succinctly describes the lack of coordination between EU functions and policies can mean that the trade-labour linkage remains ‘conveniently conflicted’ and the EU can avoid doing anything on the issue (2016, 33).

Conditional Chapters: The US

Unlike the EU, the US has not ratified many key ILO conventions and thus has less international legitimacy on the issue of ILS, leading to some suspicion of an underlying protectionism. Despite these contradictions there seems to be more measureable impact of the US agreements, in part, because they have been largely following the same content and process since NAFTA. Research highlights that this impact is largely connected to: the public submissions process, regulatory change through pre-ratification conditionality, the dialogue forums which allow labour issues to be on the agenda in intergovernmental meetings, and the aid directed at targeted programs (Van den Putte 2016, 103).

There seems to be more coherence and policy coordination within the US approach compared to the EU, bringing together aid programs, policy development, and a common institutional framework. For example, the 2004 CAFTA-DR (Dominican Republic, Central America, and USA) agreement targeted the gap between law and enforcement through strengthening the capacity of labour institutions with specific target goals before ratification. After ratification this was followed up with development cooperation, monitoring, dialogue and $170million in capacity building aid (ILO 2016, 94). Increased coherence may be linked to the fact that all social chapters come under the ownership of the Department of Labour. Procedurally, there is an office within the labour ministry or a Joint Committee set up to oversee the chapter and a clear procedural guarantee with obligations for coordination. Also, unlike the EU approach, civil society groups can file public submissions when they believe violations have occurred, and there is the option for sanctions to be applied when all else fails (Anuradha and Dutta 2017, 21–2).

Critically, and differing from the EU approach, labour norms are regarded as trade issues and the dispute settlement mechanism is often applicable to the whole agreement including the labour chapter (Van den Putte 2016, 78). However, US agreements remain conservative in content by rarely going beyond
original ILO commitments or existing domestic labour legislation; increasingly
the 1998 ILO Declaration is referenced, although rarely specific conventions,
for the ILO tends to be excluded from any monitoring or advisory role
(Anuradha and Dutta 2017, 18). In the most recent generation of US agreements
(Peru onwards), the content has begun to go beyond already existing domestic
labour law (Giumelli and van Roozendaal 2017, 41–2). However, in their 2017
study, Giumelli and van Roozendaal claim that despite being stronger in content
and enforcement mechanisms, the recent generation of agreements have not
been any more effective in improving ILS in trading partner countries, with only
Colombia showing any measureable improvement (2017, 52).

When compared to the EU design, much noise is made over the ability of the US
agreements to apply sanctions, yet these clauses are largely theoretical and
rarely applied (they are usually fines rather than trade sanctions with amicable
dispute resolution such as dialogue, preferred) (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 10–
11). For example, the NAALC chapter of NAFTA has had limited results, with
many studies suggesting that this is because although sanctions can be
employed, there is a lack of political will to use them, thus the impact was
episodic rather than systematic (Greven 2005). This suggests that the US
“conditional” approach is rarely fully employed, and instead, in practice both the
EU and US tend to follow a soft approach, shying away from sanctions when
they could be applied (Oehri 2015).

South-South Agreements
Many of the south-south agreements especially those negotiated between Asian
counties tend to be in the form of side arrangements, and emphasize cooperation
based on knowledge sharing and joint projects. They also tend to include
provisions against the weakening of labour law for trade and investment
purposes. Those that reference ILS as side arrangements usually do not have any
legal consequences if they are breached, whereas those that are included in the
main body tend to include a mix of promotional and conditional provisions, may
be submitted to the regular dispute settlement mechanism, and can result in trade
sanctions, although this is less common (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 17).

Unilateral Approaches
The Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) is the dominant unilateral
approach pursued by the EU and US in regards to ILS. The US GSP program
was instituted in 1974, and currently 94 countries benefit from preferential trade
arrangements (ILO 2016, 24). The EU has two unilateral programs – the
Everything but Arms scheme open to Least Developing Countries (LDCs) and
GSP+ scheme (ILO 2016, 25). A main difference between the EU and US
design is that the EU labour provisions directly build on the ILO Conventions,
and the US defines a list of internationally recognized workers’ rights separate
from the ILO Declaration (ILO 2016, 30). The US has suspended its GSP
program on four occasions – Belarus, Myanmar, Bangladesh and Swaziland. Whereas the EU has suspended its scheme three times: Myanmar (1996-2012), Belarus (2006 – ongoing), and in 2010 they downgraded Sri Lanka from GSP+ to the regular GSP scheme (ILO 2016, 33–4). The application of the GSP process has not been uniform across both the EU and US, instead it has been applied selectively and tends to reflect broader foreign policy objectives, again highlighting the conflicting role of the trade-labour linkage and often lack of political will in this area. For example, although Myanmar (then Burma) was removed by the EU, Colombia and Georgia both states with very poor ILS records (especially during this period) were given GSP+ status (Bakvis and McCoy 2008, 5). The recent case of Bangladesh within the EU GSP scheme is another case in point; where the US has removed Bangladesh from the scheme, the EU commission has not taken sufficient action to hold the government to account or investigate reported violations (Burrow and Visentini 2017).

In regards to improving working conditions, studies have shown that several countries have ratified ILO conventions in order to comply with the EU GSP scheme, however there has been no clear improvements in labour standards (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 25). Although ratification of conventions has increased in GSP partner countries, so has criticism that ‘ratification is cheap’ and little real progress on the ground has been made (Orbie 2011, 171). The conditions that have increased the impact of the GSP scheme – especially in the US where civil society can make submissions – is the presence of strong domestic actors such as unions, who can add external pressure (as in the case of Burma). Yet, as Greven points out, the absence of strong domestic partners is often what has led to the violation in the first place (2005, 15). Furthermore, many are beginning to argue that the GSP system (especially in the US) is loosing its relevance as tariffs are becoming so low, and there has been a proliferation of bilateral trade agreements with previous GSP recipients undermining the benefits of preferential treatment through the scheme (Greven 2005, 11). Furthermore, in regards to the more hardline US approach, initial evidence suggests that after preferences are removed there is a scramble to show that improvements have been made, but whether they are long term – and sustainable – is up for debate (Brown 2007, 55). Critically the mid-term review of the EU GSP+ regime has found that there is no consensus on how effective the GSP regime has been in promoting human and labour rights (Development Solutions 2017, 31).

Chapter Design and Enforcement

As stated previously there is little conclusive evidence that social chapters in trade agreements have had any substantive impact on the enforcement of labour rights. This absence of enforcement of existing ILS and social chapters is linked
to a lack of political will on both sides, coherence issues, capacity of government and institutions, regulation and legal frameworks, and perhaps most critically strong domestic civil society and social partners, in particular independent trade unions. Despite this, the specific design of social chapters – both promotional and conditional – in regards to content, institutional and social partner involvement, dispute settlement mechanisms, the use of sanctions, and monitoring, could contribute to the potential for these chapters to be enforced.

Content

Most agreements (both the US and EU) do not go beyond existing national regulation or norms. They can thus be considered conservative; pushing for the acceptance of already existing regulation, rather than improving the situation.

Previously the US had shied away from referencing the ILO, however there is a growing convergence between the EU and US agreements around content, with most now referencing the 1998 ILO Declaration, and at times, specific ILO conventions. This is a good shift for two key reasons, firstly, increasing international policy coherence will make the requirements more streamlined and easier for states to understand, follow up, and potentially enforce, what they have agreed to (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 30). Critically, and why many criticize the EU “spaghetti bowl of tariffs” approach (Greven 2005, 41), multiple regimes with multiple demands puts both extra pressure on labour (or other respective) departments to keep on top of what is demanded, but also on social partners who do not necessarily have the capacity (knowledge, legal or monetary) to keep track of what is available to them.

Secondly, the deepening of commitments shows that there is a growing discursive shift towards recognizing the trade-labour linkage and importance of ILS. However, as Cabin (2009, 1081) asserts the ILO declaration is necessarily ambiguous and flexible, which can readily allow for the trade-labour linkage to be sidestepped in practice. For example, mentioning the 1998 ILO Declaration, although an important first step, does not provide any specific prescription on how these commitments are to occur, what they mean for the country in question, timetables, or repercussions (Cabin 2009, 1081). Within the EU agreements, the CARIFORUM EPA has been the most explicit in having an overarching goal of sustainable development with many parts of the agreement working together to push for this; it was not just an “add-on” social chapter but stipulated aid, capacity building, and an explicit goal of fighting poverty (Schmieg 2015, 21–3). Tensions over content and language can be seen in the EU-Korea agreement where it was agreed by the parties that Korea should move towards commitment to, and continuous improvement of, labour standards, but there are no repercussions for non-improvement, or specification on what “improvement” actually entails, meaning there was no space to move beyond dialogue (FES Korea 2016).
Another key element of the content of social chapters that feeds into enforcement is whether they are promotional or conditional. Those that are more promotional tend also to be more ambiguous, or less prescriptive in both content, and on how enforcement is to occur (as there is less to directly enforce). Whereas conditional chapters have more detail regarding processes, dispute settlement mechanisms, commitments and monitoring – although this is also not always the case. This raises a point over the type of language chapters’ employ; the more direct and less ambiguous a chapter is, the less open to interpretation and thus dependent upon political will, they are (Greven 2005, 28). Interestingly, social chapters in bilateral agreements tend to be more aspirational, whereas unilateral programs (i.e. GSP scheme) are much more explicit in what they demand, how, and the repercussions for non-compliance (Polaski 2003).

Overall, conditional agreements are more likely to be enforced when they are ex-ante, demanding pre-ratification changes before the FTA comes into effect. Ex-ante conditionality aims at changing the law before ratification, whereas post-ratification (ex-post) aims more at the enforcement of existing law; thus, if the goal is to force a country to ratify new conventions, pre-ratification would be more applicable, and if it was more about the enforcement of existing laws vice versa. US chapters tend to follow this model, and there is some evidence to show that significant regulatory changes have occurred through their use in the US-Bahrain and Oman agreements; although the actual enforcement of these newly agreed to regulations is debatable (Giumelli and van Roozendaal 2017, 45). The TPP-Vietnam side letter was one recent example of ex-ante demands pushing for increased ILS, rather than the normal conservative commitment to uphold what already exists.

**Institutional Design and Monitoring**

The agreements that are more likely to be enforced seem to have either an ongoing and permanent institutional framework such as the Labour department in the US, or have the ILO as some sort of advisory or monitoring body. This is critically linked back to political will, coherence and legitimacy issues. Following on from the issues of ambiguity and interpretation, the ILO can have a neutralizing or de-politicizing role necessary to counter the at times competing political, economic or diplomatic interests. Across the board, the enforcement of social chapters seems to be dependent on the political constellation at the time, for example, in the case of the Korea-US FTA (KORUS) the vague wording of the clause means that Republican or Democratic governments can interpret it as they will, leading to inconsistent enforcement (Van den Putte 2015b, 227).

Research suggests that monitoring mechanisms that apply across multiple agreements tend to be more permanent and consistently enforced than those only applicable to single agreements. The US appears to be the leader in this with the
most established and permanent advisory committees, however representation tends to be skewed towards the private sector (ILO 2016, 134). What is critical in the US approach is that monitoring is almost always housed within the Labour Department. This allows for more consistency across agreements, but also the creation of more permanent institutional frameworks, specific knowledge about labour issues, and coordination between other programs within the labour department such as aid and capacity building. However, this process is still heavily reliant on political will for complaints and issues to be taken any further. Because, despite the central and consistent role of the Department of Labor in monitoring social chapters, the President has the power to make the ultimate decision on whether the dispute process should be utilized, making the process politically vulnerable.

The EU does not have this consistency across each agreement; instead they tend to specify different monitoring or institutional frameworks depending on the trading partner. Becoming more common is some form of Domestic Advisory Group (DAG), where there is an allocated role for civil society groups within the monitoring process; however, these are more often temporary advisory committees around specific agreements such as TTIP where public interest is high. The DAGs are more formalized, but so far only the EU Korea DAG meets regularly, and not without some criticism (see below) (ILO 2016). EU monitoring mostly relies upon the designated office, or contact point, with less formalized access channels and processes beyond consultation. These consultation forums are heavily reliant on the political will of the EU to bring up labour issues in these meetings (Van den Putte, Orbie, and Bossuyt unpub.). The CARIFORUM EPA provided a somewhat novel mechanism for monitoring that allowed for modifications of the agreement to occur if issues arose in the implementation process, and an annual meeting between the relevant authorities and consultative committee including civil society. However, the infrequent meetings (annually), and inadequate funding for these meetings seem to counter their effectiveness (Schmieg 2015, 26).

This suggests that there may be a need for an outside monitoring institution, such as the ILO, to remove part of this “political will” dependency. Most studies suggest that it is beneficial to have the ILO in some form of monitoring role as it takes away some of the “politics” attached to enforcement. However, the necessary pre-requisites for social dialogue (independent and relatively strong social partners and accountable institutions) is a big obstacle to the ILO and EU approaches, as it is far from reality or feasible in some regions and sectors. The lack of enforceability beyond the soft approach within the ILO is also a limitation (Sengenberger 2005, 101). Yet coherence with ILO conventions or an
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10 What is monitored through these mechanisms goes beyond labour rights including human rights and the environment through a broad sustainable development agenda.
ILO monitoring role may still have use; as although the US cases tend to have more notable impact, the lack of input from the ILO and the separation of the chapters from ILO jurisprudence can be problematic, especially when they are worded ambiguously, removing neutral oversight (Cabin 2009, 1047). Linking back to the use of social chapters in pushing for the ratification of new conventions, an interesting point is that following ratification the ILO supervisory mechanism can be applied to those states under those conventions, indirectly increasing the monitoring role of the ILO (Doumbia-Henry and Gravel 2006, 198).

Studies have also shown that the inclusion of the ILO as some sort of advisory body can be useful as they can provide technical assistance, monitoring, and coherence through the development of cooperation programs (ILO 2016, 9). However, within the US Cambodia Textile Agreement (1999-2005) and the subsequent Better Work Program, the centrality of the ILO at the expense of local NGOs and trade unions has come under some criticism for increasing dependence, and possibly hindering the development of such groups (Berik and Rodgers 2010, 25).

Dispute Settlement Mechanism

A key difference between the US and EU is the way that the dispute settlement mechanism is designed – underpinned by either pressure or dialogue. Most US labour chapters, due to the explicit relationship between trade and labour, extends the normal mechanism to the labour chapters. This has been the case since NAFTA, where findings of the dispute settlement procedure are binding, and if the recommendations are not adhered to a monetary fine and then sanctions can be applied. However what was covered by NAALC is very narrow, limited to child labour, OHS and minimum wage standards and to date no case has reached the point of sanctions (ILO 2016, 44). Yet, as previously mentioned the US enforcement process is not judicial but rather political, for example, the labour office came under increased pressure to close under the Bush administration, showing that the power – and interpretation – of labour chapters are vulnerable to the politics of those in power (Greven 2005, 35–6). Interestingly, the US-Peru agreement was the first example where through the inclusion of specific ILO conventions in the labour chapter, and the extension of the dispute settlement mechanism to the labour provisions, there was ‘an enforceable obligation to adopt and maintain the principles recognized in the ILO declaration within domestic law.’ (Cabin 2009, 1073). This highlights how the different ILS systems such as the ILO and social chapters can work in tandem potentially complementing each other.

Conversely, the EU approach has been more promotional, employing dialogue and cooperation when violations occur. Apart from the EU-CARIFORUM agreement there is no option for sanctions or suspension of trade benefits, and
the dispute process goes no further than necessary dialogue. Since the EU-
CARIFORUM agreement the dispute settlement mechanism has got more
substantial, shifting from government consultation to a Panel of Experts, but
there still remains no provisions for enforcement, meaning only soft pressure
can be applied (Schmieg 2014, 6). Across most agreements, when disputes arise
the parties are required to consult with one another and take the ILO’s
activities/recommendations into consideration. If all else fails, they can request
that the Trade and Sustainable Development Sub-Committee be convened where
recommendations will be made, and from which the parties need to then take
adequate steps. However, the current issues plaguing the EU-Korea dispute
process suggest that continued dialogue is not always enough (ILO 2016, 42).
This may also be tied to the ambiguous wording of “improvements” and the
contradictory claims by Korea and the EU over how much improvement has
been made in reference to the ratification of ILO conventions (FES Korea 2016).
The Colombia EU agreement has also come under fire, as although it is quite
good on content, the only enforcement avenues available are dialogue and
cooperation and thus there is no legal enforceability (Orbie 2011, 175).

The inclusion of some form of public submissions process such as that in the
US-Guatemala agreement, which allows for civil society groups to participate
and lodge complaints, tend to result in more enforcement as there is a designated
role for social partners to push political will. This is directly connected to how
the institutional and dispute settlement mechanism are designed to allow for
social partners to have an unambiguous role in proceedings. Critically, outside
pressure can help enforce the political will of trading partners who may be
unwilling to pursue these issues otherwise. However, such a submission process
relies on strong domestic social partners, especially trade unions, being able to
access these channels; having the necessary knowledge, capacity, and faith in
the process to do so. In best practice examples, this has resulted in transnational
linkages occurring between trading partner trade unions, strengthening
solidarity, dialogue, and knowledge sharing (although this is not the norm!). For
example, within the US-Guatemala agreement the AFL-CIO and Guatemalan
trade unions lodged a shared complaint against Guatemala over their failure to
comply with their labour rights obligations (ILO 2016, 45). This led to increased
transnational advocacy networks.

However, as most submissions continue to fail and are not adequately followed
up, submissions can begin to tail off due to “submission fatigue” (Greven 2005,
35). As Greven concludes; ‘if unions and NGOs stop using it (submissions
process) because it is too expensive and ineffective, cooperative activities may
also end altogether’ (Greven 2005, 38). There is hope that the proposed civil
society forums in the new round of EU FTAs may lead to increased respect for
labor rights through knowledge transfer and indirect transnational linkages, as
has occasionally occurred through the US public submissions process (Van den Putte and Orbie 2015, 271).

Engagement of Social Partners

It is argued that the inclusion of civil society groups in both the development and implementation of social chapters will give much needed legitimacy to future agreements and trade-labour linkages (Van den Putte 2016, 36). There has been a steady increase in mechanisms that could lead to more involvement of civil society stakeholders in the design and implementation of FTAs across both EU and US agreements (ILO 2016, 127). However, these mechanisms have been rarely used in practice. This is connected to the issues that affect enforceability in the first place, such as the accessibility of the mechanism, or the absence of independent trade unions or civil society groups making any mechanism somewhat redundant. Enforcement relies upon strong unions at all levels; local, national and global (Bakvis and McCoy 2008, 11), and when social partners and civil society groups are included in an unambiguous and meaningful way, enforcement is much more likely to occur. However, inclusion must be meaningful, as social partners need to see value in participating; yet the interests involved in the negotiation of FTAs tends to mean that the cards are stacked against them (i.e. ISDS clauses and accessibility) (Scherrer and Beck 2016).

To date, no FTA has significantly involved civil society groups in the negotiation process. The way that social partners have been included in the social chapter after ratification differs slightly between the EU and US. The public submissions process in the US approach, is an important channel not available in EU agreements, meaning there is a lack of formal feedback mechanisms (ILO 2016, 137-8). Another difference is that the EU stipulates regular meetings with civil society, whereas the US enters into dialogue only once a problem arises (Van den Putte 2016, 75–6). The EU-CARIFORUM EPA signaled a shift in European policy around civil society engagement (Schmieg 2015, 28). However, to date, civil society forums in European led FTAs have only been fully implemented and meet regularly in the EU-Korea agreement, and not without significant controversy (Van den Putte 2015b, 222). Notably, in the case of the EU-Korea civil society forum, the forum has been plagued with issues as the Korean government has been accused of handpicking government friendly NGOs and civil society groups to participate, as a response there has been a seemingly never ending dialogue process between the two governments with little tangible results (FES Korea 2016; ILO 2016, 147). The failure of the governments or mechanisms to fully address civil society concerns in the EU Korea agreement may limit its ongoing efficacy, as civil society groups loose faith, or develop dialogue fatigue, and cannot see any tangible benefits in continuing the process.
The EU-Peru and Colombia agreements have also had disputes over civil society participants, questioning the legitimacy of these dialogue forums as little policy space has actually been given to social partners, and the specificities of the issues are rarely addressed (Van den Putte 2016, 91). The problems surrounding this obviously relate to a lack of political will within trading partners, but also the ambiguity in the wording of the clause that left these decisions somewhat up to interpretation. Furthermore, where trading partners either do not have a tradition of dialogue, or hold a different conception of what social dialogue is, the focus on such processes can lead to ineffectiveness (i.e. in Korea) (FES Korea 2016). This highlights the constraints of such a model when strong social partners and independent trade unions, not least to say, this tradition of cooperation, is not in place. Ultimately the effectiveness of these forums rely upon them meeting regularly, with key labour groups in attendance, government consultations where labour rights issues can be raised, and the capacity of transnational advocacy networks developing outside these forums (Van den Putte and Orbie 2015, 272).

Because there has been little recognized benefits from participation in these forums, there is growing civil society fatigue (especially in regards to EU Korea or the NAALC process) (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010, 4). The more often that suggestions and complaints from civil society groups are not taken up, the less likely these actors will be to participate in the future (Van den Putte 2016, 93). That the negotiation of agreements takes place behind closed doors, and trade unions and other civil society groups are often unable to participate in forums or implementation processes post-ratification due to limited access and capacity, further weakens any social footing that such agreements purport to hold (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010, 3). In regards to the EU-Korea, EU-Colombia and EU-Peru agreements, dialogue fatigue has set in with little realized change. This is exacerbated by the ineffective DAG process, little connection between the domestic and transnational bodies, the government oversight of these forums (for example in Colombia civil society groups participated in forums where government bodies were present and thus had little real ability for open and transparent discussion), selective selection of civil society participants in the case of Korea, little trade union faith in the process, and finally a lack of financing that has made them inaccessible to trade union and civil society
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11 The CARIFORUM Civil society forum has also not taken place for many years because of an ongoing dispute over who should participate.

12 This is also reflected in the EU-Peru and EU- Colombia agreements where dialogue has not been effective because the necessary pre-conditions (strong social partners and experience with social dialogue) were not in place, creating an ineffective policy design for the context-specific conditions of those countries, as well as forums where trade unionists felt threatened by the presence of government bodies who had been instrumental in their persecution (Van den Putte 2016, 94).
groups (Van den Putte 2016, 94–5). This is an access issue tied both to knowledge of how the processes work within base level union membership, and what their rights are, but also the cost of participating in endless negotiations.

Studies suggest that those where the design is complex, hard to navigate, lengthy, and costly, dissuade social partners from participating, and thus limit their effectiveness (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 24). Critically and poignantly Van den Putte notes that none of the civil society groups perceive the EU’s trade-labour linkage as ‘providing them with a strong tool to improve their labour situation.’ And very few civil society groups are even aware of the obligations their governments have agreed to, or the tools available to them in the agreements (Van den Putte 2016, 101).

Furthermore, within European civil society organizations there is also a reluctance to take part in a mechanism that would oversee the implementation of a trade agreement that they do not agree with; there is a continuous insider-outsider dilemma for civil society groups with the possibility of giving legitimacy to bad agreements. This can mean that those that do participate may not actually be representative. Exacerbating this is the limited access of stakeholders to texts under negotiation. Where some access has occurred, most still see this as lacking transparency, with many meetings such as the Civil Society Dialogue on Trade within the EU, acting more as an information session rather than real dialogue or two-way discussion. The secrecy surrounding the negotiation of the recent TTIP agreement is a case in point (Scherrer 2014, 1). The inclusion of social partners in TTIP perhaps warrants a specific mention as it represents the new generation of regional/bilateral FTAs including CETA, TPP, and TISA and many have hailed its social chapter as progressive. Importantly, and as stated previously, in most of these analyses the social chapter is considered in isolation from the rest of the agreement that undermines the capacity of public institutions, and gives more power to capital at the expense of labour around issues of accessibility. Yet, when looking specifically at the social chapter, although maybe more extensive content-wise than previous agreements, the proposals around monitoring and implementation are vague, and the inclusion of civil society is limited to the right to be ‘informed’ and ‘heard’, as such there is no explicit mention of influence, prescriptive dispute processes, or sanctions (Beck 2014, 20).

Sanctions or Incentives

There is an ongoing debate over whether, and if so what type of, sanctions should be used in regards to ILS in social chapters. The lack of sanctions within EU agreements has often been cited as the reason behind their lack of
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13 Notably EU based trade unions are an exception to this, highlighting the uneven power dynamics across trade unions within trading partners.
enforcement, but the reality is more complex (Giumelli and van Roozendaal 2017, 45). Although sanctions are never explicitly outlined in the EU chapters there is one avenue open to sanctions being utilized; because social rights can be included in the essential elements clause this can also mean that once the non-enforceable dispute mechanism has been exhausted, this clause could be utilized possible resulting in the suspension of trade benefits (Van den Putte and Orbie 2015, 270). Nonetheless this is probably not likely to ever occur.

Some argue that sanctions are likely to do more harm than good to developing economies (Maskus, n.d., 1) and thus wind back ILS gains; as punitive trade restrictions for non-compliance or enforcement can lead to job losses in developing countries, hurting those that ILS are aiming to benefit (Singh and Zammit 2000, xv). Citing another extensive study on the effectiveness of sanctions, Michael Ewing-Chow states that in over 100 cases economic sanctions have only worked about a third of the time (although even this may be overstated), and that sanctions often impact citizens more than those in power (Ewing-Chow 2007, 153–4). A way around this would be to ‘emphasize incentives for labour standards compliance,’ rather than punitive action for violations (Berik and Rodgers 2010, 4). In Singh and Zammit’s study (2000, xv) on the promotion of ILS in developing economies, they suggest that adherence is more likely to occur through the provision of technical and financial assistance, alongside cooperation with domestic and international civil society groups, rather than through punitive or sanction-based mechanisms. This is also backed up by Greven (2005), and Lukas and Steinkellner’s (2010) reports, that show that the presence of sanctions is not as critical, rather, it is the capacity of local trade unions, labor inspectorates and programs targeted at specific labour rights issues, which have the most impact for the enforcement of ILS. Consistently, incentives rather than sanctions appear to be most effective, as instead of shaming countries into action, which can have political fallout (and thus limit political will to enforce) this could also be linked to capacity building and development aid around country-specific goals (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 29).

The US approach has aid and institutional frameworks for capacity building around labour issues built into their social chapters to a much larger degree (content and monetary wise) than EU FTAs (Doumbia-Henry and Gravel 2006, 194). Thus, although sanctions are on offer, what is actually more utilized are the aid or capacity building projects, which may be the most effective part of the agreements (Doumbia-Henry and Gravel 2006, 194). The US-Chile (2004) agreement falls somewhere in the middle, and has been cited as potential best practice; it includes the payment of fines into a fund for improving the specific labour rights violations that occurred, alongside the removal of trade preferences as a last resort (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010, 7). The US-Cambodia textile agreement (1999-2005) is another fairly successful example of this; incentives
in the form of increased quotas for Cambodian textile imports into the US were directly linked to the improvement of factory safety and labour rights in the sector (Scherrer and Beck 2016, 14). The small positive steps seen in Cambodia in respect to labour rights in the garment industry, may be attributed to Better Factories Cambodia which grew out of this project (Berik and Rodgers 2010, 3).

Despite these critiques, the presence of sanctions may have a role to play. Firstly, their presence can act as a deterrent (although this is hard to measure or prove) and they can also do reputational damage for the country in question, providing political leverage beyond the economic scope of the agreement (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 21). Any direct causality is hard to show, but this idea that they may act as a disincentive is commonly held (Anuradha and Dutta 2017, 26). Yet, even when sanctions are available most disputes never reach this point, suggesting that in reality there is not as much difference between the promotional and conditional approaches when it comes to enforcement through sanctions. Furthermore, there is an inconsistent application of the sanctions process undermining the perceived threat of their presence. The removal of trade preferences under the unilateral approach of both the EU and US GSP system has been employed much more than any FTA process (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 21). There is some evidence that the use of sanctions under the GSP scheme did improve the political situation in the target states by weakening business support for the regimes (Giumelli and van Roozendaal 2017, 46). However, until 2011 none of the labor provisions in US trade agreements (where sanctions are available) had resulted in their use (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 23–4). This highlights the necessary (and currently lacking) political will of trading partners to follow through on what they have agreed to, and potential lack of social partner capacity – or faith – in pursuing this process.

Reflecting the debate over dialogue versus pre-ratification conditionality, economic sanctions can have effect in pushing forward legislative changes, but may have little impact on pushing through changes in attitudes, behaviors and beliefs. This backs up the claim that although you can force ratification, this doesn’t work in the case of enforcement, which is more complex. Whether or not sanctions do act as a deterrent, what does limit their effectiveness is their inconsistent application (both through the GSP and FTA approach). What is more important is that there are clear unambiguous directives about what happens when violations occur, a well devised process, and consistent application, otherwise – as we see with the current US sanctions system that is rarely utilized – it becomes somewhat meaningless. If sanctions exist they must be consistently and quickly applied to have affect and act as a deterrent to others (Giumelli and van Roozendaal 2017, 45).
Recommendations

In suggesting possible ways forward, what is critical to keep in mind is that there is little conclusive evidence that social chapters in trade agreements have been effective in promoting and enforcing labour rights. This can be down to numerous factors, the first being the problematic relationship of liberalization and ILS especially when NTBs are becoming the target of trade agreements. Secondly, there is a lack of enforcement of the existing provisions in social chapters. So, putting aside whether or not liberalization can benefit ILS, there may be certain issues and designs of social chapters that can best encourage enforcement. Enforcement comes down to political will, attitudinal change and the presence of strong independent trade unions; it is more complex than whether or not sanctions are included. What is clear is that there is no one size fits all policy prescription, and that each condition (political will, capacity, regulation, independent social partners…) is dependent on the other, meaning that for successful policy each must be addressed rather than seen as isolated or independent variables; isolating and directing impact towards only one issue will most likely open up a Pandora’s box of other limitations. For example, an effective labour chapter needs a clear dispute resolution system beyond mere dialogue, yet even dialogue requires the participation of civil society groups such as trade unions, however trade unions may well be unlikely to want to participate and give legitimacy to firstly, an agreement that undermines key rights and issues in the public good (i.e. new generation of FTAs tackling NTBs), and furthermore, dialogue fatigue will set in if their concerns are not addressed, or the processes outlined for participation are seen as rubber stamping, or lacking bite. Starting from this, it appears that the design of an agreement needs to comprehensively address all these concerns to have the most potential for success. Despite these restraints some recommendations can be made around the design of any future social chapter:

- The design, monitoring and implementation of the chapter must be accessible to social partners; this includes meaningful engagement, and consideration of capacity constraints.

In pushing governments to enforce these agreements political will is often forced upon them either through external pressure from civil society – requiring knowledge of the agreement and capacity from such groups – or internally through dispute processes and channels, again requiring certain knowledge, time and faith in such processes. Issues of access plague most agreements, raising broader questions around what types of resources (knowledge or monetary) are required to access the dispute or monitoring processes? Is it prohibitive to workers and their organizations? And do the necessary social partners firstly exist, and secondly, have the capacity to use these tools? The cost and time of dispute procedures must also be taken into account as being normally
prohibitive to under-resourced and time-poor trade unions that do not have the capacity to pursue such avenues when there is at least historically little evidence of success. The further ingraining of these mechanisms into ISDS clauses and the language of investment rights rather than human rights, further excludes such groups from the necessary background knowledge required to comprehend and make use of these tools. Funding to finance participation is key to allow for diverse and representative participation in numerous civil society forums (Van den Putte 2015a). A public submissions process such as in the US, teamed with strict monitoring and timely procedures could help. What might also abet some of these issues could be the US approach of holding one meeting for discussion with civil society groups regarding all trade agreements rather than requiring civil society to participate in separate and frequent meetings on all agreements (how the EU chapters are designed), stretching already low resources.\(^{14}\)

- **Social chapters need to be coherent across and within agreements.**

Coherence is the other key issue that severely limits the enforcement of ILS. Currently there is a lack of coherence across multiple levels; the relationship between the social chapter and the motivations of the rest of agreement, the lack of coherent application of existing procedures and specifically in relation to the EU, a lack of coherence across EU institutions and policy “ownership”. Does the procedure relate to one or more agreement? Or are civil society groups and government bodies required to understand the nuances of each social chapter within each FTA? If it is a case-by-case basis this increases the workload of civil society groups and thus probably decreases their ability to participate, as well as the capacity of governments to monitor commitments. Furthermore, the impact of labour provisions is dependent on their relationship with the other provisions in the agreement (Gravel, Kohiyama, and Tsotroudi 2011, 11). The EU’s move towards subsuming ILS into much broader and less defined sustainable development chapters further facilitates the lack of ownership of these issues across departments, taking them further away from a core human rights agenda. There is little substantive or prescriptive definition of what sustainable development in relation to labour rights should mean in practice, as such ‘if trade agreements lack concrete strategic goals, it becomes hard to design concrete policy.’ (Van den Putte 2015a, 80). Critically, on a more macro level there is also a lack of coherence between the US and EU, muddling the field for trading partners over what is demanded of them, returning to this idea of a spaghetti bowl of regulation straining the already limited capacity of labor and

---

\(^{14}\) However the US approach is not without complaint, where criticism has been leveled at the meeting structure that certain agreements are not discussed or examples of labour rights violations being “ranked” meaning those considered of less importance not discussed due to time constraints (For example the focus was on Colombia rather than Korea) (Van Den Putte 2015b, 230).
trade departments and civil society groups, such as trade unions. Transnational cooperation could be improved through collaboration between governments when trade agreements are being negotiated at the same time.\(^{15}\) Furthermore, regular Human Rights Impact Assessments would be beneficial to explore how the rest of the agreement and social chapter are compatible and the impact that they will have/are having. A standard social chapter design might also be useful.

- **The 1998 ILO Declaration and key conventions should form the basis of what is included in social chapters. The ILO could also act in a consultative capacity or in a third party monitoring role.**

The move towards the inclusion of ILO standards is a good step towards increased coherence and convergence of the multiple ILS regimes and should be encouraged. Although there are obvious weaknesses of the ILO (due mostly to lack of enforcement), these limitations and the content/coherence limitations of existing agreements could be overcome if the ILO conventions as well as 1998 Declaration formed the basis of social chapters, and were directly linked to explicit mechanisms in the agreement (Cabin 2009, 1068). The ILO also offers an important monitoring opportunity, countering to some degree the politics of enforcement\(^{16}\). The use of the ILO as an independent body to monitor this alongside a transparent public submissions process (i.e. that complaints will be listened to and addressed) may alleviate some of these limitations. This in turn will require that ILO reports be credible, timely and transparent.

- **Pre-ratification conditions should be employed to push for regulatory changes beyond existing ILS commitments**

Where social chapters may have the most tangible and to some extent more pragmatic impact may be in pushing for regulative change through pre-ratification conditionality. The pressure that FTAs can exert onto countries during negotiations has been shown in the recent side letter of the TPP between Vietnam and the US. This extra pressure from the trade negotiations, alongside lengthy dialogue and pressure campaigns may result in Vietnam ratifying some new ILO conventions, and altering their domestic legislation to allow for increased freedom of association. Critically, these shifts cannot be put down solely to the TPP, as it formed one tool in the diplomatic toolbox of the US, and added extra pressure to negotiations with the EU during recent years, but it does

---

\(^{15}\) Increased cooperation may be hard to facilitate through agreements that have increased competition at their heart – highlighting the conflicting nature of trade (competition) and labour (cooperation).

\(^{16}\) It must be noted that the ILO is not at all free from politics. As we have seen in the recent protracted stalemate over the right to strike the tripartite body is often highly political, yet what is meant here is that it removes the domestic (and potentially competing) economic or diplomatic concerns from overriding violations of ILS; the ILO can act as the mediator or watchdog.
show that when working in partnership with other policies, social chapters in FTAs may facilitate regulative change. Pre-ratification commitments have also been shown to be useful in pushing regulative changes in the US-Oman, and US-Bahrain agreements.

Pre-ratification conditions are most likely to be enforced (or carried out) as they provide a clear prescription for what is demanded, when, and how. They are measureable, allowing them to sidestep some of the issues plaguing other areas of enforcement; as such they should be fully embraced and extended to as many regulatory areas as is feasible. FTAs can demand that certain conventions or regulatory changes are made prior to the agreement coming into force. These conditions could be extended to the building up of labour inspectorates or capacity building programs to assist trading partners to meet these demands. Potentially such demands could also work with the promotion of a living wage or be used in regional agreements to work with domestic campaigners to legislate for a regional living wage such as the Asian Floor wage campaign.

- **The monitoring and institutional design of the chapter must be clearly defined. This should include regular and consistent department meetings and social partners and civil society groups must be meaningfully included in the process.**

Regarding the inclusion of civil society, Van den Putte suggests that this must be obligatory and specific in how this is to work – it cannot be left up to government discretion to consult civil society as the ‘more precise the formulation, the higher the level of institutionalization.’ (Van den Putte 2015b, 225). Such a process could use the current DAGs format as a starting point, teamed with public submissions and some formalized role for civil society in the dispute settlement process. However, these processes must be open and safe; the main purpose of civil society meetings or forums need to be addressed on a case by case basis dependent on how much experience the trading partner has in regards to their experience of social dialogue procedures, as well as the matureness of the mechanism, or even how viable/safe dialogue between these groups may be (Van den Putte, Orbie, and Bossuyt unpub.). Replicating the US approach where the Department of Labor is responsible for all social chapters seems to be the most effective institutional design if it is paired with regular and locked-in meetings with civil society groups. There is also space for the ILO to play a role either as a last resort in disputes or in a consultative or chairing capacity. A panel of experts made of a mix of the social partners from both trading partners could also be beneficial. Meetings and consultative forums should meet more than annually and funding and access issues addressed (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010, 12).
The Dispute Settlement Mechanisms must be timely, transparent, include social partners and be accessible. This same mechanism should apply across the whole agreement.

Including the social chapter under the same mechanism as the rest of the agreement aids in coherence as well as reinforces the trade-labour linkage, further integrating ILS into economic trade concerns. As stated previously, the success of the social chapter resides on social partners seeing that it is useful to them and enforced. The direct and meaningful involvement of social partners through public submissions or a seat at the table would help this, as would making the process more transparent and accountable. In practice this could include stakeholders in some form of tripartite committee and the possibility for a third party chairperson (i.e. maybe the ILO) to act if resolution is not possible. The speed of such processes should be at the forefront to avoid ongoing delays, with space for public submissions and time stipulations on how quickly such problems or submissions should be addressed. This could include national contact points and individual petitions (Bartels 2014, 17). In their draft social chapter, Lukas and Steinkellner suggest that submissions should be addressed within 90 days (2010, 20–22).

Sanctions should be available but should work alongside incentives, capacity building programs and aid.

Sanctions should be considered as a last resort and act as some form of deterrent. If teamed with a prescriptive and non-negotiable dispute settlement mechanism the application of sanctions may become more consistent. This should work in three steps; firstly, consultation, secondly, a monetary fine if the violation is not resolved before finally, resorting to the removal of trading preferences. Ideally, and following the model of many Canadian FTAs (Peru (2009) and Chile (2004)), the monetary fine should go into a fund that would specifically target the labour violation under consideration (Lukas and Steinkellner 2010, 7). Where this fine is not paid within the given time frame then there could be a suspension of trade benefits, but this would be the last resort. Working alongside these more punitive measures could be some form of incentive scheme with increasing market access or aid when certain ILS markers are reached; a form of post-ratification conditionality. The US agreements that link aid programs and capacity building training to country-specific issues that arise through the negotiation and monitoring stages of the agreement seem to be best practice, and have measurable impact. If these programs could be developed in partnership with independent domestic trade unions, this would be especially beneficial and may also counter some of the pushback from such groups.
Conclusion: Smart Design and Mobilization

Ultimately, the enforcement of social clauses relies on smart design but also the more macro level confluence between legal, political and development cooperation, and the need for legal resources to be combined with political pressure (ILO 2016, 128). Civil society and social partners play a crucial role in the functioning of labour provisions. For this reason, they must be involved from the early stages, allowing for better implementation and increasing transparency of the procedures (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 30). As Greven describes, labour rights mechanisms will only work when there are domestic actors who can make use of them and where these processes can act as extra pressure points for transnational campaigns; they are not an end in themselves finishing at ratification (Greven 2005, 38).

The agreements need to be coherent on numerous levels – building on the ILO CLSs would be a starting point. This could allow for both civil society groups and governments with limited resources to have some better understanding of what they need to implement; otherwise this can be a repetition of the numerous and largely ineffective MSI regimes. There must also be coherence amongst relevant EU agencies, as although the trade-labour linkage is accepted in a normative way, how this is to be actualized is not clear, and seems to differ across agencies. The US approach where one department (Labor) has responsibility and plays an active and, to some extent, coherent role should be replicated. This will also counter any lack of political will, by limiting opportunities for the buck to be passed. Linked to this, is the need for agreements and labour chapters to be clear on what is required throughout the dispute settlement procedures or the makeup of DAGs (i.e. see the issues that have plagued the EU Korea agreement).

Furthermore, timeframes and outcomes need to be prescribed in the agreement in as clear and direct language as possible to avoid miscommunication or different interpretations (on both sides). Following this, sanctions do not seem to be the determining factor of enforcement, instead it is consistency across the procedures and use of incentives such as increased trade access, aid or capacity building programs that appear most effective. As such, some sort of mix of the three teamed with an unequivocal dispute procedure where the concerns of civil society groups, such as trade unions, are given real space may be most effective.

Critically for any social clause to work or have impact there needs to be buy-in from civil society, which on a larger scale requires the re-building of trust in, and legitimacy of, the power of trade agreements to benefit workers and not just the wealthy few. This will require a re-socialization of trade agreements, more transparent negotiation and opportunities for independent civil society to participate, and have power, in the negotiation, implementation, and enforcement of the agreement. It will also require more detailed and compulsory
impact assessments including human rights, the environment, and labour (Schillinger 2016, 3). The corporate agenda cannot be the driving force behind such agreements, rather they must allow for policy space for states to regulate in the public interest, irreversibility clauses must be blocked, compensation schemes outlined, and participation mechanisms and accessibility issues addressed (Schillinger 2016, 5). As Ebert and Posthuma summarize in their detailed study of social clauses ‘given that challenges in the promotion of labour standards often have multiple roots, an integrated and multi-faceted approach seems most promising,’ (Ebert and Posthuma 2011, 29). Social chapters need to be understood as one part of a policy mix rather than a solution in themselves.
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6. Corporate Due Diligence: A Contribution to the Enforcement of Human Rights?  

Christian Scheper

In recent years demands for the political regulation of corporations have increasingly had recourse to international human rights. This includes not only issues such as forced labour, discrimination and child labour, but also demands for fair wages, union rights, protection of health and safety in the workplace, and limitations on environmental damage. Increasingly we can see that not only the actions of states but also the activities of private companies are scrutinised with regard to respect for human rights. This trend harbours opportunities for formulating comprehensive expectations with regard to social and environmental conditions of globalisation based on international law, but it also raises new political questions with regard to the regulation and political authority of companies.

One core question, which has been debated for a long time in legal and political terms, is which specific obligations arise for companies from intergovernmental human rights treaties (Bilchitz and Deva, 2013; Ratner, 2001; Weissbrodt and Kruger, 2003). The most recent institutional turn in this regard has been introduced by the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which have been endorsed by the Human Rights Council in June 2011. The Guidelines have introduced a distinct corporate responsibility to respect human rights. The key concept for defining the scope and reach of this responsibility is the concept of due diligence. This concept is now being mainstreamed in international institutions and guidelines on various policy levels, such as the OECD Guiding Principles for Multinational Enterprises (OECD, 2011) or the “Social and Environmental Performance Standards” of the International Finance Corporation (IFC, 2012, p. 6). The concept has also been included in the EU policy on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR, see European Commission, 2015) and it is currently taken up by National Action Plans to implement the UN Guiding Principles. Thus, in a period in which international soft law instruments have

---

1 This chapter is a modified and updated version of Part I of the study “Corporate Obligations With Regard to Human Rights Due Diligence”, published by the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung in 2015 (Grabosch and Scheper, 2015).

2 Within the World Bank group the IFC is responsible for cooperation with private companies. As part of the IFC’s »Sustainability Framework« the Performance Standards represent the main guidelines for social and environmental criteria to be applied to project funding.

3 At the time of writing (March 2017) 13 states have adopted a National Action Plan on business and human rights and another 22 are currently developing such a plan. In another eight countries efforts are being made by civil society or national human rights institutions to start a comparable process (OHCHR 2017b).
become a prominent political instrument, the still relatively freely interpretable notion of a corporate human rights due diligence seems to become a key concept. On first glance it seems to bring together conflicting political positions: While UN Guiding Principles are a response to wide-spread calls for a legal clarification of transnational corporate duties with regard to human rights, at the same time they seem to offer a high level of flexibility, which satisfies those who hold reservations towards any form of binding market regulation. Above all the notion attempts to do justice to the high context dependency of corporate activities and the demand for flexibility in the provisions and measures to be applied. In principle, the concept of a due diligence for companies is not new: as a legal concept it is well established in many areas, for example, in administrative, criminal and regulatory offences law, as well as in competition law, but especially in tort law. Also, as a management concept due diligence is very familiar. Its transposition to the area of human rights, however, is a remarkable novelty. Here its precise meaning, scope and the consequences of non-compliance have hitherto remained largely open. The UN Guiding Principles, too, provide only general answers. Furthermore, the concept is by no means uncontroversial. The role of companies in human rights protection and the path embarked on by the Guiding Principles with regard to the approach to corporate responsibility are the subject of heated discussion.

This chapter provides a critical introduction to the concept of human rights due diligence and the current state of play of including it as a policy instrument for enforcing human rights. I discuss the meaning and political significance of the concept as well as important reservations and criticisms in the current discourse. I argue that the concept of due diligence risks substituting the legal character of human rights with its focus on individual entitlements for a strongly management-oriented concept. This rather serves management interests as long as it is not properly embedded in accompanying policy measures. Therefore, given the current national, European and international processes for implementing the UN Guiding Principles – but also in a broader sense of a global governance culture that is increasingly geared towards soft law and corporate responsibility – tackling the question of companies’ human rights due diligence seems imperative for a better enforcement of human rights and the

---

4 Various forms of non-(directly) binding guidelines and standards are characterised as »soft law«, as frequently found especially at international level. It is »soft« because it is primarily based on self-commitments, incentives and general social norms and in the event of non-compliance there are no »hard« sanctions in accordance with established judicial procedures.

5 See also De Schutter et al. (2012), who discuss how different states have already integrated the due diligence approach in their policies.

6 Besides the abovementioned EU strategy and the working out National Action Plans this effort also became discernible in the G7 agreements of 2015 (G7 2015: 6).
future path of the human rights system more generally. In the last section I shed light on discussions about key policy areas in which the concept could be refined.

**Corporate Due Diligence as an Element of the Human Rights System**

Since the end of the Second World War the international human rights regime has developed primarily as a system of international law. It is oriented in the first instance towards the state and its relations with the individual. Human rights impinge on transnational companies only via an indirect third-party effect. That means that for companies there are no direct international law obligations and corresponding international options for sanctions in the event of corporate misconduct. It is rather the state that is obliged to ensure that human rights are also protected and safeguarded in the context of corporate activities. In the wake of economic globalisation, however, the political role of private companies has become more visible and the ‘traditional’ international law approach of the human rights regime has come under pressure. On the one hand, many states – for a wide variety of reasons – do not protect human rights adequately or even bluntly violate them. On the other hand, companies, given largely unconstrained capital mobility, in many instances act transnationally, while state authority is largely territorially confined. Above all, the issue of the extraterritorial scope of state obligations to protect human rights is now the object of intense international law discussion and controversy (see Bernstorff, 2011). All in all, there is a high agreement today that we are facing a situation of inadequate human rights enforcement in the global economy (OHCHR, 2008, para 3).

Since the 1990s, with the so-called “UN norms” an international effort had been under way to subject companies to international regulations with regard to respect for fundamental human rights. This attempt met with stiff political opposition, however, and ultimately foundered as an instrument of international law in 2004, when the UN Commission on Human Rights stepped back from making the UN Norms binding under international law (see Weissbrodt and Kruger, 2003). After this the so-called “Ruggie Process” began, named after John G. Ruggie, who had already co-designed the UN Global Compact under Kofi Annan and from 2005 to 2011 was twice Special Representative for

---

7 Officially: “Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with regard to Human Rights”.

8 There were earlier attempts at international regulation, in particular in the 1970s, when the first international code of conduct (Sagafi-Nejad and Dunning (2008), p. 63) and the first version of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises were adopted. At that time, however, human rights were not being discussed in relation to companies, see Cragg et al. (2012, p. 1).
business and human rights. From the outset he rejected the course set by the UN Norms and instead tried to develop a political framework for human rights protection supported by a broad consensus between governments, civil society organisations and transnational companies. It was published in 2008 under the title “Protect, Respect and Remedy” (OHCHR, 2008) and resulted in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights in 2011.

**Corporate Obligations in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights**

The UN Guiding Principles do not impose any international law obligations on companies, but rather represent a mesh of existing international law and general “social expectations” (OHCHR, 2008, para 54) in relation to companies. In this sense they conceptualise human rights protection in the context of the global economy on the basis of three normative pillars: (i) the states’ duty to protect human rights under international law (‘protect’), (ii) the corporate responsibility to respect human rights (‘respect’) and (iii) making available judicial and extrajudicial complaints procedures, including procedures on compensation for victims of human rights violations (‘remedy’).

The three pillars are supposed to be mutually reinforcing and interlocking in order to represent a ‘smart mix’ of different public and private regulatory mechanisms. The UN Special Representative emphasised that his approach should be understood as ‘principled pragmatism’: “an unflinching commitment to the principle of strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights as it relates to business, coupled with a pragmatic attachment to what works best in creating change where it matters most – in the daily lives of people” (OHCHR 2006: para. 81).

The fundamental principles arise from the International Bill of Human Rights, comprising the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) as well as the ILO core labour standards. However, the UN Guiding Principles emphasise that in particular cases other international agreements can be relevant to company activities. According to the UN Special Representative, a pragmatic approach was necessary in the interests of victims because rapid minimisation of human rights violations should be achieved without having to resort to long-drawn-out negotiations on international treaties. The UN Guiding Principles thus do not call for any revolutionary changes, but rather specify the current state of affairs with regard to international law. The state duty to protect, corporate obligations

---

9 Officially: “Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises”.

10 Core labour standards in accordance with the International Labour Organization’s Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work of 1998.
to respect human rights and also the need for access to remedy could, in principle, have been derived from the international human rights system even before the Guiding Principles (Lopez 2013; Deva 2013). With its formulation and specification with regard to transnational companies, however, the political framework has acquired broad international support. The notion of a ‘smart mix’ of state regulation and corporate self-responsibility is today the dominant approach in the debate on business and human rights.\(^\text{11}\)

In the next section we will look more closely at the aspect of corporate responsibility to respect human rights within this framework and specify the concept of human rights due diligence.

**Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights and the Concept of Due Diligence**

The corporate responsibility to respect human rights encompasses three aspects:

1. the company must commit itself to human rights in a declaration of principle and promulgate it both internally and externally (policy statement);

2. it must proactively implement corresponding measures and management procedures to fulfil its *human rights due diligence* in all its business activities; and

3. it must establish recourse options for instances of human rights violations.

The UN Guiding Principles, first of all, distinguish the notion of responsibility from state obligations under international law. Although they assign companies an obligation to respect human rights, this does not derive directly from international law but from “social expectations” and moral considerations (OHCHR, 2006, para 70). The concept of responsibility as it pertains to companies has already been taken up in the extensive debate on corporate social responsibility (CSR). The UN Guiding Principles thus link the CSR debate\(^\text{12}\) – which usually underlines a strong notion of voluntary commitment beyond the law – with the human rights regime. Although it is suggested that this responsibility is not to be understood as a voluntary commitment, the Guiding

\(^{11}\) For an overview of the debate see, for example, Cragg et al. (2012); Deva and Bilchitz (2013).

\(^{12}\) We can also discern a corresponding shift in the political debate on CSR. Representative in this respect are the European Commission’s CSR definitions. Originally, the Commission defined CSR “as a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis”. Since 2011 it defines CSR more extensively, as “the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society” (European Commission 2011). The Commission recognises that companies, in many respects, have obligations that are not confined to the laws of the country in which they are operating.
Principles refrain from a clear assertion of legal consequences in the event of non-compliance:

“The responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights is distinct from issues of legal liability and enforcement, which remain defined largely by national law provisions in relevant jurisdictions.” (OHCHR, 2011, para 12, Commentary).

Depending on the specific instance, responsibility thus could also have a legal justification, but this further depends on national legislation. The extent to which obligations arise for transnational companies on the basis of international law in the absence of effective legal protection at national level remains a core controversy in the debate on business and human rights, which the definition of corporate responsibility in the UN Guiding Principles does not resolve. This conflict had already led to a political standstill in the preceding process concerning the UN Norms. The Special Representative presumably wanted specifically to avoid this issue in order to be able to reach a broad consensus on the framework. Instead of designating a particular set of human rights obligations the Guiding Principles leave this question open and focus on the due diligence concept, with a view to coming up with feasible procedures for companies. As the above mentioned three aspects of the responsibility to respect already show, due diligence expressly requires active measures from companies. The specific scope of these measures, however, remains strongly dependent on the context, which leaves a high discretionary power to company management.

The Guiding Principles introduce the nature of due diligence in a general form by means of basic principles regarding the coverage, variability and long-term character of assessment procedures. Measures to comply with the due diligence obligation should:

(1.) address adverse human rights impacts that the company causes, contributes to or is linked to through its business activities, its goods or services;

(2.) vary in their complexity, depending on the size of the enterprise, the risk of serious human rights violations and the nature and context of the activity;

(3.) be considered as a long-term and regular obligation because human rights risks can change over time (cf. OHCHR, 2011, para 17).

Furthermore, the Guiding Principles go into more detail about a number of substantive and procedural components on complying with the due diligence obligation. Due diligence, accordingly, must at least encompass the following:

(1.) Measures to ascertain the potential and actual human rights impacts of a company’s own activities and commercial relationships. These measures can involve internal or external experts and must include meaningful consultations with (potentially) affected stakeholder groups (cf. OHCHR, 2011, para 18).
(2.) Measures to deal effectively with the findings of risk assessments and impact assessments;\(^\text{13}\) from these findings must follow the attribution of responsibility to the relevant management level and the apportionment of decision-making authority, budgets and supervisory functions, so that, as a result, human rights risks are effectively minimised and negative impacts can be prevented (see OHCHR, 2011, para 19). Requirements with regard to measures to be taken vary in accordance with whether the company itself directly causes the (potential) human rights impacts, indirectly contributes or is linked to them through its operations, products or services. They also vary in accordance with the company’s leverage on the situation or risks.

(3.) Measures to assess the effectiveness of steps taken to prevent or eliminate negative human rights impacts; these should be based on appropriate quantitative and qualitative indicators and here too internal and external stakeholders should be involved (OHCHR, 2011, pp. para 20).

(4.) Public communication of human rights risks and corresponding company measures to tackle them (OHCHR, 2011, para 21).

With these requirements the Guiding Principles provide a basis for further refinement at the national level and in various sectors. Given the rather general formulations in the Guiding Principles it is useful to underline a number of key characteristics of human rights due diligence: first, companies have to assess human rights risks in all their business activities. This includes possible indirect linkages to human rights impacts, such as those of business partners or the use of purchased products.\(^\text{14}\) If there is a risk that human rights might be affected by business operations (directly or indirectly) companies must take further steps. They must assess the actual impacts of their activities on human rights (ex ante and ex post) and take corresponding measures to minimise risks or prevent negative impacts. What measures are to be regarded as adequate in this respect depends on the company, the activity and the context, and on the company’s leverage over the situation. If, for example, a clothing brand finds out that its short-notice orders for T-shirts at the same purchase price leads to unpaid overtime for sewers in supplier factories, the company must use its influence to prevent this negative impact. The specific measures that the company should take – for example, refraining from short-notice orders or renegotiating unit

---

\(^{13}\) The definition of human rights impact assessments (HRIA) and how they differ from human rights risk assessments was much discussed in the context of developing the Guiding Principles. There is no consensus on which procedures can be recognised as HRIA. For a detailed discussion see Harrison 2013. In any case the company should first carry out an assessment of human rights risks. The outcome of a risk assessment may require that further procedures are implemented for a deeper impact assessment.

\(^{14}\) On product use and consumer protection as elements of due diligence see Schutter et al. (2012, Chapter 7).
prices with the supplier that contain an appropriate premium for overtime – are left open by the due diligence concept.

Second, in compliance with the third pillar of the Guiding Principles it can be added that companies must establish procedures for the event of negative impacts that allow those affected to raise a complaint. The procedures through which these complaints are addressed must be effective; in other words, they must in fact constitute an adequate means of avoiding the human rights abuse and compensating damages.15

The provisions of the Guiding Principles leave a number of important issues open; as a result, there has been heated debate in recent years concerning the political significance, the scope and reach, as well as the opportunities and risks to which the corporate due diligence approach has given rise. I will discuss some key critical aspects in what follows.

Due Diligence as an Instrument to Foster Human Rights? Criticisms and Controversies

With the UN Guiding Principles the discourse on international human rights in the context of the global economy has shifted in the direction of a corporate management and global governance discourse (Dhooge, 2008; Scheper, 2015). This shift emphasises the perspective of management and governance more strongly than the perspective of bearers of human rights; questions of compliance and shared interests in a regulatory framework have come into focus, rather than questions of establishing legal procedures, addressing conflicts of interest and disputes arising from transnational business activities. The ideals of defining entitlements to rights that would balance situations of corporate domination, and of specifying moments of rights violations that could be charged and sanctioned, are increasingly replaced by a more open, process-oriented ideal of defining and measuring attributable impacts of corporate activities that can be assessed and whose negative elements can be minimised as far as possible (cf. Deva, 2013, pp. 96f). Thus, the Guiding Principles, and especially the concept of due diligence, deviate from the rights-based language of the human rights system, which used to be oriented towards obligations and entitlements. Instead, the concept of due diligence emphasises a standard of conduct and requirements for corporate performance. This semantic shift is significant because the human rights system as an international law regime is built on a precise linguistic scaffolding. If this is changed, so critics claim, there is a risk that the binding entitlement to human rights may be diluted (see Deva, 2013, pp. 92f).

15 On the criteria of effectiveness with regard to private, extrajudicial complaints mechanisms, see OHCHR 2011, para 31.
In the following, I will further specify and complement this general criticism by bringing forward three reservations against the current due diligence concept as an instrument for fostering human rights: 1.) a lack of clarification of corporate obligations and of legal consequences; 2.) an increase in private corporate authority to define standards based on human rights; 3.) a lack of motivation and contradictory incentives to act with due diligence in cases of conflicting business interests; and 4.) a tendency to bracket structural supply chain conditions.

First, despite the shift from rights holders to the perspective of management and governance, specific obligations with regard to human rights-related corporate conduct remain obscure. The Guiding Principles offer no detailed interpretation in this regard (see Deva, 2013, p. 88). Instead, they point directly towards international human rights treaties and emphasise that companies in principle must respect all human rights (OHCHR, 2011, para. 12, commentary). Clarification thus remains necessary because a mere transposition of intergovernmental human rights agreements to private companies throws up many issues concerning responsibility or imputability and thus material duty of care. Since the UN Guiding Principles cannot say much about legal infringements, their focus is on the risks and impacts of corporate activities, which, in order to remain feasible, have been limited from the outset by adding the precondition of severity of impacts (OHCHR, 2011; Tromp, 2016). If companies assess or assume severity of impacts they must seek to prevent them and, as the case may be, arrange for reparations. It is a context-dependent question of defining severity, and assessments will vary widely in practice. On a case by case basis, therefore, this gives rise to great legal uncertainty concerning the point at which the company is responsible for a rights violation. The Guiding Principles leave this grey area open and declare that companies in the first instance have moral obligations, but for the time being no legal obligations on an international level. Accordingly, the consequences of non-compliance are to be tried primarily before “the court of public opinion”:

*Failure to meet this responsibility can subject companies to the court of public opinion – comprising employees, communities, consumers, civil society, as well as investors – and occasionally to charges in actual courts. (OHCHR, 2008, para. 54)*

Deva (2013, p. 98) elucidates the problem of the lack of precision of the concept of impact in comparison with the ‘legal violation approach’ by means of a (hypothetical) example: if the company Walmart opened a branch in India this would have a major impact on the lives of many people in the vicinity, for example, consumers, farmers, retailers and suppliers. If, for example, small shop owners in the vicinity had to close their stores the company would incontrovertibly have a considerable negative impact on their possibilities to
enjoy their social and economic rights. Deva emphasises, however, that he would not consider this to be a legal violation. It would be more clear-cut if the staff at the Walmart branch were treated in a degrading manner (for example, through the suppression of freedom of association or unpaid overtime). In both cases the company’s actions would have severe negative human rights impacts, but only in the second case would there be a clear legal claim on the part of employees (see Deva 2013: 98). At the same time, the opening of the branch would presumably also have positive consequences, for example, if regular jobs were created. Even if Walmart might, as part of their due diligence procedure, decide to compensate shop owners who lost their income, the problem remains that the definition of rights and violations is shifted towards a discretionary management decision. Elsewhere, Deva (2012: 103 f.) cites the example of the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. Would companies be violating this right if they provided no health insurance for their employees or if the wages were too low to enable employees to avail themselves of medical care? When is a human rights impact relevant, when is it severe (see also Tromp, 2016)? According to what criteria will this be decided? How far must the company go in its response to such impacts? The examples indicate that the Guiding Principles leave open many fundamental questions about corporate obligations. This might be the price of a strategy based on broad consensus, in which controversial issues have either been left aside (Nolan 2013: 161) or a largely defensive position has been taken in controversial fields.16

Moreover, it remains open what the legal consequences in case of a violation of the due diligence obligation would be (Michalowski, 2013, pp. see). According to critics we can expect that only a few companies will make sufficient efforts to assume responsibility when there are no clear legal consequences attached (see already Addo, 1999, p. 11; Nolan, 2013, p. 161). Many would do so only to the extent that specific measures were also in the company’s own interest or at least as long as no fundamental business interest stand against it. For a policy framework, however, it would be important to establish guidelines especially for cases in which there is no vested company interest to conform to human rights. The debate on responsibility on the basis of a social ‘license to operate’17 at

---

16 An example for a defensive position is the Guiding Principles’ position on extraterritorial state obligations under international law, as explained by Augenstein and Kinley (2013).

17 This concept usually refers to the public assent required for corporate activities. It is independent of the law and other legal provisions. The UN Special Representative, too, has used this expression in his paraphrasing of social expectations with regard to companies: »the broader scope of the responsibility to respect is defined by social expectations – as part of what is sometimes called a company’s social licence to operate« (OHCHR 2008, para. 54).
international level thus remains vague for as long as it avoids the discussion of specific obligations and the legal consequences of corporate misconduct.

Second, drawing on due diligence as a governance approach depends strongly on self-responsibility. In the field of human rights, especially social and economic rights, this suffers from a problem with regard to companies’ motivation because it is above all self-interest – for example, in minimising reputational risks – and social expectations that are supposed to lead to consistent compliance with the due diligence obligation. The quality of the process implemented to safeguard human rights due diligence depends on the functioning of the “court of public opinion”, which not least would require comprehensive transparency along the global value chain. Far-reaching incentive mechanisms are lacking that would encourage self-interest in comprehensive due diligence processes, in particular when, in individual cases, they run counter to other corporate interests. Indeed, often it is very much in the company’s own interest to identify and avoid human rights risks, but that is not always the case, far from it. For example, many companies are not visible to consumers in such a way that their reputations might be at risk, which means that they have little incentive to bear the higher cost of implementing human rights due diligence. This applies, for example, to many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which, as suppliers of large brand name companies, do not themselves serve the markets for end-consumers. However, this is also the case in parts of the electronics industry, where powerful manufacturers largely remain invisible to consumers (Lüthje, 2002). Moreover, in all branches with complex supply chains, such as the garment industry, even committed brand companies at best reach only the first or second tier in the chain with their monitoring efforts. Large parts of production are not reached, especially areas in which informal labour is widespread.\(^{18}\) In addition, many consumers still take relatively little interest in social and environmental considerations when it comes to purchasing decisions.

More generally, we can say that given the existence of global production networks incentives based on public opinion are fairly constricted because there is insufficient transparency or inducement. Public opinion is also generally dependent on elaborate civil society campaigns to bring abuses to light. However, civil organisations have only limited resources and general monitoring of companies’ human rights impact can hardly be expected from them. Public opinion thus does not represent a proper basis for human rights protection. A further problem with a strongly company-driven approach in the area of human rights protection is that there is a certain prioritisation of rights in accordance with the public interest and reputational risk. This leads to more avoidance of certain risks in the company’s self-interest (for example,

---

\(^{18}\) On the increase in informal and precarious employment forms see ILO (2015).
minimisation of child labour in their supply chain – which is a particular threat to a company’s reputation), while other human rights risks are less heeded (for example, trade union rights). The same applies to the measures to be implemented for assessing risks. We can conclude from this that companies’ obligations with regard to transparency and disclosure must be extended and corresponding policy design approaches are needed, if the due diligence concept is to contribute to human rights protection in the global economy as a basic principle.

This leads to the third problem: due diligence, as a general principle of action, needs to leave open what is required in a specific case. By shifting the context-specific decision over to private management, however, the concept confers considerable authority on companies, if the general assertions of the Guiding Principles are not further refined, for instance, by national law. This authority comprises the interpretation of human rights in specific contexts and is increased by the fact that risk and impact assessments largely draw on practices of corporate knowledge about the situation in the supply chain. Corporate monitoring, auditing and reporting practices – although their flaws and weaknesses are widely known – become a key cornerstone of human rights policies and often they are the only knowledge base against which the due diligence obligations can be measured. Until today no comparable ‘labour-based’ information systems or public practices of knowledge production about the supply chain have evolved that would form a counter-weight to the increasing role of management-based knowledge and its effects on how human rights conditions are being assessed.

Fourth, by assigning responsibility to companies according to their leverage, the approach of the Guiding Principles and the concept of due diligence tend to overemphasise an individualistic conception of causes and effects in the global economy and underestimate structural conditions (see, e.g., Hoover, 2012). For instance, if a company is responsible to act with due diligence with regard to the right to equal treatment of men and women, it might attempt to avoid instances of discrimination, but it is questionable whether it will be able (or required to) address a general situation of unequal treatment of women along the supply chain.

Based on these four reservations we can assume that the openness of the concept of due diligence suggested by the UN Guiding Principles might be inadequate as an instrument for effective human rights protection. The Guiding Principles must be seen in light of a corporate-based CSR approach that is sceptical about or hostile to regulation (López, 2013). Ultimately, this also represents a more general problem for the human rights approach: as a broadly encompassing concept it enjoys almost universal assent. In specific instances, however, its implementation involves fundamental conflicts of interest. These require the
institutionalised empowerment for rights holders to make claims against the authority of corporate management. Otherwise, rights would be no more than consensual corporate minimum standards of conduct. Interpretation of rights can scarcely be standardised top-down by company management. The ‘correct’ standard – that is, the threshold at which impacts of corporate activities would be considered as rights violations – is rarely self-evident and determinable top down. It is important to recall that human rights and their potential violation have to be negotiated in individual cases. Where there are no adequate legal remedies or no rule-of-law institutions, or when impacts have to be evaluated, the interpretation of human rights in the relevant context as part of the corporate due diligence concept cannot satisfactorily be performed by the company itself. Precisely this, however, is necessary according to the approach of the Guiding Principles, as long as these are not specified by corresponding national or other policies. The policy design of the human rights due diligence approach must, on the one hand, further refine minimum standards, but on the other hand, it must remain open to further legal possibilities for dispute resolution and legal remedies, so that in specific instances rights holders are able to claim their rights and bring cases to a court.

Consequently, there is a need for further specification of the concept of due diligence in specific contexts and policy fields. To some extent a process in this direction has already started. For instance, at the international level this has been done within a UN working group on business and human rights and also the OECD is further trying to specify due diligence (e.g. OECD, 2017). Remaining challenges in relation to the necessary specification of the concept comprise, for example, labour law obligations in the supply chain, including obligations for companies that arise from trade union rights. The latter represent key human rights issues with regard to the global economy, but are largely excluded from the UN Guiding Principles.

**Embedding Corporate Due Diligence in Policy Approaches**

After the successful adoption of the UN Guiding Principles many countries, both within and outside the OECD, are currently engaged in defining national policy steps for their implementation. This involves a further specification of how due diligence is supposed to be understood and how it is linked to the other

---


20 see also OHCHR 2008, para. 52.

21 In the Guiding Principles the key role of trade unions is first mentioned in the context of the need for complaints mechanisms (OHCHR 2011, para. 29f), not in the context of due diligence. Overall, rights at work, which in the ICESCR go far beyond the ILO Core Labour Standards, are not given much emphasis.
pillars of the Guiding Principles. For example, states can provide companies with incentives and conditions to implement their due diligence processes and they can define both minimum standards as well as legal ‘safe harbours’ for companies. This seems necessary if a ‘smart’ regulatory mix is to emerge from the Guiding Principles and existing ‘governance gaps’ be closed up.

In this sense a holistic view of the due diligence concept is needed as part of the more comprehensive approach of the three pillars of the Guiding Principles (‘protect, respect and remedy’). The key requirements for fulfilling the corporate responsibility to respect human rights could be supported and strengthened by national governments: 1.) The demand for a policy statement – an explicit commitment to human rights and adequate communication at all levels of the company – can be supported by more clearly defining what is to be legally expected from companies; 2.) at the level of measures to implement due diligence processes state governments together with international organisations, especially the ILO, could develop minimum standards and support the involvement of both company and labour through tripartite consultations – in particular with regard to risk and impact assessments, as well as appropriate follow-up measures, and the specification of legal thresholds and consequences in cases of non-compliance. This should take place in relation to specific sectors and human rights issues. 3.) The same applies with regard to the third requirement, the provision of judicial and non-judicial complaints mechanisms. Here, too, the state can formulate expectations and criteria for appropriate procedures for grievance mechanisms on a company level.

More importantly, however, states need to make available its own judicial and non-judicial court and arbitration mechanisms for those who are affected by corporate activities, both domestically and abroad, and eliminating existing obstacles (for civil society demands in Germany see Heydenreich et al., 2014: Chapter 6). This also entails the scrutiny and reform of existing extrajudicial proceedings, such as the National Contact Points (NCP) for the OECD Guidelines with regard to their compliance with the effectiveness criteria formulated by the UN Guiding Principles (see OHCHR, 2011, para. 31).

The following will summarise further key areas in which a comprehensive policy integration of the due diligence concept could lead to a better enforcement of human rights.

Providing Public Information on Human Rights Conditions

The provision and organisation of information on issues relevant to human rights becomes an important area of state policies, if non-state actors are supposed to act based on considerations about human rights risks and impacts. This includes, first, the development of country-specific know-how; second, the compilation of sector-specific information, for example, on human rights risks
and options for dealing with these risks; and third, the development of guidance on specific human rights issues and how abuses are expected to be handled, with reference to relevant international frameworks and guidelines. Many issues require clarification in this respect beyond existing international standards, such as the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD Guidelines. The development of a comprehensive public information base would be important for balancing the above-mentioned increasing tendency towards ‘corporate-led’ knowledge about supply chains, generated by corporate auditing firms and the like.

**Promoting Networks**

The establishment and promotion of networks for companies, trade unions, employees and civil society actors could play a key role in the generation and exchange of relevant knowledge, in particular if it strengthens solidarity and participation among employees along the supply chain. Besides corporate membership-based networks, such as the Global Compact Networks and CSR circles, networks need to engage better with employees and trade unions. Regional or state-organised forums might be suitable for this purpose, as well as efforts to link up with trade union federations or civil society networks in production countries in Europe and abroad. Central to all this must be the establishment of new forms of social dialogue between companies and labour representatives along the supply chain, as well as the provision of effective participation and complaints options for bearers of human rights. Due diligence understood as one element in a transnational context of improved company-labour dialogue could strengthen the enforcement of human rights.

**Promoting ‘Good’ Competitive Conditions**

Whereas companies’ regularly demand a ‘level’ playing field – equal competitive conditions – it seems necessary to include due diligence requirements in defining the social *quality* of this playing field. This would require governments to provide conditions and incentives through which failure to comply with human rights due diligence obligations would lead to a competitive disadvantage, or consistent compliance with due diligence obligations could bring competitive advantages. The aim should be to ensure that the competitiveness of companies that properly comply with their due diligence obligations does not suffer, for example, because competitors are able to charge lower prices based on violations of fundamental rights in production sites. In order to promote such good and progressive competitive conditions internationally, governments (and the EU) can work strategically to ensure that social, environmental and human rights provisions are included in multi- and bilateral trade agreements and investment protection treaties. Such opportunities have been the subject of controversy for many years now (see Scherrer *et al.*, 2008).
The UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights for this purpose proposes more intensive coordination of the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles between trade, investment and financial institutions in the international system (UNHRC 2015: §§ 15–17). This proposal seems a necessary step in order to embed the concept of corporate due diligence in wider policy solutions for promoting human rights.

A further step towards creating good competitive conditions would be to enhance the requirements on the corporate disclosure of non-financial affairs. Reporting about measures for compliance with human rights would be an important precondition for due diligence as an element of political regulation. Although many – especially large – companies already report on their CSR activities this has hitherto not been done in accordance with set criteria, and nor have human rights issues been systematically dealt with. To date, as a rule not all essential human rights risks, impacts and concrete measures have been evident in company reports. Legal definition of certain material reporting obligations, graduated in accordance with company size, could strengthen compliance with the human rights due diligence obligation. However, as the above discussion about the politics of corporate-led knowledge and transparency shows, a one-sided policy reliance on increased corporate transparency would be problematic from a human rights perspective.

At the international level a process towards further defining minimum standards with regard to corporate due diligence could be reached by the ‘Intergovernmental working group transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights’, whose goal is to negotiate a binding treaty on the issue of business obligations in the field of human rights (OHCHR, 2017a).

**Economic Incentives and Conditionality**

Closely linked to the promotion of good competitive conditions at national and international level is the creation of consistent incentives and conditions for companies. There are key policy fields in which effective support for due diligence obligations are possible by attaching legal conditions on business conduct to economic policies: a.) public procurement, b.) foreign trade promotion and c.) development cooperation.

a. Public procurement falls primarily in the area of the state’s duty to protect (see OHCHR, 2011, para 5, 6). It can be used to create economic incentives for companies to comply with their human rights due diligence obligation by taking it into consideration as a requirement when awarding
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22 Recently, civil society initiatives seem to increasingly take up this path again, see http://www.fes-europe.eu/news-list/e/core-labour-standards-plus-linking-trade-and-shared-prosperity-in-global-supply-chains-in-asia/ [accessed 24 March 2017].
contracts (for further information and demands in Germany see CorA-Netzwerk für Unternehmensverantwortung and Forum Menschenrechte, 2013).

b. In the granting of export credit guarantees and related public instruments of export promotion, compliance with the human rights due diligence obligation can be laid down as a fixed criterion for public support. Including consistent human rights criteria and active human rights consultancy capacities at the mandatory companies of foreign trade promotion could provide a strong incentive for export-oriented companies. Developments have already been initiated in this area in recent years on the level of the OECD framework of the international cooperation of export credit agencies, but so far no systematic human rights-oriented approach has been established. For the sake of continuous improvement in particular a complaints option would need to be created for people affected, for example, through an independent ombudsman for foreign trade promotion and foreign direct investment projects. It could play an intermediary role and serve as a contact for rights holders abroad, for instance in cases of large infrastructure projects.

c. To promote the due diligence obligation among companies, development policy could build up a human rights approach in the field of economic and social rights in close cooperation with companies and trade union federations. This includes the establishment and further development of expertise for human rights risk analyses, which could be applied on a country and sector-specific basis via the development agencies’ offices. The promotion of tripartite forms of dialogue alongside supply chains would also constitute a key task that so far has played only a minor role for most development agencies. Furthermore, partner countries could be advised and supported in working out their own national action plans for implementing the UN Guiding Principles.

The Role of Trade Unions for Strengthening the Contribution of Corporate Due Diligence

As the discussion so far has shown, trade unions, with their national and international federations, could play a much more active role in promoting and demanding corporate human rights due diligence obligations. In this context they can take up company commitments to human rights systematically and demand that they be met along the supply chain. To date, only a few trade union federations have been active in the debate on the corporate human rights due diligence concept. International engagement has been confined so far largely to International Framework Agreements (IFAs) or Global Framework Agreements (GFAs). GFAs represent innovative agreements between international trade union federations and top managements on global minimum standards. They can
make an important contribution to strengthening due diligence because they can disseminate the agreed standards through company and works councils structures throughout the supply chain. However, the top-down approach of GFAs is also controversial. Agreements can, on the one hand, strengthen the transnational capabilities of trade unions and the role of international trade union federations, but on the other hand, they run the risk of reproducing existing hierarchies in company structures and restricting trade union capabilities in production networks, if they pass on the pressure and responsibility for implementing minimum standards “from above to below” in the supply chain (see Fichter et al., 2011). The real contribution of GFAs in the implementation of rights at work in production countries must, therefore, be examined more closely. The goal should be primarily to empower the workforce to organise along global supply chains. Also, within the framework of multi-stakeholder initiatives, trade unions can contribute to the development of appropriate standards for employee participation along the supply chain, demand that attention be given to labour issues and promote transnational networking between employee representatives along the supply chain. International trade union federations or networks along the supply chain must play an increasingly important role in the ongoing negotiation of fundamental rights at work.

Conclusions

Corporate human rights due diligence is taking on an important position in the international human rights regime since the adoption of the UN Guiding Principles. Achieving the declared goal of closing ‘governance gaps’, however, has so far suffered from the failure to specify the concrete obligations that need to go hand in hand with this concept. Furthermore, for many companies there have so far been only inadequate economic incentives for comprehensive implementation of due diligence, including the obligations to disclose risks, measures taken and their impacts. Similarly, there are no clear sanctions if companies fail to meet their due diligence obligations. Overall, the engagement with these issues shows that the quality and functionality of the concept of human rights due diligence depends strongly on specific policy arrangements: if it is adequately specified and accompanied by legal conditions, it might make a decisive contribution to human rights protection. As a stand-alone policy solution, however, it threatens to remain a weak instrument that contributes to the legitimation of transnational companies and increase their political authority in the field of human rights interpretation, rather than strengthening rights in the context of global production and trade relations. The current process of working out national action plans for business and human rights can thus constitute an important moment in the further development of the human rights regime.
A further key challenge is the fact that a human rights policy that draws on corporate due diligence increasingly depends on corporate forms of knowledge generation about human rights conditions in transnational production networks. Transparency and the development of information about labour and human rights conditions is a key presupposition for meaningful due diligence obligations. Therefore, the demand for transparency also involves the need to strengthen labour-led forms of knowledge politics that go beyond existing regimes of corporate-led auditing and verification schemes.

The interpretation and policy design of the concept of a due diligence obligation can go a long way towards setting a course in the currently dominant trend of soft law as an approach to international human rights politics. The concept must, therefore, be shaped in such a way that the “soft” approach, despite the lack of binding force under international law, can be effective – through legal foundations in national law and international coherence – by gradually bringing about genuine human rights conditionality to the global economy and extending the range of options for rights holders to claim their internationally agreed rights.
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